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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In just the last decades a phenomenal change has begun 

stripping away civil and ecclesiastical Sunday observance. 

Increased leisure time and spiritual indifference have caused 

a relaxation of respect for Sunday. 

Some Christian leaders have advocated a stricter obser

vance of a weekly day of rest and/or worship to avert this 

erosion. These spokesmen range from the strictest of the 

Christian seventh day sabbath observers (Saturday) 1 to the 

Lord's Day Alliance of the United States2 who believe that 

Sunday observance, especially by resting, is an adequate 

expression of the Decalogue today. Both Saturday sab

batarians and Sunday sabbatarians have the common goal that 

the benefits of the quality life which God intended for His 

creatures, especially as conveyed by the Old Testament sab

bath, would restore for Christians today the same joy and 

vitality as that experienced in the Apostolic Christian com

munities. 

The Problem 

Lutherans have consistently considered Sunday obser

vance a matter of Christian liberty. That is, the Decalogue 

l 
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enjoins the bel"iever to worship, but Christians are free as 

to the day. The Augsburg Confession (AC), Article 28, 

teaches that churches do not have the right to establish 

rules in areas of Christian liberty, such as the observances 

of days, lest the material principle of Lutheranism (i.e., 

Christianity), justification by grace through faith, be com

promised by "works. 11 3 

In discussing the historic change of the special day of 

worship by the church from Saturday to Sunday, AC 28.34 

states that "bishops do not have power to institute or estab

lish anything contrary to the Gospel. 114 AC 28. 36 cautions 

against imposing upon Christians such ordinances and tra

ditions as mandatory Sunday worship: "for the glory of 

Christ's merit is blasphemed when we presume to earn grace by 

such ordinances . .. s Regarding Sunday observance AC 2 8. 53 warns 

that "bishops or pastors may make regulations so that 

everything in the churches is done in good order, but not as 

a means of obtaining God's grace . 116 AC 28. 58 states 

that the ceremonial law has been abrogated: "Those who con

sider the appointment of Sunday in place of the Sabbath as a 

necessary institution are very much mistaken, for the Holy 

Scriptures have abrogated the Sabbath and teach that after 

the revelation of the Gospel all ceremonies of the old law 

may be omitted. 117 AC 28.63 reads: "Some argue that although 
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Sunday must not be kept as of divine obligation, it must nev

ertheless be kept as almost of divine obligation, and they 

prescribe the kind and amount of work that may be done on the 

day of rest." (meaning by this that the Roman Church placed 

Sunday observance nearly on a par with the Third Command

ment's requirements) .s To summarize, the Augsburg Confession 

teaches the principle of Christian liberty with regard to the 

day for the church's corporate worship gatherings. 

In light of the above emphases, the problem with the 

various legalistic sabbatarian views is their tendency to 

t ake the ceremonial provisions of the Decalogue literally 

(i.e . , repristination to the Old Covenant) at the cost of 

depreciating Christ as the fulfillment of the sabbath. This 

paper presents an antidote to sabbatarianism, namely the New 

Testament teaching of Christ as the fulfillment of the sab

bath. A corollary to this idea is the matter of Christian 

:reedom regarding the day for worship. The principle of 

Christian liberty in such matters is neglected by legalistic 

sabbatarians. It needs to be said that Christ did not 

di ~ectly abolish the sabbath. He fulfilled it. Observance 

o f a particular day is not satisfactory in the Christiane ra, 
a s t his study demonstrates. 
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because Palestinian Christianity continued to keep the sab

bath, the Bible is silent on the transfer from Saturday to 

Sunday observance and therefore the shift to Sunday obser

vance must have occurred at a later date. It is a require

ment of the moral law to observe a specific day, Saturday, 

for worship .and restful activities. Secondly, the change 

occurred primarily through Roman pressure upon Semitism, from 

which the Christians desired to be differentiated. Thirdly, 

the successful substitution of Sunday for Saturday can be 

explained by the primacy of the church of Rome and through 

the influence of the sun-cults. His study is replete with 

exegetical and historical infonnation that often is very 

sound, though heavily weighted with his seventh- day presuppo

sitions. 

R. T. Beckwith and w. Stott authored their This is the 

~10 to assert that Christ's resurrection effected a legiti 

mate shift from sabbath observance to the Christian Sunday. 

They view the sabbath as a creation ordinance binding for all 

time because it is witnessed by the Decalogue and therefore 

must be observed strictly by both worship ansi rest on Sunday 

in the New Age. They deny that a church (i.e., Rome} began 

Sunday observance since the literal sabbath was already abro

gated by Christ Who replaced it with Sunday. Their strongest 
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argumentation derives from the Apostolic Fathers and post

Biblical historical data. 

Willy Rordorf's sundaYll argues that Sunday is not to be 

a day of rest in the New Age but a day of worship inaugurated 

by the resurrection when Christ immediately abrogated the Old 

Testament sabbath. This student of Oscar CUllmann tends to 

twist the evidence to fit his thesis, and the study comes 

largely from a critical point of view. 

A massive compilation of twelve monographs, edited by 

D. A. Carsonl2 and written by several doctoral and post

doctoral scholars at Cambridge in 1973, presents an exhaus

tive number of perceptive exegetical and theological ideas: 

the Biblical sabbath originated not with creation but with 

the Israelites; the sabbath was for their good and became the 

basis of humanitarianism in Israel; later in Judaism sabbath 

practices deteriorated to mere restrictions; Jesus is the 

fulfillment of the sabbath; the sabbath was maintained only 

primarily among Jewish Christians in the early church; the 

promised age of rest has come; early Sunday worship was not 

perceived as a Christian sabbath; and it was not until the 

fourth century that Sunday sabbatarianism began. The book 

suffers from being primarily an analysis of other views. 

However, this collection of essays is the most compatible 

with conclusions reached in this study. 
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The scope 

This study is confined to the ~egetical department, 

although in the broader view it needs to be expanded and 

tested by application to systematic, historical, and practi

cal theology. Furthermore, the primary effort will be to see 

afresh what the New Testament teaches regarding the fulfill

ment of Old Testament teachings on the sabbath. Subsequent 

study in the future could explore Old Testament teachings on 

such matters as sabbath and days, type and fulfillments, the 

place and value of ceremonial provisions in both testaments, 

or analyses of differences between work and rest with regard 

to the sabbath. Additional study could also profitably 

expand upon the post-Biblical historical development of the 

gradual emergence of Sunday. 

This paper is not meant to disparage civil Sunday priv

ileges, which are very useful for the corporate worship gath

erings of Christians congregations today. The interest is 

simply to show that present day worship customs are not 

directly dependent on the Bible. In the Bible we learn that 

to know and worship God in Christ is the important thing, not 

t hat a particular day needs to be followed obediently. This 

~xegetical paper is designed to show that the sabbath only 

pointed to Christ. 
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CHAPTER II 

NEW TESTAMENT EVIDENCE FOR CORPORATE WORSHIP . GATHERINGS 

The New Testament testifies to the existence of various 

days for the Christians• corporate worship gatherings. No 

practice of the Early Church, as evidenced by the New Testa

ment canon, points to a specific day. 

The Practice of the New Testament Church 

The Book of Acts 

The Book of Acts, the history book of the developing 

Christian church, testifies to a variety of worship prac

tices. Some Old Testament cultic practices such as sabbath 

observances• and attendance at the temple or synagogue appar

ently were carried over into the post-Pentecost Christian 

church.2 New Testament associations with the Old Testament 

Jewish cultus are mentioned in several passages. For exam

ple, Acts 2:46 describes the worship practice of the Apos

tolic Church in Jerusalem as marked by believers regularly 

frequenting the temple: "And day by day, attending the tern-

ple together. " . . . Acts 3:1 states that Peter and John 

"were going up to the temple at the hour of prayer, the ninth 

hour," as if this were habitual {note the Greek imperfect 

10 
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tense, implying repeated action, avE{3atvov). When he was at 

Philippi (20 : 6), before traveling on to Troas, Paul observed 

the Old Testament days of Unleavened Bread prescribed for 

Israel. Luke reports Paul's attendance at the temple in 

Jerusalem (24:11), adding that his detractors did not "find 

him disputing" with anyone (for apologetic or evangelistic 

purposes ; 24:12). Rather, he was at the temple to fulfill a 

vow for purification (24:18). Apollos also began his min

istry at the Corinthian synagogue (18:26). This evidence 

leads to the conclusion that the Apostles did not avoid Jew

ish worship practices. 

ExaIIlt)les of Places 

Numerous examples can be cited from the Book of Acts 

which show that Jewish places were frequented by the Apos

tles . Jewish places of worship are specifically mentioned in 

these references: 2:46 (the believers met at the temple 

daily); 3:1 (Peter and John met at Solomon's Portico at the 

t emple) ; 5:20-21 (God directed the Apostles after their 

arrest and release from jail by an angel to "Go and stand in 

t he temple and speak to the people all the words of this 

Life"); and 5:42 (they met "every day" in the temple, teach

~ng and preaching). After his conversion Paul frequented the 

synagogues of Damascus and proclaimed Jesus (9: 2o). 
He also 
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regularly { Ka Ta · 6E TO Elw86s, l 7 : 2) went to Jewish synagogues as 

part of his missionary tours: 13:5 {he used the synagogue at 

Salamis); 14:l {he entered the synagogue at Iconium); 17:1-2 

(he utilized the synagogue at Thessalonica); 17:10 {daily he 

employed the synagogue at Berea); 17:16 {Athens); 19:19,26 

(Ephesus); 19:8 {Corinth). Christians' attendance is presup-

posed in the synagogues mentioned at 22:19 and 26:11. The 

reasonable assumption is that in many cases this Christian 

usage of a Jewish place of worship suggests their observing 

the prescribed Jewish day .for worship, the sabbath. However, 

at least in the case of Paul, the .choice of the synagogue 

most probably involves evangelization strategy rather than 

demonstration of the Christians' sharing with Jews the same 

day for worship. 

sabbath Days 

Other citations specifically indicate that the Chris

tians favorably regarded the sabbath day. Paul preached on 

the sabbath at Pisidian Antioch {Acts 13:14). Notice that 

thi s practice continued regularly for a while: "As they went 

~ut, the people begged that these things might be told them 

:.:ie next sabbath" {13:42). Nearly the whole city gathered on 

~:ie next sabbath {13:44). Paul preached at Philippi on the 

sabbath (16:13), taught at Thessalonica for three sabbaths 
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(17 : 2), and at ·corinth he argued and persuaded "every sab

bath" (18:4). Virtually all these examples imply utilization 

of the Jewish sabbath day for evangelistic purposes. How

ever, there is no direct indication that these Christians of 

the early Apostolic Age utilized the sabbath day for their 

own separate and distinct worship services. 

The presumption is that the regular synagogue gath

erings of the Jews on their sabbath days in many cases facil

itated the work of Christian evangelism. Obviously, it was 

to the Apostles' advantage to meet in places where Jewish 

audiences and potential converts could be found. This ratio

nale for the Apostles' frequenting the places and days of 

Jewish worship is given typical expression by A. Schlatter: 

. . . their primary concern was to proclaim the Christ to 
the Jewish people as their salvation from destruction. 
Anything which proved their association with the ordi 
nances and promises of the Ancient Israel assisted the 
first Christians in this task.3 

Ind~endent Gatherings 

Evidence can also be presented which demonstrates how 

believers gathered independently of Judaism for their own 

worship. Acts 1 : 14 describes the Ascension Day gathering of 

120 believers in the upper room. They again gathered on the 

Day of Pentecost (2:1). Their gatheri~gs for worship and 

fellowship continued (2:42), and they regularly engaged in 
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the breaking of bread and partaking of food in common (2:46, 

ica0' T}µEpaV .. . K~WVTES' TE KaT' o1icov apTOV, µETE>..aµl3avov Tpocj)fts). 

Other references attest to additional, independent 

gatherings : 4:31; 5:32; 12:12 (house of Mary, mother of 

John Mark); 18:7 (house of Titius Justus in Corinth). The 

Christian "church" (aic>..TJOta), as distinct from Judaism, is 

mentioned as being at Jerusalem ( 8:1; 11:22; 15:4,22) , at 

Antioch (11:26; 13:l; 14:27; 15:3), at Corinth (18:7), at 

Ephesus (19:30; 20:17), at Caesarea (18:22), at Derbe, 

Lystra, Iconium and Antiocn (11:23; 16:5), and in Syria and 

Cilicia (15:41). The church gathered at Troas "to break 

bread" (20:7-12). No particular or definite day of the week 

is reported for these independent Christian worship gath

erings . 

Daily worship gatherings are mentioned in 2:46 (ica0' 

ftµepav) , 5: 42 (1Taoav TE i}µEpaV) , and .l.9: 9 (ica0' ftµEpaV, although the 

exact time of the day is a matter of dispute) . Whether every 

believer who was associated with a particular "congregation" 

(e.g. s : 11; 8 : 1, et al . ) met every day, or whether the "house 

fellowships" (2: 46 and 5: 42, icaT' o1icov) met every day, cannot 

be known. 

worship gatherings may have been held daily for whoever 

was able to be present. In some ca~es, especially as sug

gested by Acts 2:46 and 20:7, the Lord's Supper was observed 
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along with a fellowship/agape meal, which may have been a 

corranon feature of Christian worship gatherings (1 Cor. 11:20-

21). That no specific information is provided regarding a 

special day for worship among these Christians leads to the 

conclusion that no clear mandate was given to the New Testa

ment church regarding the day for gathering for corporate 

worship. Therefore, worship gatherings may have occurred on 

any and every day. No one day was preeminently singled out 

for worship gatherings. A diversity of practices is evident 

in the Apostolic Church ac.cording to the Book of Acts. 

It is helpful to understand that Luke explains the sep

aration of Christian worship from Judaism on the basis of the 

unique character of Christianity as distinct from Judaism. 

Luke mentions the following examples of tension and hostility 

caused by Jews prevailing against Christians in Acts: 2:15; 

~: 2 ; 5:17 (Sadducees caused Peter's arrest); 7:58 (Stephen 

stoned); 12:2 (Herod's execution of James pleased the Jews); 

13:45; 16:3 (Timothy circumcised because of the Jews); 16:20 

(Paul and Silas wrongfully charged of being Jews and advo

cating violence); 17:5-9,13; 18:6 ("from now on I [Paul] will 

go to the Gentiles"); 18:12,28; 19:9 (at Ephesus Paul rented 

the hall of Tyrannus after losing his welcome at the syna

gogue4); 19:14- 17,33; 20:3; 21:11,27; 23:12; 24:5 (the high 

priest solicits Felix's help against Paul who was considered 
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by the Jews to be an agitator); 25:8-11; and 26:17,21. An 

initial differentiation between Christians and Jews became 

necessary both because of the nature of the New Age {e.g. 

acceptance of the Messiah, the unique meal of the Lord and 

subsequently because of the Jews• rejection of Christian 

activity in their midst.5 However, no specific evidence can 

be documented from the Book of Acts indicating that in their 

separation from Judaism the Christians gravitated to a par

ticular day of the week for their worship gatherings. 

Other Passages Outside the Book of Acts 

No specific evidence can be documented outside the Book 

of Acts showing that any particular day of worship was 

cbserved among Christians. The word ovvaywy,1, used in James 

~=~ . probably refers either to the meeting place or to the 

gathering of the believers . The use of that word suggests 

t~a t the worship practices of the Christian assembly con

:orrned to the Jewish practice of calli ng the meeting place a 

Sj'Tlagogue and therefore of the possibility of Christians 

~e e t i ng on the sabbath like the Jews.6 The choice of the word 

"synagogue" designating a Christian assembly is unusual in 

t.:1e rrew Testament and might suggest that Jewish cultic prac-

~ : ces were retained in the Christian church.7 A compound word 

~s employed in 2 Thess . 2:1 {Emcruvayw'Yll) perhaps referring 
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more to an eschatological gathering of the community of 

believers at the Second Advent of Christ than of the church 

specifically gathered for worship.· But that same word is 

used in Heb. 10:25 in a context that more forcefully suggests 

a congregation that is gathered for liturgical worship. w. 

Manson speaks of a "Christian appendage to the Jewish syna

gogue" as his way of explaining the use of this term other

wise infrequently applied to the Christian church.s There 

were connections between the church and synagogue in respect 

to liturgy, such as the fact of gathering together for corpo

rate worship and the employment of a similar nomenclature 

describing their places of worship. Yet those similarities 

do not themselves establish that Christians often and consis

tently continued worshipping on the sabbath as did their Jew

ish counterparts. 

Elsewhere the church is said to meet in houses. Rom. 

16: 4 - s refers to church~ of the Gentiles (a\. EKKhl\Otat Twv 

E6vwv). A church meeting in the house of Priscilla and Aquila 

is given a special greeting {TT}v icaT' o1icov mhwv EKKh1\0tav 

a01Taoao8E) • House churches are likewise mentioned in l Car. 

16:19, Col. 4:15, and Philemon 2. This evidence may suggest 

that Gentiles often met in houses rather than synagogues; 

however, no conclusion can be made regarding the selection of 

a particular day for these worship gatherings. 
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Rev. 1:10 refers to a day for John that is called the 

"Lord's Day." Insofar as this may be a witness to an emerg

ing practice of worshipping on Sunday, this passage is men

tioned here. Likewise, the first day of the week receives 

prominence in l Car. 16:2, which could attest to Sunday ob

servance.9 

No New Testament Passage Mandates 
a specific pay of worship 

Three Traditional Passages 

Although a variety of worship practices is exemplified 

in the New Testament, there are three verses which are often 

understood as clear evidence of Sunday observance (Acts 20:7; 

l Car. 16:2; Rev. 1:10). These passages need to be scruti

nized closely to determine whether or not t~ey testify to a 

mandate for a Sunday worship-gathering for the Christian 

church. 

Acts 20;1 

The first important passage for investigation is in 

Acts 20. In this passage, a reference is made to a worship 

service begun on the "first day of the week. 11 10 Luke reports 

in this famous "we-passage" (20:4-15) that Paul traveled to 

Treas where he stayed for seven days.11 . The text states in 

verse 7: "On the first day of the week (ev 6e Tfl µt4 Twv 
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oaMdTwv), when we were gathered together (ouvrryµlvwv) to break 

bread (K>-.aoat apTOV) I Paul talked with them intending to depart 

on the morrow (tj\ hrauptov); and he prolonged his speech until 

midnight (µEoovuKTtou) • 11 After the episode of Eutychus, fall 

from the window of the lighted chamber, the account contin

ues: "And when he [Paul] had gone up and broken bread (KNfoas 

Tov apTov) and eaten (yEUoaµEvos), he conversed with them a long 

while, until daybreak (auyiy;) and so departed" (verse 11). 

Which day or night was meant? Does Acts 20:7 attest to Sun

day observance on the basis of the phrase, "the first day of 

t.he week, 11 as a fixed fonnula for a day of worship in the New 

Testament church? The text is unclear as to which day is 

meant. It is difficult to appreciate that Acts 20:7 really 

does attest to Sunday worship for the Apostolic church 

because of the obscure meaning of the phrase, "the first day 

oft.he week." If Luke had used Roman reckoning of time, he 

would be inferring that Paul met Sunday evening (the first 

day of the week starting at Midnight),12 while according to 

Jewish reckoning, he would be referring to Saturday evening, 

~hat is, after the sundown of the sabbath when the new week 

began. 13 

In support of Luke's employment of Jewish reckoning 

!sundown to next sundown) one takes note of the fact that 

Luke was quite aware of the Jewish calendar: "It was the day 
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of Preparation · [Friday], and the sabbath was beginning 

(brE<t>woKEV) 11 (Luke 23: 54) . Further, Luke alludes to the Jewish 

liturgical calendar in connection ·with the 11 days of Unleav

ened Bread11 (Acts 12:3-4, 20 : 6; Luke 22:1,7). He is also 

aware of Pentecost (Acts 2:1; 20:16). Yet on the other hand, 

there is no certainty that Luke does not use Roman compu

tation of time from midnight to the next midnight) when writ

ing to Gentiles (viz. Theophilus, Luke 1:3; Acts 1:1) even 

though presupposing the Jewish seven day weekly cycle. That 

Luke might be using the Roman day is supported by an inter

pretation of brauptovl4 as meaning that Paul intended to depart 

"tomorrow morning, n 15 which would be the dawn of a new day 

past midnight (Monday morning), that is, the day after the 

Sunday, the first day of the week. If Luke were following 

J ewish reckoning, hrauptov would be translated "on the next 

morning. "16 Whether the gathering was the Saturday evening 

(J ewish) or Sunday evening (Roman), the text indisputably 

ca l ls it the "first day of the week." It is described as 

di stinct from the sabbath. But, this standard phrase identi

fyi ng the first day of the week does not in any way designate 

Sunday as any kind of special day of worship. Because of 

ambiguities associated with the time of this worship gath

~r i ng , the reasonable conclusion is that Luke was not neces-
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sarily endorsing Sunday as the regular day for worship, nor

mative for Christians of all generations. 

Futhe:rmore, from the ~ontext this worship gathering on 

the first day of the week does not appear to be normative of 

regular Sunday observance. In particular, the gathering must 

have been a farewell gathering organized only for the express 

purpose of "breaking bread" with Paul, who intended to leave 

the next morning since he "prolonged his speech until mid

night" (20:7) and then after taking some nourishment, 

"conversed with them a long while, until daybreak" {20:11 ). 

The manner, purpose, and time of this gathering seem to be 

special rather than ordinary .11 For example, in verse 7 Paul 

prolonged his speech (napfraviv TE Tov hoyov) • This indicates 

that this meeting was extraordinarily long by the standards 

in vogue in the regular Christian worship gatherings at that 

time. The unusual length of the gathering is confi:rmed by 

the report of Eutychus' sleepiness and accidental death by 

falling from the window. In addition, the Troasian gathering 

included at least these personages: Sopater of Beroea; 

Aristarchus and Secundus, the .Thessalonians; Gaius of Derbe; 

Timothy; and Tychicus and Trophimus, the Asians { 2 o : 4) . Thus 

this gathering held the evening before Paul's departure was 

quite unusual as to the guests present, the extraordinary 

length, and its purpose of "breaking bread" with one another 
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at a farewell meeting. Nothing about the gathering appears 

prescriptive of regular Sunday observance. 

The passage, however, does testify to a Christian dif

ferentiation from Jewish sabbath observance (20:7a}. The 

arrangements for this meeting were outside the context of 

Judaism. The upper chamber (20:8} probably was not a syna

gogue, and certainly the meeting was not for the evangelism 

of the Jewish conununity but, as already seen, was for the 

purpose of a farewell assembly with Paul. It was indeed 

scheduled at a time distinct from the sabbath (first day of 

the week} . At daybreak, Paul departed (20 : llb} . 

A diversity of practices for the day and the time of 

worship gatherings has already been seen from the Book of 

Acts in the Apostolic Church. Any local circumstances (such 

as the farewell assembly described above} may have dictated 

the selection of those days and times. 

1 Corinthians 16:2 

Another reference used to defend the Apostolic origin 

of Sunday observance is 1 Cor. 16: 2. Paul directed (6tfr~a) 

regarding the collection (nEpt. 6e TilS >..oyE(asl 18 that "On the 

first day of the week (KaTa µ(av aa,3f3aTOu} , 19 each of you is to 

put something aside (nap' eauT4l) , and store it up (&naaup(,wv}, 

as he may prosper (o n Eav clo6chat) , 20 so that contributions 
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need not be made when I come." This general collection was 

being gathered from Gentile areas for the relief of the poor 

in Jerusalem. Paul had earlier experience in forwarding 

funds from Antioch to Jerusalem for the Judeans (Acts 11:28-

30). This particular widespread offering is mentioned in 

connection with the Macedonians (2 Cor. 8:1), the Achaians (2 

Cor. 9:2), the Galatians (Gal. 2:10); and it is mentioned in 

Rom. 15:24-26. 

It has been observed that several features about the 

collection of offerings are set in a liturgical milieu.21 For 

example, words unmistakably cultic are used in connection 

with the offering: 2 Cor. 9:12 (i\ 6taicov(a TT\S' ~EtToup(as ... 

Euxaptonwv T4l 0E«il), at 2 Cor. 8:4 (TJ\V icotvwvfov Tits 6taicovtas), and 

Acts 24: 17 (E~Ellµoauvas . .. ica'i. ,rpoo<j>opas), passages all dis

cussing the collection. It would not be improper to connect 

the offering with ideas associated with "worship" though not 

necessarily with the worship gathering.22 

In pursuit of the question whether 1 Cor. 16:2 implies 

that a worship gathering might be associated with the offer

ing on a Sunday, some commentators think that the most likely 

factor which encouraged Paul to distinguish 11 Sunday11 as the 

day for collecting the money is because of a regular Sunday 

worship service. 23 The weekly gathering would encourage a 

weekly offering, which would be an act of worship. Hans 
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Conzelmann makes the interesting point that if the "saving" 

of offerings is to be at home, this would imply the existence 

of a Sunday service to which this ·special collection should 

not.. be brought: 

Auch wenn die Sanunlung nicht wahrend der Gemeindever
sammlung erfolgt, wird man aus dieser Datumsangabe 
erschliessen durfen, daB der Sonntag bereits der Versanun
lungstag ist. Warum dieser Tag gewahlt wurde, i st nicht 
zu erkennen. 24 

That the Corinthians were to lay aside their offerings 

"at home" (nap' muT4>) is taken by other cormnentators to mean 

that there was no Sunday worship assembly to which to take 

the money. Therefore, other reasons compelled them to leave 

the money at home . 25 A sampling of usages from Moulton and 

Geden's concordance leads us to conclude that napa with the 

dative case probably should be translated "with," especially 

i n regard to location.26 The implication is that the collect

i ng should be done privately, personally, and even deposited 

a t home. 27 Therefore, even though the offering is set within 

a framework of liturgical vocabulary, it would not be 

intended as a part of public worship . There is no mention of 

Sunday worship. Therefore, Paul's advice to collect the 

~oney weekly, on Sunday, does not necessarily allude to Sun

day observance among the Corinthian Christians.28 Accord

~ngly, the first day of the week must have been selected for 
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some other pragmatic reason, perhaps in the interest of sound 

financial practices.29 

Because of its ambiguities, · 1 Cor. 16:2 cannot be taken 

as supportive of regular Sunday worship gatherings. It 

speaks directly of a special collection of money, not of a 

day for regular worship gatherings. 

Revelation 1:10 

A third commonly cited New Testament reference to Sun

day as being a day for worship in the New Testament is Rev. 

l:lOa. The Seer John says, "I was in the Spirit30 on the 

Lord's Day (EV TO KUptai::u iiµ~) • • • • n31 Four interpretations 

are possible. The Lord's day could be (1) Saturday, (2) Sun

day, 32 ( 3) Easter Sunday, 33 or ( 4) the eschatological "Day of 

the Lord. n34 The problem is that the word is a dis legomena, 

occurring only here and in 1 Cor. 11:20. The word may be an 

adjectival fo:anation,35 but does it mean Sunday?36 

The use of the term i::uptalCJl makes an unmistakable con -

nection with the Lord Jesus. 37 The idea of sovereignty might 

be linked to the term because of the resurrected Christ's 

lordship, Who is worthy of weekly worship. Thus, R. J. 

Bauckman associates "Lord's Day" with a conception of an 

"Emperor' s Day" : 38 
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If it is correct to suppose that for John the conflict of 
sovereignti·es was especially manifest in persecution pro
voked by the imperial cult, then there may be deliberate 
contrast with the monthly "Emperor's Day" {Ief3aaTll) • On 
that day the beast-worshipers acknowledge the Lord who is 
coming as II ruler of the kings ·of the earth 11 

· { even 
Domitian) . 39 

The majority of commentators presuppose that Rev. 1:10 

refers to a special day of worship among Christians in Asia 

Minor and, because of the nature of the references to the 

Lord, assume the day to be Sunday.40 For them, the "Day of 

the Lord" in Rev. 1:10 would be viewed as setting a precedent 

for Sunday observance. John's "I was" of 1:10 would refer to 

a real time {Sunday), just as in verse 9 it refers to a phys

ical place {Patmos). The Lord's Day would be viewed as an 

early practice beginning to emerge as a worship day among 

Christians.41 Even granting its seminal influence on later 

centuries, one cannot conclude .from this passage that Sunday 

observance was consistently in vogue as the day of worship, 

nor was it meant to be normative as the day of worship by the 

time of John.42 For that matter, if the day of worship among 

early Christians were termed the "Lord's Day," that day could 

have been equally either Saturday or Sunday, or any other 

selected day for gathering to worship the~ Jesus. 

Rev. 1:10 is sometimes viewed as referring to Easter. 

K. A. Strand assumes that the Christian community observed 

the annual Lord's Day before a weekly Lord's Day ever 
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developed. 43 He strengthens his argument by pointing out that 

there is little evidence for Sunday observance in the New 

Testament and that the Passover was annual and not weekly.44 

Yet these speculative arguments do not prove that an annual 

Christian Passover gave birth to a weekly Sunday that empha

sized themes associated with Passover.45 An association of 

Rev. 1:10 with Easter is possible but unlikely.46 

It remains to examine the claim that Rev. 1:10 suggests 

the eschatological day of the Lord, Yorn Yahweh. The context 

surrounding Rev. 1:10 contains eschatological references. 

So, s. Bacchiocchi advocates viewing Rev. 1:10 as the escha

tological day of the Lord for the following reasons: Christ 

is portrayed as One coming with clouds (Rev. 1:7); He will 

hold the keys and be attended with apocalyptic features 

(l:12-18); and He will harvest with a sickle (14:4-5). 

Samuele Bacchiocchi suggests that the apocalyptic setting of 

the book shows that "John felt himself transported by the 

Spirit to the future glorious day of the Lord. n47 John may 

have used Kuptalcrl for stylistic variety instead of the more 

usual ~ ~µepa ToO Kupfou. 48 The adjective, KUPtalcrl, is viewed by 

Bacchiocchi as emerging in use by the end of the first cen

tu~J and is comparable to other variations in the designation 

of the day of Christ's coming (e.g. Rev. 6:17; 16:14). 

Bacchiocchi surmises: "Considering the predominant place 
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which 'the day of the Lord' occupies in the thinking and life 

of the early Christians ... , it would seem natural that 

John would ... be taken in vision to that very day 

{ 1: 10) • 1149 Further, EyEvoµ11v in l: 10 and 4: 2 means "became" 

more than "I was." Bacchiocchi argues, "Since the verb 

denotes the ecstatic condition into which the Seer was 

brought by the Spirit, we would expect the 'Lord's Day' to 

represent not the .time but the content of what he saw ... so 

Such support for the phrase "The Lord's Day" as the Parousia 

warrant consideration.51 ~owever, even if the term is indeed 

viewed eschatologically, an actual day in the life of John 

( i11Eixz) is spoken of (verse 10) , just as in verse 9 an actual 

l ocation is named (Patmos). Further, the term "Day of the 

Lord" does not present a total description of the Book of 

Revelation. Verses 6:17 and 16:14 may refer to the Day of 

t he Lord. But, the letters to the seven churches in chapters 

~ and 3 are not part of the vision of the future. 

The above considerations lead to the conclusion that 

Rev. 1:10 does not witness unequivocally to the idea of the 

institution of a certain, particular day (Sunday) for the 

Norship gathering of the New Testament church. The phrase 

does provide an awareness of Christian worship as being 

di rected to and for the sake of the Lord Jesus . 
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These three i;>a.ssages from the New Testament are com

monly accepted as e"'7i dence for Sunday worship patterns among 

the early Christians but they do not, as already seen, have 

definite mandates a t.tached to them At most, they serve only 

as isolated examples of Sunday observance. The value of 

these citations foi::- Sunday as being a day of worship is weak. 

No clear commands ~ stablish a particular day of worship for 

believers. In fact::. , aside from these three examples, we see 

a diversity and 1ac:::k of unifonnity regarding the day for wor

ship. 

Tbe :Practice of the Lord's Supper 
Does Not Establish a Day 

A freedom is; observed on the question of the day to 

gather for the Lord' s Supper. Conversely, the New Testament 

practice of the Lo rd' s Supper does not establish Sunday 

observance. The s et ting for the Last Supper was the Passover 

which Christ "earriestly desired to eat before suffering" 

(Luke 22:15). He invested the Passover meal with new, escha

tological meaning by adding that He would "not eat of it 

until it is fUl.f i1..1ed in the kingdom of God" (Luke 22: 1.6) .52 

-~ 
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Frequency 

While the Synoptic Gospels do not contain a clear com

mand in the verba to repeat the Lord's Supper,53. the Pauline 

account presupposes repeated celebrations as seen from the 

words "as often as" (6oaKtS, l Cor. 11:25-26) . 54 It is stated 

in l Cor. 11:26 that "as often as" the Lord's Supper is 

observed "you proclaim the Lord's death until he comes." 

Paul clearly assumed that Christians would come together 

(synaxis) 55 for worship assemblies which would at times be 

expressly for the observance of the Lord's Supper.56 In the 

absence of a clear mandate as to when, where, how often, or 

on what day to observe the Lord's Supper, one can conclude a 

freedom of practice being intended. Practically speaking, it 

would seem that perhaps the earliest Christians followed the 

pattern of one day for worship in a Jewish seven-day week.57 

However, a concession that a weekly pattern of scheduled wor

ship assemblies may have developed in the early church does 

not imply that such a pattern resulted from directives as to 

when to observe the Lord's Supper. 

It appears that the earliest Christians celebrated the 

Lord's Supper frequently (Acts 2:42,46). The believers were 

diligent in liturgic worship: teaching and fellowship, the 

breaking of bread and prayers (verse 42) . The use of Tl Kh<WtS 

Tou apTou as a possible fixed technical term for the Lord's 
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Supper58 is supported by similar phrases elsewhere: Matt. 

26: 26, Mark 14: 22, and Luke 22: 19 (l\~wv ... al)Tov .. . Etcl\aoEv) ; 

l Cor . 11: 24 (~~EV apTOV . . . Etcl\aOEV) ; and l Cor. · 10: 16 (TOV 

,, ,~ 
apTov ov Kl\wµEv) • These communion services were often in the 

homes of believers, since such ceremonies would be inappro

priate or disallowed in the temple (Acts 2:46a) .59 The 

Jerusalem church probably observed the Lord's Supper "daily" 

(2:46, Ka0' T)µEpav; cf. also the implication of K.a0' T)µEpav in 

verse 47) . Evidently the early Christians did observe the 

Lord's Supper frequently. 

The Agape Meal and Lord's SUt>-'>er at Troas 

Acts 2:46b also states that common meals were asso

ciated with the Lord's Supper. This conclusion is based on 

the choice and use of words associated with·expressing the 

way people naturally eat (i.e., "partaking of food", 

11cH>-.aµj3avov Tpocpf}s) • 60 This table fellowship of some early 

Christians must have been a widespread practice (see 1 Cor. 

11: 21 - 23 and 33-34). It appears that terminology associated 

wi th "breaking of pread in the home" (Kl\WVTES TE KaT' o1tcov apTov) 

does refer to the Lord's Supper, often in the context of a 

f ellowship meal (µETEl\aµlktvov Tpocpf}s). 

I t i s possible that Acts 20:7 and 20:11 testify to an 

agape meal in connection with the Lord's Supper at Troas. 
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The purpose of ·the meeting was to break bread (v . 7). If 

this fellowship dinner of Paul with the congregation excluded 

the Lord's Supper, why would two different tenns be used 

( 20: 11, K>..aaas TOV apTOV _Kil YEU<JCZµEVOS)? That the phrase 

"breaking of bread" in 20:11 refers only to normal taking of 

food or bread before the eating (yE\foµm) hardly seems pos

sible.61 The use of two different tenns deliberately shows 

that there were both the Lord's Supper and regular eating of 

food. Given the fact that normal eating took place that 

evening in Troas, as well as the "breaking of bread," it 

seems acceptable to consider that Luke describes a fellowship 

meal which included the Lord's Supper (Acts 20:7,11). This 

stock phrase for the Lord's Supper, the "breaking of bread," 

does not speak, however, to the issue of mandating the fre

quency of celebrating the Lord's Supper. The Lord's Supper 

i s mentioned at Acts 20:7 as being observed in Troas on the 

f irst day of the week but without any explicit cormnand that 

i t should be continued on a weekly or regular basis. The 

agape meal and the Lord's Supper were occasioned by the situ

a t i on of bidding Paul farewell that evening . 

The agape meal may or may not have been weekly in early 

Ch~i stianity. However, the preference of Sunday for the 

Christians' worship gatherings cannot be demonstrated by when 
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or how often the agape meal was scheduled, since the texts do 

not provide such infonnation. 

Lord's Day 

A presumed stock phrase for the Lord's Supper, KuptaKov 

6tlnvov (l Car. 11:20), has been used to argue for Sunday 

Eucharistic observances. 62 A common explanation of those 

who see in this term a veiled interest in Sunday observance 

is that there is a common linguistic and practical develop

ment beginning on Easter evening, the first day of the week, 

which established the pattern of Sunday Eucharists. The mem

ory of the resurrected .Lo.rd Jesus gave the meal its name, and 

this term associated with the Lord's Supper later developed 

into the term, "The Lord's Day," first appearing in Rev. 

1:10, the day of the week on which the Lord~s Supper was 

held. This position claims that the expression, "Lord's 

Day," did not derive directly from Easter Sunday but from the 

Easter meals that came to be held on weekly or annual 

anniversaries of the resurrection. 63 

In contrast to that line of thought, is it not possible 

that the adj·ecti ve KuptaKos, "11, -6v only emphasizes, however 

strongly, the I..Q.r.d Jesus Whose meal it is? In l Car. 

11:20,21 the contrast is clearly between the "Lord's" and 

"your own" (KuptaKov 6e1nvov and t6l0v 6e1nvov) • Instead of the 
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more common genitive construction (Tou Kupfou), the adjectival 

fonn (1<upta1<6v) is used deliberately in contradistinction to 

't6tov. 64 In all other cases the genitive construction is used 

(cf. ll:26, death Qf. the Lord; ll:27, bread and cup Qf. the 

Lord). A similar symmetrical construction occurs in l0:2l 

with the contrast between Jesus and the demons, where the 

genitive is also employed, since no other suitable adjectival 

word was available for the demons (1TOT1lptov Kupfou and 1TOT1lptov 

6atµov(wv) • Apparently, KuptaKov and 1<upfou are alternate but 

similar grammatical possibilities. The genitive may have 

been preferred, but the adjectival formation may have been 

employed when linguistically more appropriate, as seen in the 

above examples. The simplest and most straightforward inter

pretation of 1<upta1<6s in l Car. ll:20 is that it was a variant 
. 

expression for "the Lord's," with the L.Ql:d of the meal being 

emphasized by the term. There does not appear to be a direct 

line of influence of the meals with the resurrected Lord 

Jesus which were fondly remembered by the disciples upon the 

subsequent establishment of weekly eucharists in the primi

tive church.65 The "Lord's Day" of Rev. 1:lO did not arise 

because of the Lord's Supper being celebrated weekly on that 

day. 

In summary, neither the New Testament institution of 

the Lord's supper nor apostolic patterns of observing the 
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Lord's Supper establish the precedence of Sunday worship 

gatherings. No direct mandate appears in the accounts of the 

Lord's Supper which establishes its frequency or the day on 

which it should be held. It appears that the Lord's Supper 

was usually in the context of an agape meal in the New Testa

ment. Yet this does not establish a pattern for the day when 

the Lord's Supper should be held. Rejected is a direct link 

between the Easter meals of the Lord Jesus and the Lord's 

meal of l Cor 11:20. Also rejected is the contention that 

these days for the meals directly generated the later te:rm, 

"Lord's Day." 

The Resurrection Accounts Do Not 
Mandate Sunday Worship 

It appears dubious that the early worship observances 

of the New Testament church directly resulted from the day of 

the resurrection, although one notices at least some impor

tance being attached to the first day of the week in the res

urrection accounts . 66 However, the resurrection accounts do 

not explicitly mandate Sunday worship gatherings. Neither 

the Gospel According to Matthew nor the Gospel According to 

Mark offer any substantial information. Examined here are 

the Fourth and Third Gospels, which respectively contain the 

most information and which are most frequently cited as 

implying Sunday worship. 
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John's Gospel 

Aside from the early dawn appearance, John describes 

the appearance of Jesus to the disciples on Easter evening 

behind "shut doors" (20:10}. We do not know what time that 

was, although on the basis of the use of similar phraseology 

in the Gospels, one would assume it was late in the after

noon.67 Since Thomas was absent, an opportunity for him to 

examine Jesus personally came one week later (20:26} .68 The 

account of Jesus' revealing Himself to the disciples by the 

Sea of Tiberias begins (21:l}: "After this ... again" 

{ Mna Taiha . . . nahtv} , suggesting the next kind of event. The 

phrase could be a veiled expression for (the third} Sunday 

according to the context. His revealing of Himself to the 

disciples included sharing fish and bread (21:12,15} .69 

Significantly, John joins these three resurrection 

appearances by saying, "This was now the third time . II 

( 21: 14, TouTo 116ll Tpfrov} that Jesus was revealed, as if to 

imply that now for three Sundays in a row after the resur

~ection Jesus appeared publicly. We are constrained to con

j ecture that· John emphasized the importance of Sunday by the 

~arration of three sequential Sunday appearances. However, 

:1otice that the adjective Kuptata1 is not used to describe Sun

day as the Lord's Day, although John was in fact familiar 
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with that word ·(Rev. 1:10). It is possible that John empha

sized Sunday, but his failure to name it the "Lord's Day" 

leads us to conclude that Sunday had not yet emerged at this 

time as the regular day of worship. 70 Even if John emphasized 

Sunday, no precedents are given for continuing Sunday obser

vance among Christians. 

Luke•s Gospel 

Among the resurrection accounts in the Synoptic Gospels 

Luke is the most comprehensive in evidencing an emphasis upon 

Sunday. After the Easter morning account, Luke describes 

another resurrection appearance by beginning with the words 

"That very day . 11 (24:13), referring distinctly to Sun-

day, the third day after the Friday of 24:7 (see 24:21,46). 

On that Easter afternoon Jesus "drew near and went with" the 

two believers enroute to Emmaus (24:15), about seven miles 

from Jerusalem (24:13), more than a sabbath day's journey. 

Jesus engaged those two Emmaus disciples in reflection upon 

the Old Testament prophecies concerning the Messiah. Once 

they arrived, they offered Jesus hospitality: "Stay with us , 

for it is toward evening (1rpos (a1rlpav) and the day is far 

spent" (24:29). While they reclined for the meal, He took 

the bread and blessed and broke it, and gave it to them 

(24 : 30, ~af3wv apTov .. . ic~cfoas-) .71 Their eyes were opened, and 
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He vanished as 'their hearts burned. The now glorified Christ 

next appeared suddenly with the believers in Jerusalem later 

on that same first day of the week. While hearing the report 

of the Ermnaus discussion and Jesus• revelation from the two 

travelers who had just returned (24: 33) , the Eleven, together 

with others, saw the resurrected Jesus Himself. All these 

events happened on the first day of the week (24:22,13,21, 

29) .72 

After the Ascension, Luke reports that the believers 

returned to Jerusalem. 73 The mention of their joyful atten

dance at the temple (24:53) is descriptive of their ardent 

expression of faith, and it shows that a clear break had not 

yet been made by them with the Old Order even though Christ 

is presented as its New Testament fulfillment. In Luke's 

post-resurrection account we clearly find three themes: 

(l) an emphasis on the resurrection day itself, though not on 

consequent Sundays as in John's Gospel (24:46); (2) an empha

sis on Christ as the fulfillment of the Old Testament (24:27, 

44-46); and (3) a missionary urge for the church. This mis

sionary program of expansion is mentioned in 24 :47-48 (". . . 

preached in his name to all nations, beginning from 

Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things."). The Lukan 

Great commission emphasizes preaching ~·repentance and for

giveness of sin" (v. 47) rather than the enforcement of Old 

l 
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Testament ceremonial laws. Christ is presented as the ful

fillment of the Old Covenant which has become obsolete since 

the resurrection . 

Thus far, on the basis of an examination of the resur

rection accounts, it has been shown that Christ Himself did 

not mandate Sunday as a special day for the Gospel Age. 

Rather, He opened the door to understanding the sabbath in a 

deeper and fuller way. The Evangelists John and Luke do not 

mandate Sunday observance in their resurrection accounts, 

even though they do appear to hint indirectly at the impor

tance of Sunday. 

summax:y 

Does the New Testament enjoin Christians to keep a par

ticular day sanctified for worship? Our review of the wor

ship practices of the church in the New Testament does not 

reveal any directions for establishing a particular day. 

From the examples given in the Bible, especially from 

the Book ·of Acts, a diversity is understood. Believers at 

times respected and often utilized the sabbath and Jewish 

places of worship. on the other hand, Christians did sepa

rate themselves from the Jewish cultus. The three passages 

in the New Testament which are commonly used to demonstrate 

Sunday observance do not conclusively show that Christians 
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had begun universally to worship on the first day of the 

week. l Cor. 16:2 actually does not speak to the issue of 

Sunday worship gathering. Acts 20 :7 probably refers to a 

special worship service. Rev. 1:10 only speaks of the Lord's 

Day, a tenn capable of several different interpretations. 

These verses taken together carry more weight in support of 

regular Sunday worship, although no mandates to that effect 

are given. The evidence demonstrates that for the New Testa

ment Age there is a sense of freedom to depart from sabbath 

observance, that it is possible that the septenary calendar 

of Judaism helped establish a later principle of weekly wor

ship for Christians {especially Acts 13:42; 17:2), and that a 

differentiation from Judaism was necessary. 

The institution of the Lord's Supper does not help in 

establishing a special day for its observance. The Words of 

I nstitution do not carry a particular reference to giving 

d i rections of when or how often the Lord's Supper should be 

observed. The early practice of enjoying a fellowship meal 

in connection with the Lord's Supper does not help to arrive 

at a conclusion about when Christians should gather for wor

s hip. Even if there were a connection seen among the early 

Christians between the meals joyfully remembered with Jesus 

those continued in their Lord's Supper fellowships, one 
ar.d 

can concede only the tendency among Christians to gravitate 
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toward the firs·t day of the week for regular worship. No 

clear New Testament commandment is given in that direction. 

The post-resurrection accounts of John and Luke may 

emphasize Sunday, but no mandates prescribing Sunday obser

vance among Christians are given. In fact, the post

resurrection accounts clearly portray the idea of 

fulfillment--the Old Testament Age is fulfilled by Christ. 

Therefore, for the New Age of the Gospel there is greater 

emphasis upon mission activity and "kerygmatic preaching . " 

In the absence of clear Biblical teachings it cannot be 

concluded that Sunday was early designated as the specific 

day of worship. Rather, the New Testament Apostolic history 

suggests that in the interest of separation from Judaism, 

especially because of the appreciation of Christ as the 

fulfillment of the Old Testament laws {including the 

ceremonial laws like the sabbath) and a growing sense of 

Christian liberty from ceremonies, the sabbath eventually 

became obsolete. worship patterns emerged which allowed the 

Lord's Supper, the Christians' own unique inheritance, to be 

scheduled on any day. 



ENDNOTES 

Is. G. Wilson states, "As one of the most ·c1early vis
ible signs of Jewish allegiance, sabbath observance became 
one of the hallmarks of Judaism in the Hellenistic era. It 
was one of the features most frequently noted by pagan 
writers, often for the purpose of ridicule (Juv. Sat. 14:95f; 
Seneca, quoted by Augustine, Civ. Dei VI.10-11}, while for 
Jewish writers it was a mark of great distinction and they 
were quick to point out that even non-Jews copied their sab
bath customs (Jos. Ap. II.282; cf. Suet. Tiberius 32}. As 
emphasis upon the significance of the law increased so did 
scrupulous observance of the sabbath, to the point where it 
could be seen as the very heart of the law. " Luke and the 
~ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983}, 37. 

2There are several arguments suggesting why sabbath 
observance may have continued in the primitive Jewish Chris
tian church: l. Christianity may have appeared as just 
another sect (Acts 24:5,14; 28:22}. The Sadducees were 
called that (Acts 5:17}, and the Pharisees were likewise 
viewed as a sect (Acts 15:5; 26:5}. Christians followed "the 
Way," which may have been viewed as a movement within Judaism 
(Acts 9:2; 19:9,23; 22:4; 24:14}. 2. Early Jewish hostili
ties directed against Christians did not cause an initial 
migration of Christians from the synagogues; attested by the 
fact that Paul had gone searching for Christians in the syn
agogues of Damascus (see Acts 9:2; see also 22:19}. 3. Early 
persecutions reported in Acts 6-8 were apparently directed at 
the Hellenists (a non-conformist group of Jewish Christians} 
rather than against the whole church. See the illuminating 
study by Martin Scharlemann, St~hen: A Singular Saint (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1968}. This paper will not 
deal with Matt. 24:20, which some commentators take to refer 
to the expectation of Christ for the sabbath to continue. 
See Samuele Bacchiocchi, From Sabbath to Sunday (Rome: The 
Pontifical Gregorian University Press, 1977}, 69-71. 

3Adolf Schlatter, The Church in the New Testament 
Period (London: SPCK, 1955}, 13. 

4see l Cor. 16:9, "and there are many adversaries." 
This may explain why a new location was needed. 
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5wolfgang Schrage, EmouvaywYll, Theological Dictiona;ty of 
the New Testament, 10 vols., ed. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard 
Friederich and trans. Geoffrey w. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1964-74), 7:848-52. (Hereafter referred to as 
~) He explains that after the ·11 shemone Esre•i curse was 
introduced into the liturgies of the synagogues ca. A.D. 90, 
a definite breach occurred between Judaism and Christianity 
(p. 850). 

6Ibid., m.Jvaywyr1, 838. 

711 Without doubt early Christian assemblies were called 
ouva.ywya(, a designation which can be explained quite natu
rally from the terminological usage of the surrounding 
'world.'" Martin Dibelius, James, Hermeneia Series, trans. 
Michael A. Williams (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976), 
133. 

8William Manson, The E;pistle to the Hebrews (London: 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1951), 69. 

9Acts 20:7 is also often alleged to attest to Sunday 
worship practice. These three passages are treated at 
greater length in the next section. 

l<bscar Cullmann explains, "The Lord's Day of the first 
Christians was therefore a celebration of Christ's resurrec
tion. ~ Lord's Day was an Easter Festival, since this was 
not yet confined to one single Sunday in the year .... In 
the very earliest period, indeed, there is not yet any spe
cial name for this day. It is still called 'the first day of 
week, • according to Jewish system of chronology. " Early 
Christian worship (London: SCM Press, 1966), 11. 

!!Luke writes as an eyewitness in the first person plu
ral, hence the "we sections" (16:10-17; 20:4-15; 21:1-18). 
He gives at least 13 time references to report the stages of 
Paul's journey (Acts 20:3,6,7,15,16; 21:l,4,5,7,8,10,15,l8). 

121.uke; in describing a Gentile mission in Acts, . may 
have reckoned according to the Roman method from midnight to 
midnight and would have naturally thought of Sunday evening. 
Most commentators subscribe to this view. See F. F. Bruce, 
commentatY on the Book of the ACl;.a (Ee~dmans, 1956), 407-8; 
Paul K. Jewett, The Lord's pay (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1971), 61; Roger T. Beckwith and Wilfrid Stott, This is the 
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~ (Lon~on: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1978), 28; and R. c. 
· .Lenski, The Inte;r;:pretation of the Acts of the Apostles_ 

(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1961), 825. Willy 
Rordorf argues for Sunday evening on the basis of a letter 
fr?m the governor Pliny to the emperor Trajan in A.D. 112. 
This correspondence speaks of a later, regular sundaY morning 
pattern for worship gatherings and of the Easter evening 
appearance of the risen Lord in connection with a meal in the 
evening. Rordorf presupposes that John 20:19 follows the 
Roman reckoning for the day. Sunday (Philadelphia: The West
minster Press, 1968), 200-205. A complete English trans
lation of Pliny's letter appears in F. F. Bruce, New Testa
ment History (Garden City: Doubleday, 1969), 423-24. 

13Advocates of Saturday evening include Bacchiocchi, 
103-107. He is at pains to establish Saturday night in his 
effort to disallow Sunday worship in the New Testament. He 
goes so far as to grant that, if this worship service were on 
a Sunday night, this fact would establish Monday worship. 
Harald Riesenfeld argues that Saturday evening corporate wor
ship gatherings would have been natural in following the sab
bath. The Gospel Tradition (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1970), 127-31. 

14walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New ~ 
tament and Other Early Christian Literature, trans. and 
adapted by William F. Arndt and Wilbur F. G~ngrich (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1957), 255. (Hereafter 
cited as BAG). This adverb is defined as "tomorrow" or the 
"next day" with T)µepc;i understood. 

15f'. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, eds., The 
Beginnings of Christianity, 5 vols. (New York and London: 
Macmillan & co. 1920-33), 4 :255, claim that hravptov means the 
next day after the Tl µ(a Twv aaf3{3aTwv, not the next daylight. 

16aacchiocchi, 103. 

17rbid., 104, accords the unusually late hour for the 
Lord's Supper as support that this pericope does not evidence 
the norm of Sunday worship. The late hour explicitly 
resulted from Paul's long-windedness (Acts 20:7b, "He pro
longed his speech."). 

IP(;erhard Kittel, >-.oyew, lDNT, 4:283. It is a gift, not 
a tax. 
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1
~ idioma.~ic expression counting the days of the week. 

For more infonnation and on the frequent use of the plural 
for the singular, see SAG, 746. 

~- Robertson and A. Plummer assert "It is not certain 
which tense ruo6i.ihat is." In the course of 'their discussion 
the perfect~ a ":"ery rare perf. mid. subjunctive," and a 
present subJunctive are all mentioned. They go on to say: 
"In any case, the meaning is that the amount is to be fixed 
by the giver in proportion to his weekly gains; and there is 
no dictation as to the right proportion, whether a tenth, or 
more or less." Archibald Robertson and Alfred Plummer, .The 
First Epistle of st. Paul to the Corinthians, ICC (Edinburgh: 
T. & T. Clark, 1914), 385. 

2lsee Keith Nickle, The collection (Naperville, IL: Alec 
R. Allenson, 1966). 

22ffermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Komrnentar zurn 
Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch, 6 vols (Munich: c. 
H. Beck•sche verlagsbuchhandlung, 1954), 3:484, offer a 
precedent for alms to be given as a part of sabbath activi
ties: "Auch nach judischer Anschauung war es erlaubt, an 
einern Sabbath Almosen fur die Armen festzusetzen." 

231 Car. 16:2 has been taken as a witness of the trans
fer to Sunday of the regular worship gathering of the New 
Testament Christian church, as typically expressed by Robert
son and Plummer, 384. 

24iians Conzelmann, Der erste Brief an die Korinther 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1969), 354. 

25R_obertson and Plummer, 384, suspect that there was no 
church treasury and therefore the money had to be set aside 
at home. They also offer a gnomic rationale for saving the 
money at home: "Each is to lay something weekly 'in his own 
house, forming a little hoard, which will become a heavenly 
treasure. ' " · · 

Uw. F. Moulton and A. s. Geden, A concordance to the 
Greek Testament, revised by H.K. Moulton (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1967), 751. ITAPA' with dative :i.s arranged so that 
similar pronouns are grouped together: 
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Mt 8: io - with no one (11ap' ou6EYl) have I found such faith 
John l4:23 - and we will make our home with him (11ap' auT@) 
John l : 2 9 - and they stayed with him ( 11ap' auT@) that day 
Luke ll:37 - A Pharisee asked him to dine with him (nap' 

au,-~) 
Luke 9:47 - taking a child he put him by his side {nap ' 

Eau,-q) 
John l7:5 - Father, glorify Thou me in thy own presence 

{ 1Tap' uµ1v) 
Matt 27 :25 - and they argued with one another (nap' muT01s) 
Rom ll: 25 - lest you be wise in your own (nap' mu,-o1s) con

ceits 
Acts l8: 3 - he stayed with them (nap' auTo1s) 

27aacchiocchi, lOO, states that Paul's proposal was not 
for the purpose of embracing Sunday worship "but to ensure a 
substantial, and efficient collection upon his arrival." He 
points out that Paul's stipulations are that the "offering 
was to be laid aside periodically ('on the first day of every 
week' -v.2), personally ( •each of you' -v.2), privately ( 1 by 
himself in store'-v.2) and proportionately {'as he may pros
per ' -v. 2 ) . 11 

· 28rbid., 100-101, emphasizes that no financial trans
actions would take place on the sabbath. Therefore, "it 
appears reasonable that Paul should recommend the Christians 
to plan on the very first day of the week--that is, right 
after the Sabbath for the special fund-raising contribution, 
before other priorities might diminish their resources." 

29:rbid., 100, suggests that it was a good financial 
practice to see the money accruing at home. He also implies 
that Paul, who was familiar with the adjective KuptaK<>S' {l Cor. 
l.l.: 2 o) , should have called this day KuptaKl) TJµEpa. That he did 
not call it the Lord's Day implies that directions to set the 
money aside on Sunday was merely a good suggestion finan
cially rather than attestation of a worship norm. Adolf 
Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, trans. Lionel R. M. 
Strachan {New York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1927), 369, 
even speculates that Sunday was "pay day." 

3<Moulton and Geden, 823. EV nv€Uµan occurs four times. 
in the Apocalypse: 1:10; 4:2; 17:3; 21:~0. R: c. H. ~enski, 
lli,e Inte~retatign of st. John's Revelation {Miruieapolis: 

u sburg PUblishing House, 1961), 58, argues that the .. 
A

5
g. · t" is anarthrous and does not refer to the HolY Spirit. 

II p1r1 
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"This is Jolm's own gneuma." Lenski says John is in a state
of-receiving a vision. 

31This could be a case of literary or st~ctural appo
sition: 

v. 9, 'Eyw 'lwaVV'flS 

V. 10, 
tyev6µ1lv ev T'fl v110~ / / TU Ka>-.ouµEvo rraTµ~ .. . 
tyev6µ1lv b 11veuµan / / Ev TU KUpt.a1dj fiµEpq. 

~obert Henry Charles, A Critical and Exegetical~ 
menta:ry on the Revelation of st. John (New York: Scribner's 
Sons, 1920), 23; CUllmann, 10, n. 4; Luther Poellet, Reve
lation (St. Louis: Concordia, 1962}, 17; Lenski, Revelation, 
58; Robert H. Mounce, Revelation· {Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1977}; J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, Anchor Bible {Garden 
City: Doubleday & Co., 1975}, 382; Wilfrid Stott, "A Note on 
the word KYPIAKH in Rev. I.10, " New Testament studies 12 
{1965-66}: 70-75; G. B. caird, A commenta;ry on the Revelation 
of St, John the Divine {London: Adam and Charles Black, 
1966}, 105. 

33:Kenneth A. Strand, "Another Look at 'Lord's Day• in 
the Early Church and in Rev . I.10," New Testament studies 13 
{1966-67}: 174-81. 

34J . A. Seiss, The Agocalygse {Grand Rapids: zondervan, 
1900; repr. 1980}, 17-18; Bacchiocchi, 111-31. 

3Swerner Foerster, Kupt.aK<>S', '.mNT, 3: 1096, offers this 
doubtful conjecture: "The adj. as thus applied arose on 
Greek soil, for there is no corresponding adj. in Semitic .• 
. . If it is asked, then, why the two words 6E111vov and fiµEpa 
are combined with the adj. instead of the genitive Tou Kupfou, 
the answer is that this is an indirect relation to the Lord, 
i.e. , as compared with >-.6yoS' TOO Kupfou, 11apouo£a ToO Kupfou, etc. " 

~. J. Bauckham, · "The Lord's Day, " From Sabbath to 
Lord's Day, ed D. A. Carson {Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1982}, 
227-28. Because of the difficulties of arriving at a meaning 
for the word in relation to Sunday, nearly all commentators 
cite second century literature; but such literature does not 
show that the Lord's Day unambiguously means Sunday. 
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3'7wilf rid · Stott, 7 4: "The meaning then of icuptaicos- in 
both instances in the New Testament would be 'the day' and 
'the meal' in which Christ is proclaimed as Lord." 

38James Hope Moulton and George Milligan, The vocabulary 
of the Greek Testament (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1963 
impression), 364, identifies the word with imperial, as in 
the "Imperial treasucy" and (per Deissmann) asserts that 
"attention is drawn to the significant use of Iq3aoo'fl1 as 
denoting 'Emperor's Day• ... " The conjecture is offered 
"that the distinctive title 'Lord's Day• may have been con
nected with conscious feeling of protest against the cult of 
the Emperor with its 'Emperor's Day.' 11 see also Deissmann, 
361. 

39aauck.ham, 244. 

~o one appears to entertain seriously Saturday/ sab
bath as John's "Day of the. Lord," although it is in the realm 
of possibility. There is some evidence that in Quartodeciman 
areas Christians may have observed the sabbath instead of 
Sunday. See the review of the Quartodeciman controversy in 
Bacchiocchi, 198-207. 

41However, the point that Stott makes is typical of 
those who interpret l:lO as referring to Sunday: "To sum up, 
icup1..aic11 fiµEpa in Rev. i. lO may be taken to refer to the first 
day of the week, the Christian Sunday, and l'lot to the Last 
Day, or to Easter; it gained this title through the strong 
emphasis put by the early church on the Lordship of Christ, 
proved by the resurrection and witnessed by the apostles. It 
was the day of the Lord's Supper. It was a day instituted by 
Christ and belonging to him, on which Christians looked for
ward to the Second Coming when he would finally be proclaimed 
in the fullest sense 'Lord of Lord's. ' 11 Stott, 7 5. 

42Ma_rtin H. Franzmann, The word of the Lord Grows (St. 
Louis: Concordia, l96l), x, gives the date of A.D. 95. 

4Jstrand, "Another Look, 11 175, states: "When Jewish 
background for a Christian annual Easter celebration on Sun
day and lack of similar Jewish background for celebration of 
the weekly Sunday .•. are coupled with New Testament inter
est in the paschal season and with lack of such prominence 
for the weekly Sunday ••. , we are readily led to conclude 
that in the earliest period of Christian histocy the only 
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kind of Sunday ··Lord's Day• observed by the Christian commu
nity was indeed an annual one, and that the weekly Sunday 
celebration somehow developed from the annual." 

44:rbid. , 17 4. 

45Bauckham, 230-31, concludes: "But second century 
Christians were divided between those who followed the Roman 
custom of observing Easter on a Sunday and the Quartodecimans 
who celebrated Easter on 14 Nisan. In the early second cen
tury the churches of the province of Asia were certainly 
Quartodeciman, and it is very probable that the churches of 
Syria were too. But it is from these areas that the Didache, 
the Gospel of Peter and Ignatius• letter to the Magnesians 
(and also Rev. l: 10) come [documents using the word K\JPta!Clll • 11 

He also says, 231: "It is in fact far more likely that it was 
the already established custom of weekly worship on Sunday 
which led to the transference of Easter from 14 Nisan to a 
Sunday." An allusion to tlle Passover theme is seen in 1 Car. 
5:7-8 where the text specifically refers to Christ's death, 
"For Christ, our paschal lamb (To 11aoxa) has been sacrificed. 
Let us, therefore, celebrate (EopT~wµEv) the festival ••• 
with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth." Joachim 
Jeremias, 11aoxa, ~' 5:900-903, tries to link the Lord's 
Supper to the Passover. In footnote 53 he explains that in 
the early church the resurrection celebration was not an 
annual feast but was celebrated weekly and that the original 
Quartodeciman feast accented the Parousia, not the Passion. 
In our view l Car. 5:7-8 probably does not provide direct 
motivation either for Sunday observance or for an annual 
Easter (resurrection) celebration. Instead, it describes the 
life of the believer in the New Age, as pointed out by R. C. 
H. Lenski, The rnter:pretation of First Corinthians 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1961), 223: "The 
festival or feast we are to celebrate (Eop111) embraces the 
entire Christian life ••• " He adds on p. 224: "[l Cor. 
5:6-8 is .•• ] full of the imagery of the Jewish Easter fes
tival, the Passover ...• But it would be unsafe to con
clude either that the old Jewish festivals were still cele
brated in the newly fanned Christian congregations, or that 
corresponding Christian festivals were already celebrated at 
this early date." we thereby interpret 1 Cor. 5: 6- 8 not as 
establishing a precedent for a day in the church year, but 
spiritually, referring to the whole of Christian life as 
lived out in worship. 
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~ordorf~ 221, claims that the expression "Lord's Day" 
did not derive directly from Easter, but from the Easter 
meal, which he believes came to be held on weekly or annual 
anniversaries of the resurrection. 

47Bacchiocchi, 124. 

43:rhis is standard usage. See Gerhard Delling, 1J1€pa, 
TDNT, 2:951-53. 

49aacchiocchi, 128. 

50:rbid., 129. 

51Ibid., 127. Stott, 71, offers convincing evidence 
from Patristic citations that the phrase does not mean the 
final day of the Lord. 

51Matt. 26:18,19; Mark 14:12,16; Luke 22:8,15. There is 
an undeniable connection .between the Last Supper and ~he 
death of Christ: a Passover Lamb about to be sacrificed, the 
blood that was shed (poured) from the cross, and the promise 
"I shall not drink again. . . . 11 Paul was aware of the con -
nections between the Last Supper and the death of Christ. 
Hence he added, "you proclaim the Lord's death until he 
comes" (1 car. 11:26). See Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic 
Words of Jesus (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1966). For an 
opposing viewpoint see Hans Lietzma.nn, Ma,ss·and Lord's supper 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1979). Lietzmann argues that the 
Lord's Supper is not dependent upon a Passover frame of ref
erence but is a new meal standing on its own strength. 

53rhe longer Lukan account does report the Dominica! 
mandate. For a concise but complete analysis, see Bruce 
Metzger, A Textual commentary on the Greek New Testament 
(London and New York: United Bible Societies, 1975), 173-77. 

Metzger points out that the weight of evidence appears more 
convincing for a longer version. Even the longer version, 
however, does not ref er to time ( i • e. , 11 as of ten as" ) . 

54Repeated worship gatherings, without specified meeting 
times, for the purpose of celebrating the Lord's Supper are 
alluded to in 1 Car. 11:18 , 20,33,34. 

5%:rnst KAsemann, Essays on New _l'estament Themes 
(London: so-i Press, 1965), 119. The' assembling of the Chris-
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tians is often designated the synaxis (Conventicus Ecclesias
ticus); s.v. Paul K. Jewett, 43. Peter Brunner, worship in 
the Name of Jesus (St. Louis: Concordia, 1968), 18, comments: 
"Beginning with the fourth century, synaxis was for some time 
the prevailing designation for the Eucharist. ft is regret
table that this term failed to maintain itself in Christen
dom. Viewed from the New Testament, it is the designation 
for the church's worship which not only is most clearly 
related to the language of the New Testament but also con
spicuously does justice to the novelty of character of Chris
tian worship, inasmuch as it stresses no other special con
tent beyond that of the assembling of the people." 

561 Cor. 11:33-34. 

57c. F. D. Moule, worship in the New Testament 
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1961), 29, offers a common 
assumption: "Thus, it may certainly be said that the Jewish 
sabbath provided a strong incentive to the Christians for a 
weekly Eucharist, although it is impossible to find any 
secure evidence for it as an invariable practice, still less 
for any hard and fast rule to this effect. We must be con
tent to say that it is likely enough to have been a weekly 
practice . . . . " 

5!b"ohannes Behm, TDNT, 3:730, states that "within the 
context of the Pauline mission, the breaking of bread, which 
is on the Lord's Day in Ac. 20:7, is a cultic meal, elsewhere 
described by Paul (1 c. 11: 20) as KuptaKov 6e11Tvov. As we learn 
from Did., 14, l: K<IT<l KUptaK'TlV 6E KUplOU ouva)(0EVTES" Kh<lOaTE apTOV and 
Ign. Eph., 20, 2: OUVEPXEo8E ... eva apTOU KhWVTES", the ancient 
Palestinian term 'breaking of bread' is one of the titles, 
perhaps the oldest, for the new liturgical meal of fellowship 
in primitive Christianity, i.e., the Lord's Supper." 

59aouse churches are mentioned or presupposed in Acts 
1:13, 2:45, 5:42; l Cor. 16:19; Rom. 16:5 (of Aquila and 
Priscilla); and Col. 4:15 (of Nympha). 

©Jeremias, Eucharistic words, 117: "We see therefore 
that the celebration of the Eucharist begins with the grace 
after the meal and therefore follows the meal proper." 

61The same word is used by Luke of "satisfying hunger" 
(Acts 10:10, 23:14; Luke 14:24). 
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62R.ordorf ~ Sunday, 2 21, argues that if the Lord' s Supper 
were no:anally on Sundays because <>f the first Easter evening 
meal, then the same expression for "Lord's" is claimed in 
Rev. l: 10, 11

• • • it is probable that the title icuptaK'l) llµEpa is 
derived from the designation icuptaicov 6Et.."1Tvov; in other words, it 
seems probable that the whole day on "AThich this 'Lord's 
Supper' took place received the ti t le the 'Lord's day. ' If 
this is, in fact, the case (and th..is conclusion is almost 
irresistible) , we can infer that the Pauline Lord's Supper 
was celebrated on Sunday, since Su..nda~ would not otherwise 
have received its title the 'Lord's da.y. 111 

63rbid . , 233 : "It must . . _ be emphasized that the 
Easter meal was decidedly more imp-orta.nt for the tradition of 
the primitive community than the memo:c-y of Jesus' last meal. 
The Lord' s Supper was celebrated n<>t on Thursday evening but 
on Sunday evening. From this alte::ration of the date we con
clude that the meeting of the disc.iples with the risen Lord 
on Easter evening must have been f<>r them like a second 
institution of the Lord's Supper. on these grounds alone we 
must almost believe in the histori<:ity- of the Easter meal, 
since we cannot otherwise satisfactorily explain what caused 
the meal which was supposed to comcn.emorate the last meeting 
before Jesus ' death to be transposEd t. o the Sunday. " 

64i<.a.semann, 119 - 20. 

~uke 24:30; John 21:13. Bcacchiocch±, 86, criticizes 
Rordorf' s theory: "It is hard to l:>elieve that the disciples 
viewed the Easter evening meal as a 'second institution of 
the Lord's Supper,' when Luke, the onl.y reporter of the meal, 
'makes no mention ' . . . of a frac t;io panis. ' . . . . The 
disciples, in fact, gave him [i.e . .J Christ] a piece of 
broiled fish . . . . There is no cnent ion of bread or of wine 

Only Christ ate." 

ti6James w. Leitch, "Lord Alse> of the Sabbath," Scottish 
Journal of Theology 19 (1966) : 432,. suggests that "the future 
event marked by the Old Testament Sabl:>atll has now taken 
place so that the opening statement of. the Easter narrative, 
, When' the Sabbath was past . . . ' {Ma:,::-:k J. 6 • l) , is not merely 
an indication of the date, but means a1so 'Past' in the sense 
of being fulfilled and therewith abolj_ Shed.'' 
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67John 20·: 19 (Sunday afternoon) ouol]S' ouv ot!Jfos Tfl iiµe~ 
EKElV(l TU µtQ oaf313a,wv 

Mark 15: 42 (Friday afternoon) Kat 11611 otjJ(as yevoµeVllS, E1TEt 
l\V 1TapaOKEUT) o EOTlV npooal3{3a,ov 

Matt. 27: 57 (Friday afternoon) ot!Jfos 6e yevoµEVllS 
Luke 23 : 54 (Friday afternoon--Sabbath was dawning) Kat 

iiµepa l\V napaOKEUT}S' Kat oal3txz,ov ElTEQWOKEV. 

68John 2 o : 2 6 . Was this Sunday or Monday? Generally the 
Phrase is interpreted as being one week later, an octave of 
days . See, e.g., P. E. Kretzmann, P011Ular commenta:ry, 4 
vols . (St. Louis: Concordia, 1921), l (NT) :525. 

69Lietzmann traces the development of the Lord's Supper 
to two types, the early communal type of the Didache without 
any connection with the death of Christ and rooted in the 
j oyous fellowship meals (much like the Jewish haburah, fel
lowship meals) and the Pauline type linked to the death of 
Christ. His first type would be associated with Sunday. 

7Di3acchiocchi, 81, points out on the basis of Epipha
nius, Adversus Haereses 70,10, that until A. D. 135 Christians 
everywhere observed Passover on Nisan 15 irrespective of the 
day of the week on which it may have fallen. He adds, " I f 
our informer is correct, this would mean that prior to that 
time , no necessity had been felt to institute a Sunday memo
~i al (whether annual or weekly) to honor the resurrection." 
He adds, 84, "The very fact that Passover , which later became 
the annual commemoration of the resurrection held on Easter
Sunday , initially celebrated primarily Christ's passion and 
·,;as observed by the fixed date of Nisan 15 rather than on 
Sunday, makes it untenable to claim that Christ's resur
rection determined the origin of Sunday worship during the 
.:.if etime of the Apostles." 

71Lietzmann, 185: "Hence it is inherently probable that 
:~e ceremony in the Pauline churches proceeded likewise 
.b lessing of bread and wine), with the further probability 
~~at the last meal of Jesus and his disciples- -haburah--fol-
~ owed the same lines . . . . " 

72Frederick w. Danker, Jesus and the New Age (St. Louis : 
::ayton Publishing House, 1974), 25~: "The Church, 
:~er e fore, does not await a revelation of th7 Lord at some 
:u~ure time in order to validate the credentials of Jesus. 
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He is validated on the third day and now assumes direction of 
his new community. " 

7~nly a 6e connects the previous narrative with v. 50, 
the blessing and departure at Bethany. Could Luke have 
thought the Ascension were on a Sunday? Could he be misrep
resenting the facts? He actually does not say the Ascension 
was on a Sunday, nor does he say "then, " as does the RSV 
(24:50). Rather, he probably is tying the Ascension with the 
previous accounts reported in his Gospel. Then the theme of 
the Ascension, among other things , provides for Luke a mes
sage of Christ as the Fulfiller of the Old Testament, already 
earlier announced in Luke 4:16 (cf. the fulfillment themes in 
2 4 :24,27 ,44-46). 



CHAPTER III 

THE NATURE OF NEW TESTAMENT WORSHIP 

INAUGURATED BY JESUS 

The variety and freedom exhibited by the corporate wor

ship gatherings of the New Testament church are rooted in 

theological principles inaugurated by the teaching of Jesus 

concerning the fulfillment of the sabbath and the nature of 

worship in the New Age. 

Jesus and the New Age 

Jesus and the Year of Jubilee, Luke 4:16-30 

Luke introduces the ministry of Christ by mentioning 

that Jesus began His public teaching office in the Galilean 

synagogue of Nazareth. l More than just honoring the sabbath 

by His attendance at worship there, Jesus came to fulfill the 

sabbath in His own person.2 Clearly, Jesus identified Himself 

with the themes of release and liberty contained in the 

Isaiah scroll from which He publicly read (Is. 61:l-2; also 

58:6) .3 Key words in Luke correspond to words used in Old 

Testament sabbath and Jubilee texts, including these three 

topics: (l) liberty and release, (2) relief for the poor, 

captives, the blind, the oppressed, and (3) that now is the 

55 
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acceptable (Jubilee) year. The Messianic hope of rest and 

redemption implicit in the Old Testament sabbath and related 

Jubilee teachings are meant to be good news of j"oy for 

believers in the New Age.4 

Isaiah used themes connected with the sabbath, the Sab

bath Year,5 and the Year of Jubilee6 to announce a future 

deliverance for God's people. For example, the "Year of the 

Lord's favor" (Is . 62:2a) is taken by most conunentators to 

refer to the release associated with the Jubi lee.7 The "poor" 

is a term expanded to include the afflicted (needy), the 

brokenhearted, the captives, the prisoner (the bound), the 

mourners, and those of a faint spirit (Is. 61:1-3). The good 

news of the Year of Jubilee consisted of a release from 

bondage and the granting of divine joy by employing these key 

concepts: "good tidings," "liberty," "opening of prison," 

and the "Lord's year of favor." The task of proclaiming this 

Good News is assigned to the "Servant of Yahweh" in Is. 61:1-

2. Jesus identified Himself with that prophet (Luke 4:24; 

cf. Mark 6:4 where Mark's brief parallel report does not 

lose sight of the fact that Jesus is the prophet) .s Luke 

points out that the prophet's task is ruayye>..toao&n and 1c11p~at . 

. . aq>eotv (v. J.8) . The proclamation brings good news for the 

poor9 and the offer of release for the .captives (Rom. J.6:17; 
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Col. 4:10; Philernon 23). It gives sight to the blindlO and 

liberty for the oppressed. 

Finally, reference to the fact that now is the accept

able year of the Lord (htauTov Kupfou 6EKTov) 11 and the claim that 

"Today, this scripture has been fulfilled " (v. 21; cf. 

2 Cor . 6:2)12 clearly indicate fulfillment of the Old Tes

tament. The "today" signifies that the Messianic Age had 

dawned.13 By including Jesus' enunciation of such themes Luke 

is stressing that Christ the Messiah is the fulfillment of 

Old Testament prototypes. Messianic themes introduced by 

"Jubilee theology" find their fulfillment in the Savior Who 

freely gives a sabbath to His people. 

Jesus Teaches the Nature of Worship, John 4:23 

Jesus announced the coming to an end -of Old Testament 

ceremonial laws in His conversation with the Samaritan woman 

in John 4. Although this woman attempted to defend the way 

of worship which belonged to her people (4:20), Jesus 

announced that a New Age was dawning which annuls the old 

cultus: 

Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on 
this mountain nor in Jerusalem will you worship the 
Father. You worship what you do not know; we worship 
what we know, for salvation is from the Jews. But the 
hour is coming, and now is, when the true worshipers will 
worship the Father in spirit and truth, for such the 
Father seeks to worship him. God is spirit, and those 
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who worship him must worship in spirit and truth. (John 
4:21-24) 

Essentially Jesus was indicating that the hour or time (wpa)l4 

when people worship God outside a temple or sanctuary like at 

Jerusalem and/or Gerizim was already at hand.15 Christ's 

earthly appearance now constituted the beginning of a new 

era. Already the Gospel Age had begun when worshippers may 

worship anywhere, outside the confines of the ceremonial reg

ulations that prevailed during the Old Testament Age. The 

true worshippers (a>-.'f\8t.vot npoOKUVl)Ta() are those who worship tv 

"''Euµan i:::at a>-.T}0e~. When the Holy Spirit works upon indi-

. .,.iduals they become living souls, genuine (a>-.'fl0tvo() Chris

tians, able to worship the Father of all nations. Raymond E. 

B~own clarifies this fundamental doctrine: 

God can be worshiped as Father only by those who possess 
the Spirit that makes them God's children (see Rom viii 
15-16), the Spirit by which God begets them from above 
(John iii 5). This Spirit raises men above the earthly 
level, the level of flesh, and enables them to worship 
God properly. 16 

T!"le worship praxis of the Christian, his >-.aTpe(a- -as it is 

called (Rom. 12:l; cf. Acts 24:14; Heb. 9:14; 12:28), is 

:;.otivated by the gift of the Messianic Age, the Spirit of God 

~~ohn 14 : 16-17; 15:26). Peter Brunner teaches that "to serve 

~od through latreia implies that they [Christians] have been 

:. ;:ansported into the new reality of salvation of the ful-

::lled Messianic era n 17 
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A worship "in truth" is one that no longer employs the 

"shadows of things to come" (Col. 2:16) but recognizes that 

Christ has already come and that the believer has access to 

the Father through Jesus. Notice that Jesus never denied the 

temporary validity of the Old Covenant. Rather, He pointed 

out that "salvation is from the Jews" (v. 22, i\awT11pfueicTwv 

'lou6a(wv eaT(v) • Jewish ceremonies were temporary, to be in 

effect until the salvation to which they pointed would come. 

In the New Messianic Age it is necessary to worship in spirit 

and truth (ev nveuµan ica't ahl}0E~ 6E1 npoaicuve1v, v. 24) because it 

is an age of fulfillment .18 The worship patterns of the Old 

Testament were typological. Their fulfillment had come in 

the person of Jesus (John 14:6; 8:45; 18:37). The Christian 

knows that the old sabbath, for example, pointed to the rest 

which Christ brought when He came. Now that Christ has come 

(v. 23, "the hour is coming and now is"), what the Old Testa

ment type prefigured (i.e., rest) has arrived. Now all of 

life under the blessing of the Savior is sabbath and, there

fore, holy time (worship) for God. Christian worship is re

oriented to Christ and not focused on a particular day. Old 

ceremonial forms such as time (sabbath) or place 

(Gerizim/Jerusalem temple) become irrelevant in view of the 

Advent of Christ, Who ushered in a New .Age.19 
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The spiritual nature of worship for the New Age does 

not preclude externals contingent upon time and space. These 

are obviously necessary and/or useful in the created order of 

existence. Corporate worship gatherings are indeed assumed 

in the New Testament (see Acts 2:42; 46, et al.). The New 

Testament requires visible elements that are connected with 

the sacraments (bread, wine, water). The New Testament does 

not spiritualize away the concrete facts of faith anchored in 

the Messiah, Jesus. Therefore, the empirical realities (EV 

w..T}0ri~) yield more than mere ethical obedience. Conversely, 

meaningful ~aTpefa does not take place just because ceremonial 

rituals are observed. In the Gospel Era meaning and sub

stance are associated with ~aTpefa because of divine truth (ev 

w..T}0ria). True worship is produced by the Holy Spirit, and 

inner Christian life and activity are sustained by the same 

Spirit while visible, corporate worship is located at some 

place. 

Christian freedom regarding a specific day for worship 

derived from a response to the claims of Jesus (v. 23, ica\ vOv 

eoTtv) as the end goal of the Old Testament law (Rom. i0:4). 

The nature of Christian worship is oriented to Him instead of 

being directed to a particular day. The nature of Christian 

worship is not topological (where shall we worship?) nor 
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hemerological (on which day shall we worship?) but is Chris

tological (per John 4 : 21-24). 

The Offer of Divine Rest, Matthew 11:28-30 

Significantly, the theme of "rest" in Matthew 11 is 

rooted in the sabbath typology of the Old Testament. For all 

who need a sabbath avcfoauots, Jesus has come. 20 The famous and 

comforting invitation of the Savior includes these promises: 

"Corne to me ... and I will give you rest" (11:28, myw 

ti. l'anauow uµiis) and "you will find rest" ( 11: 29, eup'f\OETE 

ri.vanauatv) . Those privileged to receive the joy of redemptive 

bl essings are called babes (11 : 25), while the wise and under

standing (i . e., the Jews; see v. 23) have those truths hidden 

f rom them. 

The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (.IDa) reviews 

three possible interpretations of Matt. 11:28- 30. 21 They are 

summarized as being Christ's offer of refreshment and relief 

: 1 ) from weariness, (2) from a burden of sins, and/or 

( 3 ) from the burden of Jewish law as interpreted by the 

scri bes and Pharisees. Surely each view could legitimately 

be applied to Christ's gracious offer. 

The premise that Christ alone is the fulfillment of the 

sabbath is best supported by the last interpretation (number 

3 above) because it contrasts ma.n's need and God's grace . 22 
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The passage is replete with statements regarding the grace of 

God , His giving and bestowi ng attitude. God revealed the 

kingdom (11:25, aneKa>.u())as-}; all things have been delivered 

to Jesus by the Father (11:27, napa6o8-n}; knowledge of the 

Father can only come if it is given (11:27, iav ~ou>.11Tat 6 u\.os 

a.TToKw.u<)>at, 11 if the son chooses to reveal 11
} ; Christ gives rest 

( 11 : 2 8, Kayw ava11auaw iJµcis, 11 I will rest you 11
} • 23 God is a God 

of grace, and rest is one of His gifts. There is no rest 

except in Christ. R. C. H. Lenski comments on navTES' o\. 

1..omi;,VTES', explaining the phrase this way: 11 'All those 

l aboring• (present active participle} are all those who are 

t rying to work out their own salvation . . u24 He expli-

cates TTE<j>opnoµEvot in the following manner: 11 'All those having 

been loaded down• (perfect passive participle with present 

imp l ication} are all those who have let others load them down 

·.,,; ith what the latter [the Jews] will secure salvation. 11 25 The 

~at t hew 11 invitation ha:anonizes with the ministry of Christ 

that ushered in a New Age and the gospel offer for the "poor 

and oppressed" (see John 6:27}. The Old Test ament sabbath 

· ... as a symbol of rest; it prefigured a rest that Christ now 

brought to fulfillment. According to Jesus, personal toil 

.J.nd l abor do not lead to rest, but to those following Him, 

:-e st is offered. 
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Supporting the view that Jesus has the burdens of the 

law in mind is the fact that this section of Matthew has a 

"wisdom context." A close parallel of Jesus• sayings is in 

Sirach 51:23-27: 

23 Draw near to me, you who are untaught 
24 ... why are your souls very thirsty? ..... 
26 Put your neck under the yoke {imo {uyov) 
27 See with your eyes that I have labored little and 
found myself much rest {avanauotv) . 

However, in Sirach wisdom is viewed as achievable if one is 

bound to "instruction." Instruction took the fonn of learn

ing the commandments of the law {see Prov. 1:2-7 and Proverbs 

8). Jesus realized that man could not keep the individual 

commandments of Pharisaic legalism {Matt. 23:4; Acts 15:10). 

Jesus invited all to Himself for relief from a legalism that 

burdens. He is not just the bearer of the wisdom of God but 

is Himself Wisdom. Sirach invites his audience, "Draw near 

to me, you who are untaught" {Sir. 51:23). Jesus invites 

those laboring and heavy laden to come {v. 28). The attain

ment of the reward, avanauots-, in Sirach is based upon works 

and slavish obedience to the law. In contrast, rest is given 

as "pure grace" from Jesus. Through Jesus the heavenly 

Father is inviting people into His kingdom. Because of 

Jesus, the kingdom of God is coming to those responsive to 

the invitation that He offers {v. 28} . . 
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Theologicai Explications of the Nature of worship 
from other New Testament sources 

Hebrews 3 and 4 

The Book of Hebrews shows the absolute supremacy of 

Christ and how the Old Testament is fulfilled.26 Christ's 

great promise to give rest {ava1rauots-) to all who "come" to Him 

{Matt. 11:28) is also the theme of Hebrews 3 and 4 where 

God's rest is given to His people {mnfoauots- and o~noµos-) .27 

The point of Heb. 3:6b-4:13 is that the rest that God 

promised the Israelites in the Old Testament accounts is 

typological of the heavenly rest that God promises the 

believers in the New Testament . The record of Israel's 

rebellion and punishment in the wilderness is meant for our 

admonition today {cf. l Cor. 10:5-6). 

The Peril of Rejecting God's Grace 

The Author of Hebrews describes the peril of rejecting 

God' s rest { 3 : 8, µ11 OKh'JlPUVT}TE Tas- mp6Cas- uµwv) • In conformity 

with other encouragements throughout the whole Book of 

Hebrews, admonitions which encourage perseverance are 

extended to the believer {3:6b-4:13). For example, the 

church is living in an age of Messianic fulfillment (1:2; 

9:26), although this is not to be consummated until His 

return {9:28). Meanwhile, the life of believers "is one of 

hope and struggle, in which they are sustained by the fact 
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that that for which they strive has already been achieved for 

them, and that they have already begun to enjoy it." 

Believers are viewed as "his house" if we "hold fast our con

fidence" (Heb. 3:6b; cf. also v. 14). The author urges the 

readers to "take care (3:12, ~r..ElTETE) ••• lest there be in 

any of you an evil, unbelieving heart." Believers should not 

fail to reach their goal (4:1), and they are encouraged to 

strive for entering God's rest (4: 11, ~,rou&fowµEv ouv ElaEr..8E1v Els 

E.:Eiv11v TTJV KaTcfoauatv) • The adverb "today" appears at 3: 13, 15 

as exhortation not to delay but rather to encourage one 

another (3:13, ,rapw::ar..aTE EauTous) toward God's offer of rest 

("as long as it is today"). 

The contention of Hebrews is that the Israelites of old 

had rejected God's offer in the wilderness. Nurn. 20:2-5 

states: "Now there was no water for the congregation, and 

they assembled themselves together against Moses and Aaron. 

iilld the people contended with Moses .... " Te:rms appearing 

i n the Greek New Testament text and Septuagint (LXX) are 

n,iµ-im,qnaµos, "provocation" or Meribah (also called "proof" and 

"tempting"; see Ex. 17:2,7) and lTEtpaaµos, "trial" or Massah 

(also called "contention" and "striving"; see Ex. 17:7). 

Other examples of Israel's rebellion resulted from the peo

p l e's rejection of Joshua's and Caleb's favorable report 

about the prosperous land of Canaan. Therefore, it is 
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recorded in Num. 14:30, "not one shall come into the land 

where I swore that I would make you dwell, except Caleb. 

and Joshua . . . . n28 The Israelites' failure to enter God's 

rest is mentioned also in Deut. 12:9 ("for you have not as 

yet come to the rest ... . "). The author of Ps . 95 later 

renewed the exhortation against rejecting God (vv. 7-11). 

The Author of Hebrews used Psalm 95 (Psalm 94 in LXX) to 

renew God's warning about the peril of disobedience among 

Christians. In short, disobedience of faith causes believers 

to forfeit the benefits of the New Age. 

Those who lose the promise are identified as being 

f aithless: they have an "evil, unbelieving (amoTtaS') heart" 

( 3: 12) ; they are "disobedient" (3: 18, a1TEt8r,oaotv) ; the rebel-

1 i ous generations' "unbelief" (3: 19, amoTf.av) is cited; the 

Gospel among the hearers "did not meet with faith" (4:2, µ11 

,11,yH.:EpaoµEvous- Tfl 1TtaTEt) 29; those in the Old Testament who 

fa iled to receive God's rest did so "because of disobedience" 

( -1: 6 , 6t ' a1Td0aav); Christians can lose God's promise "by the 

same sort of disobedience" (4: 11, TT)S a1Tet0ef.as-) • As a result 

of disobedient faith, people of any generation will lose 

God's promised rest (3:11-18) . 
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Rest rs God~s Gift 

The rest of which Hebrews 3 and 4 speaks is God's 

rest. 30 Earthly "rests" are types of heavenly rest. This 

contrast between earthly and heavenly rest, between type and 

fulfillment, is clearly enunciated in 4:8-9: "For if Joshua 

had given them rest (KaTfoauoev), God would not speak later of 

another day. So then, there remains a sabbath rest 

(o~noµos) for the people of God. 11 That a rest remains 

suggests that the physical rest for the Israelites in the 

land of Canaan was not the final rest promised by God.31 The 

rest that God grants is to be understood as an entering into 

the very rest of God. Note that the present tense (4:3, 

Eloepxoµekt) and ingressi ve aorist (4: 6, eloe>..0e1v; 4: 10, 6 yap 

eloe>..awv) 32 are used to denote the believers' entrance and 

present participation in God's creation sabbath rest.33 God's 

creation rest is specifically referred to in 4:434 and 4:lo.35 

The promise is given that "whoever enters God's rest also 

ceases from his labors as God did from his" (4:10; cf. Rev. 

14:13). God's people desist from their own dead works and 

accept God's work in them by faith (see l3:2l; 6:l, µeTavofas 

CnTO VEKpWV epywv; and 9: 14, ll1TO VEKpWV epywv) • 36 

Thus far, three arguments have been advanced for the 

superiority of God's rest: {l) God invites the believer to 

enjoy His own creation rest. (2) The fact that the 
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Israelites in the wilderness failed to enjoy the promised 

land-rest shows that a kind of rest different from land-rest 

was intended. (3) The fact that the promise was renewed bY 

David (Psalm 95) shows that people are still being invited to 

God's rest in the future since David's generation already was 

enjoying the land-rest of Canaan. God's gift of rest has 

been available since the beginning of creation because this 

rest (KaTanauats-) is an entrance into God's seventh day of cre

ation rest (linked with Gen. 2:2) .37 

A different word (aaftktnaµos-) , which is deliberately 

employed at Heb. 4:9, is associated with "sabbath obser

vance" .38 This "sabbath rest" is to be identified with the 

New Age.39 The term itself, used only here in the entire New 

Testament, corresponds to the LXX a~T~w (Ex. 16:30; Lev. 

23:32; Lev. 26:34-35; 2 Chron. 36:2l). This also refers to 

sabbath observance.40 Hebrews 4:9 is suggesting that a sab

bath rest is always being extended to God's people (Gospel!). 

Man enters this rest by ceasing from his own efforts (4:10; 

cf. John 6:30-31), and this is anaiogous to God's ceasing 

from His works (4:4). Man enters God's rest by faith. Thus 

the believer enters God's present and future promise of rest 

by faith and by ceasing from his O'Wil labors (4:10), just as 

God ceases from His labors (ano Tii>Y Epywv) • The word aa(3f3anaµos

defines the promised KaTanauats- as an entrance into Sabbath 
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celebration. The literal day of rest, the sabbath of the Old 

Testament, is transfonned by Heb. 4:9-10 into a new signifi

cation for the New Testament Era.41 The Gospel of salvation 

rest through Christ stands in discontinuity with the Old Tes

tament literal sabbath; a literal day of rest is not enjoined 

upon the New Testament believer. 

The Sabbath Rest rs a Gift To Be Received Today 

The promise of rest is for 11 today . 11 Several verses 

(Heb. 3:13,15; 4:7) allude to the today (OlJ.lEpov) of Ps. 95:7, 

quoted at Heb. 3:7. The possibility of entering God's rest 

is as alive now as it was at the time of Moses and Joshua as 

well as in the days of King David (3 : 13, "Exhort one another 

every day, as long as it is called 'to-

day, I • • II ) • 

The 11 today 11 is the present offer of God's gift of rest, 

t he Messianic sabbath being announced to the people of the 

present age. The eschatology of the Book of Hebrews does not 

suggest a timetable of world history, nor does it fantasize 

about a future eighth day sabbath (Ogdoad). There is no con

cern to reestablish a certain day as a preference for corpo

rate worshi p in the Christian church. The view of Hebrews is 

that the Old Testament sabbath was fulfilled by Christ.42 The 
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blessings of the sabbath rest of God have arrived with Christ 

and are available now. 

The occurrences of the word· "today" before Chapter 4:7 

are in a law context (3:7,13,15). In unbelief God's rest was 

rejected. The "today" is used by the author of Hebrews in a 

Law way by warning his present generation against the danger 

of apostatizing. He then quotes the same Psalm of David in a 

Gospel way by announcing the present day of grace . "Again he 

sets a certain day, 'Today,' saying through David. II 

(4:7) The emphasis on "today" is in evidence by quoting from 

Psalm 95 again. The author of Hebrews uses the words of the 

Old Testament here to issue the invitation to enter the sab

bath rest of God which is present now through Christ. This 

Gospel word "today" draws attention to the rest that God 

gives as a gift, being promised "later of another day" (4:8, 

, ,111.. (tl' TTEpt aAh'JlS" e}\a}\Et µeTa Taiha i}µepaS") . Lenski notes: "The 

condition (tl with the aorist) is one of past unreality. 

~iving in the Holy Land is not yet entering into God's 

:-e st. ,,43 He continues to explain that the apodosis of verse 8 

. the imperfect with av) is one of present unreality.44 There 

.,..ould be no need of the "present unreality" if, as Lenski 

~uts it, 

living in Canaan secured the heavenly rest for ever:y 
I sraelite. So God speaks of another day "in the person 
of David" to both the Israelites of David's time and to 
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us who now have this other day of grace. It is the day 
of Jesus arid his salvation.45 

God's grace did not stop with the disobedience of previous 

generations, but now in the Gospel Age it is renewed again. 

Christian freedom regarding the selection of a specific 

worship day derived from a response to the identification of 

Jesus as the end-goal of the Old Testament law and as the one 

Who ushered in the true sabbath (Iaftktnoµos). Sunday is not 

the fulfillment of the Jewish sabbath; Christ is . Christians 

do not honor a day, whether the Old Testament sabbath or the 

present Sunday. Rather, they remember that Christ has ush

ered in an age of grace, typified for example by the Exodus, 

which was an earthly day of grace. The rest of Canaan was 

typological of the rest that Christ brought through His res

urrection. Christians live under the "today" of God's grace 

wrought by Jesus Christ. They enter God's rest now; this 

promise will yet be brought to consummation eschatologically 

when they shall enter God's heavenly sabbath (4:10). 

Hebrews 8:13 

Elsewhere in the book of Hebrews the point is clearly 

made that the New Testament makes the Old obsolete. For 

example, Heb. 8:13 states, "In speaking of a new covenant he 

treats the first as obsolete (1re1ra>..afo11cev TllV 1TPWT1lV) . And what 

is becoming obsolete (To 6E 1ra>..mouµevov) and growing old 
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(yruxiOlCov) is ready to vanish away (tyyus a<jxlvtoµoO) • 11 The "new 

thing" (KatV1)v and TllV npw111v) is feminine, whose antecedent is 

the new covenant of 8:8.46 The neuter appears at verse 8:13b 

instead of feminine in order to state a general truth, 

namely, that what God is causing to become obsolete (present 

passive participle) is now (Eyyus) happening (yruxioicov, present 

active; note the verb, "growing old"). God deliberately 

caused ( 8: 13, nEna>..a(wicEv, perfect active) the old covenant to 

become obsolete. This statement is made in the context of 

the quotation from Jeremiah (31:31-34) who prophesied the New 

Age (quoted in Heb . 8:8-12). 

Throughout the Book of Hebrews several comparisons are 

made between the Old and New Testaments . The superiority of 

the New Age is emphasized. For example, God spoke through 

the prophets but now speaks through His Son (l:1-2). The Son 

is superior to the angels (1:4). The message is delivered by 

angels (2:2), but Jesus is glorified above the angels (2:9). 

Moses is a servant in the house (3:2), but then Christ is 

superior to Moses as a Son in the house. The creation rest 

of Gen. 2:22, the rest of Canaan as the promised land at the 

time of Joshua, and the rest offered at the time of David 

(Psalm 95) are all superseded by God's salvation rest (3:7-

4:13). The high priest lacked understanding, but our priest 

was tempted and is empathetic (4:15). The elementary Old 
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Testament doctrines are contrasted with the better things 

(cf. 6:1 & 6:9). The greatness of the priest Melchizedek 

(7:l-2) is lesser than the greatness of the Son (7:3,4). The 

Old Testament Levitical Priesthood is contrasted with Jesus 

the great High Priest (cf. 7:11-23 & 7 : 24-8:2). The old cul

tus served as a copy and shadow ( 8: 5, otnvES imo6e(yµan ml aict4 

)..aTpeuouatv) in comparison with the more excellent ministry and 

the better covenant of Christ (8: 6, Nuvl 6e 61.a<t>opwTEpas TETUXEV 

~ElTOupy(as, 00~ ml ICpElTTOVOS' EOTlV 6ta0'Jl1CTJS' µEOlTTJS', 'JlTlS hrl ICpElTTOOlV 

< nayye~(ms vevoµo0frnmt.) • The author of Hebrews states that the 

old system cannot perfect the conscience (9: 9, TEhEtwaat), 

al though Christ Himself can purify (tca8apte1) the conscience 

19 : 14). The Old and New Covenant are likewise contrasted in 

9 : 15 - 22. The law was but a shadow (!KtaV yap EXWV 6 voµos TWV 

11c A)..ovTwv aya0wv, 10: l) and served as a reminder ( 10: 3, 

,i vrq.i vT)ats ) of sin, whereas Christ abolishes the Old (avmpe1 To 

npwTov) to establish the New. Christ is the new and living 

way (10: 19). Old Testament personages "greeted the promises 

of God from afar" (11:13) while God has foreseen "something 

better" (11:30). In all these examples the Old Testament 

a llus i ons are prefigurements of a better reality to come. 

Hence, from the vi ewpoint of the New Testament, the Old Tes

~ament ordinances have become obsolete, outdated, or anti 

quated (8:13; 9:9a) . A continuity exists with the Old Testa-
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ment because God commanded its ordinances (Heb. 1:1-2) and 

because the Old serves to point out its fulfillment in 

Christ. The discontinuity of New Testament Messianic 

promises with the past occurs because God's new revelation in 

Christ has come (e.g., Heb. 8:8-12). The ceremonial aspect 

of the Third Commandment has become obsolete for the New Age. 

Furthennore, the sabbath served as a type (cf. a.vaµvnots , 10 : 3) 

for the rest of the Messianic Age. 

Gordon Wenham has theologically elaborated upon the 

"making obsolete" of Heb. .8: 13. Wenham outlines the purpose 

and function of the ritual laws of the Old Testament. He 

proposes that the Old Testament purity laws were symbolic: 

. .. that is, they are real laws which have to be 
observed, but in obeying them Israel was GOnstantly 
reminded of certain fundamental theological truths, e.g . 
that God had chosen Israel , that God was the creator and 
source of life. 47 

The unique food regulations reminded Israel that she was cho

sen by God and was different from all other nations . "These 

food laws, therefore, pictured to the faithful Israelite the 

rrr/ stery of his redemption. 1148 In the New Testament such laws 

unique to Israel had to be cast aside, for now it is seen how 

God, through our Lord's ministry, has ushered in a New Age of 

; race . But "God's character as the giver of life . . . is 

:1oc abolished. n49 Wenham mentions that the advent of Jesus 

r.ade the Old Testament ceremonial laws obsolete in one sense 
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but in another ·sense "it enhances and underlies it [Jesus• 

Incarnation] most dramatically11SO in that Jesus bears "witness 

to God's character [e.g . Christ's ·healing ministry relates to 

the love God expressed earlier to the Israelites by estab

lishing unique laws] . n51 There is a transferable point 

between the "obsolescence" of Heb. 8:13 and the obsolescence 

of the ritual law. 

The Old Covenant is made obsolete by the New. The old 

laws are viewed typologically, pointing to Christ as the her

ald of the New Age . When the Christian studies the Old Tes

tament ceremonial sabbath laws and other ritual food laws, he 

learns that fulfillment of these institutions (what they 

pointed to) has now come . The uniqueness and locatedness of 

God's selection of Israel are seen to be narrowed down to 

Christ, the one true Israel. Heb. 8:13 makes it appar ent 

that a theological basis for freedom from a particular day 

for the worship gathering developed in the New Testament as 

the faith response to the identification of Christ as the 

end-goal of the sabbath (see Rom. 10:4). The sabbath was an 

Old Testament type which was now clearly pointing to its ful 

fillment. New Testament worship does not emphasize a -par-

. · emphasi·zes the person of Christ Him-ticular day; instead, it 

self. · consi'sts i'n appreci ating the unique True Christianity 

role of the Savior claiming His own so that believers partake 

-
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of Him, which is their true worship (see 3: 14, µfroxot Tou 

XPlOTOU) • 52 

Logike Latreia, Romans 12:1-2 

Paul makes an appeal to Christians that on the basis of 

God' s mercy ( 6ta Twv olKnpµwv) 53 they render themselves com

pletely and sacrificially in worship of God.54 The believer 

is to present his whole life to God "as a living sacrifice 

(8uafov Cwaav) n55 which is "holy and acceptable to God" (ay(av 

~apeoTov T~ 0e4') , and this is his "spiritual worship" (Tllv 

>.oytKT)V >-aTpefuv) • Worship for the Christian is removed from 

the arena of performance of ritual to a total consecration of 

life to God. 56 F. F. Bruce explains: "The sacrifices of the 

new order do not consist in taking the lives of others, like 

the ancient animal sacrifices, but in giving one's own (cf. 

Heb. 13 : 15 -16; l Pet. 2: 5) • n57 The nature of worship given 

expression in Romans 12 is marked by the confession that the 

believer is set apart as God's own possession. This text 

speaks of the differentiation from the world that should 

characterize the Christian life. The believer does not live 

for this age but is reoriented to the Age to come, the New 

Age which has already begun (v. 2, "Do not be conformed to 

this world [Tl{) alwvt TOUT~] • • • ") • The imperative which 
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demands a renewal of the mind in verse 2 does not originate 

from human effort but from the Spirit's gift (cf. Rom. 7:25). 

Context demands the conclusion that the ~postle Paul 

employs the terminology and thought patterns suggested by 

liturgical and cultic actions. He urges, for example, the 

presentation (napaoTT}(Jat) of the offering of one's body which 

is a living sacrifice (8vmav {woav) and which is holy and 

acceptable to God (ayfov ruapE:oTov) • 58 The concept of inner and 

spiritual worship must be distinguished from the outward cor

porate worship activities of the Christian church. While 

forms of the word latreia are used in connection with the old 

ceremonies (e.g., Acts 26:7; Rom. 9:4; Heb. 8:5; Heb. 

9:1,6,9; Heb. 10:2; & Heb. 13:10), the term has acquired a 

new meaning in the New Testament.59 The Christian's whole 

1 i f e is worship (~aTpE:t.a; see Acts 24: 14, 2 Tim. 1: 3, & Phi le

mon 3). Latreia is the total conduct of the Christian before 

God, according to Peter Brunner, who states: 

The antiritual character of this service is very clearly 
discernible here where thought and prayer worship desig
nates the total conduct of the Christian before God. But 
the Spirit has burst asunder the legal-ritual bonds of 
Torah and worship form. The Spirit touches the total 
existence of man.60 

In contrast, the word leiturgia has become a desig

nation for cultic functions, the term having been adapted 

: rom classical literature with the meaning of rendering a 
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service of some· kind to the people. 61 Leiturgia is the word 

employed for the cultic functions of the priest (see Heb. 

9:21 & Luke 1:23). The collection for the congregations of 

Jerusalem is a leiturgia (2 Cor. 9:22; Phil . 2:25,30). 

Having distinguished between latreia and leiturgia, it 

is also necessary to state that there is a vital connection 

between them. The worship of the Christian is not meant to 

be only "ethical living," but New Testament worship also con

sists of corporate gatherings and mutual partaking of the 

sacrarnent. 62 The leiturgia becomes the body of the soul, 

l atr eia. Paul subsequently affirms that the Christian 

thereby sacrifices his body to the Lord as a worship which is 

living , holy, and acceptable to the Lord (Romans 12). Paul 

surely is going beyond the idea of merely living for the 

Lord. Knowing that "life" and "living" have special refer

ence in Pauline vocabulary to the resurrection life, that 

s ignificance is surely present here (see, for example , Rom. 

8:5- 13 and note that latreia is empowered by the Holy 

Sp i rit) .63 Christians' lives are offered as sacrifices to God 

because God in Christ has redeemed the body and declared it 

holy . His Spirit has taken possessi on of the body (1 Car. 

3: 1 6 -17). 

The pagans and Jews had their sacrificial rites; how-

8ver, Paul insists that tne Christians' presentation of their 
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lives to God is· their proper cultic rite and sacrificial 

offering. This rite is not external or ceremonial but 

logike. A difficulty exists in rendering >..oyud1v into English, 

a word which is obviously based upon the noun >..oyos. F. F. 

Bruce presents typical ways of handling the difficulty when 

he explains that the Spiritual worship (}..oyU::"{l haTpEta) Could 

either mean "reasonable" as the only "logical response to the 

grace of God" or "spiritual" as "set in contrast with the 

externalities of Israel's cult as a bloodless sacrifice. 1164 

Other renditions are possible.65 They are all efforts in 

attempting to describe the nature of worship for the New Age. 

Martin Franzmann points out the sense of continuity with the 

Old Testament and the discontinuity that this New Testament 

concept of worship conveys: 

With the hallowed term "sacrifice" Paul marks the conti
nuity of the new worship with the old worship under the 
Law; with the modifier "living" he marks the disconti
nuity, the newness of the new worship •... This is 
"spiritual worship." What the old system with its ritual 
prescriptions for sacrifice foreshadowed has become sub
stance and reality. This is now worship in its truest 
and deepest sense. All ~revious worship has been but a 
parable to this reality. 
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Summacy 

Jesus introduced the New Age by accenting themes of 

release and liberty from bondage associated with the sabbath 

and Jubilee Year. Old Testament ceremonial provisions were 

becoming superseded by the arrival of the Messiah Whom the 

Old Testament prefigured. The worship that pertains to the 

New Age is best described as resulting from living faith and 

it is not confined to external Old Testament cultic rituals; 

it became known as worship in Spirit and truth. To be sure, 

externals such as corporate worship gatherings became part of 

the worship praxis connected with the New Age. But New Tes

tament worship must take into account the fact of fulfillment 

of the Old by Christ.67 Christ gives meaning to the synaxis 

and praxis of New Testament worship . The fulfillment 

effected by Christ includes His fulfillment· of the sabbath. 

The old sabbath pointed to God's promised offer of rest. 

This promise was directly offered by Christ to all burdened 

by sin and law (Matthew 11) . In Hebrews 3 and 4 the same 

invitation is offered because the Messianic Age exists 

"today." God's offer of rest in today's age causes prior 

"rests" to become obsolete . Their obsolescence characterizes 

the newness and fulfillment brought about by Christ . Thus 

it can safely and accurately be said that Christ did not 

abolish the sabbath, but He fulfilled it. The Christian's 
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whole life is t ·o reflect the newness that results from his 

new life. God does not expect obedience and slavish service 

to ordinances but He wants the whole, new man (Romans 12). 

Such theological principles lead to practical applications. 
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yoke' and 'light burden• possibly by contrast with the heavy 
yoke of rabbinical requirements which weighed heavily upon 
the people. This figure was familiar to Christ's hearers, 
since the rabbis referred to the Law as a •yoke' and to the 
disciples as those who put their neck under the •yoke.'" See 
also Eduard Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, 
trans. David E. Green (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1975), 272-
7 3 ; and Daniel Patte, who remarks, "It then .appears that the 
text alludes to Israel's leaders and the Pharisees who play a 
central role in the next chapter. Because they have such an 
attitude, they burden others with an excessive load, of the 
same character as their excessive view of themselves." The 
Gospel According to Matthew, A structural commentary on 
Matthew's Faith (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 165. 

23r.enski calls this a "volitive future, expressing 
Christ's will . . • " Matthew, 457. 

24Ibid., 456-57. 

25:rbid. 

26philip E. Hughes, A commentary on the Epistle to the 
Hebrews (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 2-3. 
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27rrhe Hehrew words for rest are n:;~, iJ1J, and i"ll']w;i. 

22otfried Hofius, Kat~ausis; Die vorstellung vom 
endzeitlichen Ruheort irn Hebraerhrief (Tiibingen: J. c. B. 
Mohr, 1970), 127-31, demonstrates .the influence of Numbers 14 
on Heb. 3:7-4:13. on the other hand, Hughes, 142, relates 
the reference to Ex. 17:1-7. 

2%. F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1964), 70, n. 4, takes this as a nominative, though 
the accusative has strong textual support. See also Bruce 
Metzger, A Textual commentary on the Greek New Testament 
(London and New York: United Bible Societies, 1975), 665, for 
a concise explanation of the problems connected with this 
word. 

~. T. Lincoln, "Sabbath, Rest, and Eschatology in the 
New Testament," in From Sabbath to Lord's Day, ed. D. A. car
son (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1982), 208-9, reports that the 
nonnally used term for rest in the NT and LXX is avanauots. 
The use of mTcfoauots in Hebrews 3 and 4 is intentional and 
reflects LXX usage. The noun occurs 8 times in this passage 
(plus verbal forms 3x 1 s}, meaning either a state of rest or a 
resting place. The former is probably meant in Ex. 35:2; 2 
Mace. 15:1; Num. 10:35; 1 Kings 8:56. The latter meaning 
appears in Deut . 12:9; Ps. 131:14; 1 Chron. 6:31; 2 Chron. 
6:41; Is. 66:l; Judith 9:8; and probably Ps. 95:11 [viz. 
ilr]U'jl]. The Heb. word can be used of a place {e.g., land at 
Deut. 12:9) or for the temple as God's resting place {Ps. 
132:8,14; l Chron. 6:16; 2 Chron. 6:41). From his research 
Lincoln concludes, p. 209: 11It seems very likely that being 
acquainted with such a tradition the writer of Hebrews views 
'rest' as an eschatological resting place with associations 
with the heavenly promised land, the heavenly Jerusalem, and 
the heavenly sanctuary. This view is confinned by the fre
quency of these items in Hebrews {cf. the heavenly sanctuary 
6:19-20; 8:2; 9:11,23-24; 10:19, the city that is to come, 
the heavenly Jerusalem 11:10,16; 12:22; 13:14 and the heav
enly promis~d land ll:14ff.)." He also adds, p. 209, "The 
heavenly resting place awaiting the people of God is ~o be 
seen as part of God's creation rest, and for this reason it 
is still available, since the possession of Canaan was a type 
of the divine rest that has been there since the creation." 

31The younger generation under Joshua settled the land 
of Canaan, but that did not cover the whole extent of the 
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promise; therefore, a rest still remains. See Franz Julius 
Delitzsch, corranenta;r;:y on the Epistle to the Hebrews, 2 vols., 
trans. Thomas L. Kingsbury (Minneapolis: Klock and Klock 
Christian Publishers, 1871, repr. 1978), 1:195-96; and 
Hughes, 155. · 

31charles F. D Moule, An Idiom-Book of New Testament 
Greek (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1963), 10. 

3Jsince Heb. 4:3 states that believers have already 
entered God's rest, while 4:11 encourages the believer to 
strive to enter it, we detect the concept often expressed as 
"already, but not yet." Ernst Kasemann, The wandering People 
of God, trans. Roy A. Harrisville and Irving L. Sandberg 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1984), 74-75, while 
correct in identifying the rest as a place, inaccurately 
describes it only as a heavenly rest to which the people of 
God are headed. He bases his argument erroneously on Alexan
drian Gnosticism (viz. pp. 87-96). on the other hand, Hofius 
bases his analysis on Septuagintal influence and concludes 
that icaTanauots is a defined resting place in the heavenly 
sanctuary. See Hofius, 49-50, 53, 58, 100-1. Lincoln, 210, 
rightly rejects Kasemann•s inclination toward a gnostic 
explanation, when he states: "It is now that we see the sig
nificance of the fact that the rest is pictured in spatial 
terms in heaven. As elsewhere in apocalyptic literature and 
in the New Testament the concept of heaven is being employed 
to express the view that the eschatological benefits of sal
vation are already present." 

~e nou in v. 4 is probably not local ("somewhere") 
but general ("as we know"}; hence, it is not intended to be 
vague. See Brooke Foss Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdma.ns, 1951), 96. 

35i<aTanauots and cognates are employed in Gen. 2: 2: ica\ 
icaTrnauoEv. KaTanauots is used of sabbath rest in Ex. 35: 2 and 
2 Mace. 15:1. 

~- T. Lincoln, 213, interprets these dead works as not 
having "a physical reference but as elsewhere in the New Tes-
tament a salvation connotation. " On the other hand, F. 
F. Bruce, 78, interprets this as a reference to man's own 
works only. 
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'.nrhat is, the creation rest f G .. 
eschatologically in Hebrew O en. 2:2 is interpreted 

. s , understanding the ' a place with sanctua -ru asso . . . icaTairauats .as . ~~ ciations. Believers are described 
as having access to the sanctuary (Heb 10 . 19 VE ~ 
a6 },.,A- ' , l ' ,, • • , XOVTES OUV, 

E '+'ot, irapp'Jlotav Es .TllV Etoo6ov. Twv ayforv) , and Jesus · is said to 
~aye ente:ed the fnner s~rine ~ehind the curtain (6:19-20, To 
EOWTEpov TOU KaTa1TETaoµaTOS, OTIO\J 1Tpo6poµos 1J1TEp iiµwv Elai\>..8Ev • IriooOs) • 

~noµos is a h'!lpax legomenon, appearing only here in 
t~e New Testament, not in the LXX, and only rarely in later 
literature (cited by A. T. Lincoln, 78, as occurring in 
Plutarch [ob. A.D. 120], De Superstitione 3 (Moralia 166A) 
and in 4 patristic oc~rrences). It is probably based, ho~
ever, on the verb o•n{w, which refers to sabbath keeping 
{cf. Ex. 16:30; Lev. 23:32; 26:34-35; 2 Chron. 36:21). c. K. 
Barrett teaches that since tcaT<iirauots refers to Canaan-rest, a 
different word was needed to convey effectively the idea of 
the Messianic sabbath rest to which the old sabbath pointed: 
"There remains therefore a 'rest' for the people of God 
{iv. 9) ; but it is now described as a o•noµos. This word 
suggests the use of the cognate verb in Gen. ii.2. On the 
seventh day God rested, his works being therefore completed 
from the beginning of the world. Thus the 'rest' was the 
rest of the seventh day, the Sabbath; a rest always available 
since God had prepared it and himself entered upon it, but 
never in the days before Christ entered by men (as the Psalm 
proves); a rest of which the Sabbaths kept by the Jews might 
be regarded as a type ... " "The Eschatology of the Epis
tle to the Hebrews," in The Background of the New Testament 
and Its Eschatology, ed. w. D. Davies and D. Daube in honor 
of Charles Harold Dodd (cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1956), 367. 

39obviously the New Age is implied here from the con
text. Heb. 1:2 announces that "in these last days he has 
spoken to us by a Son"; in 2:10 Jesus' work is explained as 
effectively "bringing many sons to glocy." Therefore (6t6, 
3:7), we do not want to miss the sabbath rest by lack of 
faith in Christ, which is the point of 3:7-4:11. The working 
of the Father and the Son (described in John 5:17) is to be 
identified with accomplishing the Messianic age, since God's 
rest began on the 7th day of Gen. 2:2. 

4<£ofius, 110, concludes that the celebration of the day 
is stressed, not the day itself. Lincoln, 213, thinks the 
word was deliberately chosen by Auctor ad Hebraeos because 
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KaTcinauots was already generally identified with and used of 
the seventh day sabbath in the LXX. 

41Thomas Hewitt suggests that the use of the tenn 
o~noµos in lieu of 11 sabbath11 implies a decay in observance 
of the Jewish sabbath among Hebrew Christians by this time. 
The Epistle to the Hebrews {Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1960), 
88. On the other hand, Seventh Day Adventists cite this 
usage as evidence that sabbath observance continued for a 
long time among Christians. See, e.g., Bacchiocchi, 65. 

42aarrett, 373, in a particularly insightful essay sug
gests that there is a fundamental contrast between Hebrews, 
Philo, and Barnabas {who tends to be chiliastic): 11The doc
trine of the Sabbath rest in Hebrews is neither Hellenistic 
[Philo] or Midrashic [Barnabas] but Christian." He mentions 
that Barnabas had failed to see that the Sabbath [as anti
type] had dawned, and he forced the Christian view of history 
into the fo:an of a time-table, "thereby destroying its essen
tial and characteristic paradox." 

43R. c. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews and the Epistle of James {Minneapolis: Augsburg, 
repr. 1961), 135. 

44rbid. 

45rbid. 

46rbid., 271. 

47Gordon Wenham, "Christ's Healing Ministry and His 
,;ctitude to the Law." Christ the Lord {Gleicester: Inter var
sity Press, 1982), 119. 

48rbid., 122. 

49rbid., 125. 

50rbid:' 126. 

Slrbid. , 125. 

52oelitzsch, Hebrews, 1:177, indicates that µEToxos sig
:uf ies "partner" as well as "partaker." Either way this is a 
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blessing. Lenski, Hebrews, 120, adds that the perfect 
yeyovav.ev signifies "what one 'has become' he is now. 11 

53c. E. B. Cranfield, A critical and Exegetical commen
tary on the Epistle to the Romans,· ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark Limited, 1979), 598-99. The plural probably reflects 
the influence of the LXX. God's mercy provides the moti
vation for sanctified living. 

54Ibid., 598-99. "Your bodies" means "yourselves. 11 

55rbid., 600. The RSV and other translations, in making 
"living" an adjective modifying sacrifice, suggest more than 
the Greek text, namely that Christians are victims, sac
rificially being killed. The three adjectives should be 
taken equally together. Here "living" describes "newness of 
life" (cf. Rom. 6:4). 

~erhard Delling avers, "When Paul here qualifies the 
Christian's >..aTpEta [service] with the adjective >..oyt.Kll 
[reasonable] he also means to remove it ... from the sphere 
of a coercion designed to obtain favours from God (which 
largely characterizes heathen worship)." worshit> in the New 
Testament, trans . Percy Scott (Philadelphia: The Westminster 
Press, 1962), 11. 

s1F. F. Bruce, Romans ( Grand Rapids : Eerdmans, 19 8 s) , 
213. 

S8R.. c. H. Lenski, The Inte;a>retation of st, Paul's 
Epistle to the Romans (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing 
House, 1961), 747, explains that the believer's body is sac
rificed to God (8vcna from 8uw, "to go up in smoke") rather 
than just offered to God (1Tpoocf>opa) • 

59cranfield, 601-2. 

roarunner, 12. 

6lwa1t·er Bauer, A Greek-English Le;xicon of the New ~ 
tament and other Early Christian Literature, trans. and 
adapted William F. Arndt and Wilbur F. Gingrich (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1957), 471-72. 

~erdinand Hahn, The worshit> of the Early Church, 
trans. David E. Green and ed. John Rewna.nn (Philadelphia: 
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Fortress Press, l.973), 38-39, argues that "any cultic under
standing of Christian worship is out of the question, but 
also that there is no longer any distinction in principle 
between assembly for worship and the service of Christians in 
the world • . . " 

63arunner, 7 7 . 

64aruce, 21.3. 

6Scranfield, 604-5, points out the merit of taking the 
word to refer to inward rightness with God, contrasting 
internal and external dimensions of worship. He adds that it 
could also refer to worship consonant with the truth of the 
Gospel. However, he tends to favor "rational" as the oppo
site of a~oyo~ (not understood Stoically, though). 

~rtin H. Franzmann, Romans (St. Louis: Concordia, 
l.961.) I 2l. 7 • 

6'7i3runner, 63. 



CHAPTER IV 

NEW TESTAMENT FOLGERUNGEN OF ATTITUDE TO 

AND TEACHINGS ABOUT SABBATH AND DAYS 

An attitude is evident in the New Testament about the 

sabbath and other Old Testament ceremonial laws and ordi

nances that portrays them as being inferior to the Messiah. 

For example, Jesus exercised an authority over the sabbath 

that eventually developed into antagonism against Him on the 

part of the Jews. The Christian church felt a freedom from 

keeping Old Testament ceremonial ordinances, as seen from 

Paul's teaching about the position and estimation of certain 

days . In fact, slavish obedience to observing special days 

had the potential of undermining the teaching that Christ 

alone was sufficient for salvation. It has been established 

in the previous chapter that the Old Testament ceremonial 

ordinances are viewed as having become obsolescent in the New 

Age. Now it is easier to understand why Jesus acted and 

taught as He did with regard to the sabbath and why Paul 

reached the conclusions he did {hence, Folgerungen). Let us 

see the practical applications of these conclusions that were 

operative in the earthly ministry of Jesus and in the apos

tolic ministry of Paul and others. 

93 
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Sabbath Healings of Jesus 

Jesus perfo:rmed several healings on the sabbath, some 

of them in the setting of the synagogue. In the first heal

ing (Luke 4:3-37) Jesus liberated a subject from the power of 

Satan. Jesus brought the implications of the New Age to bear 

upon those in distress and illness. Satan is bound by the 

"stronger man" (Jesus, Luke 11:22}, proving that the New Age 

has come and that He is fulfilling the intention of the Old 

Testament sabbath which had served as a type pointing to the 

Messiah. Note how Christ acts with authority appropriate to 

His divine claims (Luke 4:23,36}. The miracles on the sab

bath portray Christ as being the fulfillment of the sabbath . 1 

Healing of the Demoniac 

The first sabbath healing, that of the healing of the 

Demoniac (Luke 4:3-37; par. Mark 1:21:28}, is inserted inune

diately following Luke's programmatic presentation of 

Christ's mission. Jesus was teaching in the synagogue at 

Capernaum on the sabbath {Luke 4:31} when He cast out the 

demon for this afflicted man who was "in the synagogue" (v. 

33). This sabbath day incident highlights the contrast 

between the "Holy One of God" (v. 34} 2 and Satan. 3 This exor

cism culminated in a reaction among the spectators {v. 36), 

resulting in the report being spread (v. 37}. The audience 
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had witnessed the "authority and power" of Jesus (v. 36). 

Luke had earlier established the authoritative teaching of 

Jesus: "for his word was with authority" (v. 32). This sab

bath saying demonstrates that acts of mercy are appropriate 

on the sabbath as true works of God and that Jesus occupied a 

position of authority over the sabbath.4 

Peter's Mother-in-law 

Still on the sabbath, Jesus then healed Peter's mother

in-law (Luke 4:38-39; par. Matt. 8:14-17; Mark 1:29-34). 

After she was healed, she inu:nediately began to serve Jesus. 

Expediency and need led Jesus to performing these first two 

sabbath miracles: namely, (1) a disturbance in the synagogue 

arose which needed to be contained, and (2) a chance meeting 

with Peter's mother-in-law occurred while Jesus was visiting 

Peter's family . Rumors about these events must have begun 

spreading (Luke 4:40). 

Others were brought to Jesus for healing later in the 

day. Crowds hesitant about engaging in work activities on 

the sabbath itself waited until after the sabbath was over to 

bring the sick to Jesus for healing ( see v. 40, D.uvovTas 6e ToO 

iy..fou). To the people looking for the Miracle-worker Who had 

retired to a quiet place after these activities, He said, "I 

must preach the good news of the kingdom of God .•• for I 
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was sent for this purpose" {4:43} . Jesus here repeated His 

intended plan of redemption as announced earlier in Luke 

4:l.8. The tenn "kingdom of God" is brought into the sabbath 

context and 

in the light of Jesus• encounter with demonic forces and 
in view of his program announced at Nazareth, it is clear 
that the kingdom of God is a major assault on the forces 
of evil and a realization of Isaianic expectation.s 

In his parallel account, Matthew describes the healing 

mission of Jesus with a quotation from Is. 53:4, "He took our 

infirmities and bore our diseases" {Matt. 8:l.7}. It is used 

here not to signify His work of atonement but the defeat of 

sin and its manifestations. The sabbath rest of God signi

fies these very aspects. Here Matthew is restating the 

authority Jesus has over any manifestation of sin. The 

authority of Jesus over sin's dominion corresponds to His 

authority over the Old Testament sabbath ordinance. The Lord 

of the sabbath was on the scene bringing healing redemption 

and true sabbath rest . 6 The Isaiah quotation describes the 

Messianic Age: "the prophesied One has come." 

Healing of the Man with the Withered Hand 

The account of the man with the withered hand appears in all 

three synoptics {Matt. 12:9-l.4; Mark 3:l.-6; Luke 6:6-l.1} . On 

this occasion Jesus again entered a synagogue on the sabbath. 
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This time Jewish authorities deliberately planned to observe 

Jesus' actions: 7 "And they watched him, to see whether he 

would heal him on the sabbath, so that they might accuse him" 

(Mark 3:2). William F . Arndt describes the situation: 

The Pharisees and the scribes were no longer mere critics 
of Jesus, somewhat in the fashion in which the strict 
Pharisees (the followers of Shanuna.i) were critical of 
some of the views of the milder Pharisees (the followers 
of Hillel), but they had become His actual enemies, eager 
to see Him destroyed.s · 

Matthew (12:11) shows that Jesus anticipated their purpose by 

Jesus• casuistic question regarding a sheep falling into a 

pit on the sabbath. Would it be pulled out? He contrasts 

the value of a man as being greater than the worth of an ani

mal. Even the Jews should have conceded to works of benevo

lence on the sabbath in certain cases.9 The question is put 

into even sharper focus in Mark (3:4) and Luke (6:9), the· 

latter reading, "Is it lawful on the sabbath to do good or to 

do harm, to save life or to kill? 11 lO Jesus certainly "did 

good" on the sabbath, though it would be stretching the point 

to say that He was saving a life that day.11 The withered 

hand did not represent an emergency situation, but Jesus 

restored the-hand anyway while the Jewish leaders counselled 

to "do harm" or "to kill" (Mark 3:4,6). From this confron

tation one learns how Jesus accented human value and worth 

because the New Age had come (see the transitional and swmna-
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rizing material' ;i.n Matt. l.2:l.5-21.). This is also the 

intention of the sabbath saying recorded at Mark 2:27, "The 

sabbath was made for man, not man ·for the sabbath." Christ's 

overall attitude toward the law was not to "abolish, but to 

fulfill" (Matt. 5:l.7; cf. also l.2:l.7, "This was to fulfil . 

. . "). The real meaning of the sabbath as an Old Testament 

type for the day of salvation was gradually overshadowed by 

restrictions that made its observance difficult and yet pos

sibly at the same time a system enabling one to affirm one's 

self-righteousness. Chris~ was not abolishing the sabbath; 

He was acting in accord with the right intention of it (See 

Matt. l.2: l.2, "So it is lawful to do good on the sabbath.") . 12 

He, the Redeemer, did what man had not been doing and by 

means of a sinful nature could not fully do--He fulfilled the 

sabbath in a wholly satisfactory manner, in keeping with its 

true, redemptive intent. The blessing pertaining to the sev

enth day was never more fully realized until He came to offer 

the most significant rest of all to mankind. The antitypo

logical blessing signified by the Old Testament type came in 

the person of Jesus. He came to be a blessing to all who 

would receive Him in faith. 
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Healing of the Crippled woman 

In the account of the healing of the crippled woman on 

the sabbath (Luke 13 : 10-17) Jesus again was teaching on the 

sabbath in one of the synagogues. Jesus took the initiative 

of approaching the bent-over woman and He "freed" her from 

her infirmity (v. 12, anoAa.uoat, a perfect, indicative, pas

sive, "you have been freed"). 

Typically, the sabbath miracle became an occasion of 

controversy. The president (ruler) of the synagogue was 

indignant but did not censure Jesus directly. He told the 

people that "There are six days on which work ought to be 

done; come on those days and be healed, and not on the sab

bath day" ( 13 : 14) . Jesus countered by illustrating how they 

were perrni tted to untie their animals (v. 15, ou Mu) in order 

to water them on the sabbath . 13 The sabbath- was not distorted 

if animals were treated humanely, but this woman could not be 

freed from her infirmity because it was the sabbath day. 

Jesus therefore argued that this woman should be loosed 

(}\.~ml) from Satan, s eighteen year bondage on the sabbath 

day. The adversaries were put to shame for their hypocrisy, 

and the people rejoiced (v. 17). 

ab"".,.th day to be a fitting time for Jesus adjudged the s ·.uc:,. 

" (13 16) A deliberate use 
healing this "daugllter of Abraham ~ · 

· ope underscoring the redemptive 
of }\.uw appears in this peric , 
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ministry of Chri~t. He was neither breaking the sabbath or 

requiring it as a day for His followers, but was again 

heralding the Messianic Age when the sabbath was being ful

filled in His person and by His actions. A sabbath stripped 

of casuistic prohibitions, a true sabbath pointing to 

promised rest and redemption from sin, was honored that day 

by the Keeper of the sabbath while the people rejoiced at the 

glorious things done because the blessing of God had been 

announced to them. 

cure of the Man with Dropsy 

In Luke 14:1-6 the cure of the man with dropsy is 

reported to have been on a sabbath at the house of a ruler of 

the Pharisees. As in the other examples, bystanders and 

gainsayers were watching (v. lb, "They were. watching him"). 

Luke reports after the question of Jesus, "Is it lawful 

(~eonv) to heal on the sabbath, or not?" (v. 3) that they 

were silent (v. 4). Had their answer been negative, they 

would have appeared harsh; if they had suggested waiting 

until after the sabbath, they would be effectively answering 

"no." An affirmative answer would have removed any ground of 

complaint against Jesus . Therefore, they remained silent. 

Then Jesus asked whether they would rescue an ass or ox 

from a well. on the sabbath day (v. 5). Their guilty con-
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sciences caused them to remain silent again. No one could 

keep the rules of Pharisaic legislation to the letter . 

Apparently the Pharisees had gone ·far beyond the spirit of 

the Third Commandment's injunction to consecrate the seventh 

day. The inference to be made is that by engaging in acts of 

mercy, the sabbath was shown to be fulfilled. The meaning 

that God intended for the sabbath was fulfilled by Christ. 

It never was kept perfectly until He came. Before the New 

Age it was a figure of the redemption that Christ would ulti

mately bring. It is important to notice from these sabbath 

healings that Christ was not directly annulling the sabbath; 

He was effectively completing it. The good that God intended 

for man through the sabbath was finally being realized in a 

way that the old sabbath could never fully accomplish . 

The Paralytic and Blind Man of John 5 and 9 

In John's Gospel, two sabbath miracles are reported 

which are very similar and are charted below: 

s:1-1s, The Paralytic 

5 - ill for 38 years 

6 - Jesus initiated the miracle 

8 - Jesus• command to rise, 
take bed, and walk 

9 - that day was the sabbath 

9:l-41, The Blind Man 

.l - blind from birth 

6 - Jesus initiated 

7 - Jesus• command to 
go and wash 

.14 ~ it was the sabbath 
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10 - Jews remarked that it was 16 - Jews complained that 
not lawful for a man to He breaks sabbath 
carry work 

16 - because of the sabbath 22 - those confessing Jesus 
healing, Jews wanted to as the Christ will 
persecute Christ be excluded 

17 - working "until now" 4 - work while it is day 

When the paralytic of John 5 was healed, the Jews rep

rimanded the paralytic for his being healed since he subse

quently had engaged in the work of carrying his pallet {as 

Jesus had instructed, 5:10-11). After the Jews stated that 

they were disposed to persecute Jesus {5:16), an unexpected 

reply came from Jesus: "My Father is working still and I am 

working" ( 5: 17) . 14 The indignation of the Jews was levelled 

at Jesus because He broke the sabbath (v. 18, e>..uoEv To o<$

f3aTov; see also 9:16, "he does not keep the sabbath") and 

because He claimed equality with God. 

As determined from Luke 4, an underlying theme of 

Jesus' public ministry was freeing and loosing from sin, so 

as to provide redemption. Jesus did not "break" the sabbath 

{John 5:1-18) by disregarding it. He was engaging in such 

activity that would bring the love and mercy of God to those 

in need in as much as the New Age was here. He did not 

wrongly labor on the sabbath, although He undoubtedly broke 

some halakhic prohibitions rooted in human misunderstanding 

of the sabbath {see John 7:19) . His authority to interpret 
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the sabbath deri ved from His being the Lord of the sabbath 

{Mark 2:28; Matt. 12:9; Luke 6:5). 

The above is made clear by another argument of Jesus at 

John 7:23: "If on the sabbath a man receives circumcision, 

so that the law of Moses may not be broken, are you angry 

with me because on the sabbath I made a man's whole body 

well?" Yes, Christ kept the whole law perfectly, including 

submission to the sabbath. He did not transgress the law of 

God, even though the Jews viewed it that way in their assess

ment . John (5:18) reports them as saying: "This was why the 

Jews sought all the more to kill him, because he not only 

broke the sabbath but also called God his father, ma.king him

s e l f equal with God." 

John 5:17 contains a Christological claim. Christ 

~egarded His sabbath activity as offering the opportunity to 

present His claims of divinity and Messiahship (cf. 9:4). In 

s hort, the healing activity of Jesus was divine. 

The ews- apn of John 5:17 is significant. Many versions 

0f t he Bible have failed to reckon with the phrase ade

quately. IS c. F. D. Moule points out that ews can be "used as 

a preposition meaning up to, as far as, both spatially 

~r.d metaphorically .. . It is used, in a closely related 

.,.,ay . with adverbs . . . . n 16 The strength of Maule' s possi-
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bilities sugges·ts this translation: "My Father works until 

now - -and I am working. 11 

Does the continuous activity of God with which Jesus 

identifies Himself conflict with the description in Gen. 2:2-

3 of God's rest on the seventh day? In what kind of work is 

Jesus engaged? Various solutions have been proposed to 

explain this enigmatic statement of Jesus . They are 

described below in sununary fashion with some overlapping of 

ideas. 

The working (Epy~Ernt, Epy~oµm) can refer to: a. crea

tive rest - Christ abolished the sabbath by working on 

it; b. redemptive rest - Christ abrogated the sabbath for 

Himself; and c. redemptive rest - Christ fulfilled the sab

bath and therefore it has become obsolescent. 

First, there is the view that God does not rest from 

c~eation activity and He never has rested. Although He cre

ated the world and in some way it can be said that He rested 

Gen. 2:1-3), in view of His preservation and governance of 

the world He is in an active position over the world. This 

:dea is an old one. Jewish theology, for example, tended to 

~evelop a distaste for such an anthropomorphic view of God's 

~est, one that was deprecating of an active God, giving Him 

an otiose posture over the world. The Hellenistic Jew Philo 

~easoned, "God never ceased to act but as it is the property 
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of fire to wa:rm, so it is of God to create. nl7 This view par

allels an interpretation of John 5:17 which understands the 

claim of Jesus (Who with the Father is always working) as 

abolishing the sabbath because God Himself allegedly never 

has kept the creation sabbath rest. According to this under

standing, by making clear that He was indeed working on the 

sabbath, Jesus was asserting the inapplicability of the sab

bath rest to Himself, which assertion rests on the identifi

cation of Himself with God. Thus He is said to have defended 

His sabbath activity on the basis of this Jewish understand

ing. 

B. F. Westcott interprets John 5:17 this way: II 

the rest of God after the creation ... is not a state of 

inaction, but of activity. 11 18 He adds, 11The work of Christ . 

. . was . coincident with the working of God which knows 

no interruption. 11 19 Westcott is not oblivious to the import 

of this verse when he mediates his view and states: "By the 

•work• of the Father we must understand at once the mainte

nance of the material creation and the redemption and 

restoration of all things ..• 1120 C.H. Dodd essentially 

handles the verse the same way, trying to excuse Jesus from 

sabbath restrictions: 

John ... speaks of two divine activities, Cwovolav (from 
5:21) and Kp(vav (from 5:22). The fo:cmer is clearly a 
function of the creative power of God, the latter of the 
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kingly power. The maxim, 6 1Ta'TllP µou EWS apn Epya,E:Tat, is 
specifically true in respect of these two activities: 
even on the Sabbath as always, God gives life and judges. 
The words which follow, t::ayw EPYa,oµat, imply that the life
giving work which Jesus has performed on the Sabbath is 
an instance of the divine activity of ,wo,ro(l)ats and as 
such is exempt from the sabbath restrictions.21 

The end result of this view is precisely to exempt Jesus of 

censure for "working" on the sabbath. Once acquitted, the 

next step is to allow that He declared the sabbath as broken . 

So Westcott says of Jesus: II . he declared that the law 

of the sabbath was not binding. The word (~uw, v. 18) 

expresses . . . the abrogation of the duty of observance. 1122 

This exegete is convinced that in this logion, Jesus 

did not abolish the sabbath . Although this was His ultimate 

intention, and although the Christian Church has rightfully 

abrogated the sabbath as a ceremonial law pertaining to the 

Old Covenant, Christ here put Himself totally under that law. 

He did not abolish the law, but fulfilled it (cf. Matt. 

5:17). Nothing in John 5:1-18, 9:1- 41, nor even in 7:14 - 24 

suggests that Christ abolished or broke the sabbath by work

ing on it. A more accurate way of understanding His divine 

work activity is possible. 

Secondly, there is a view that emphasizes the activity 

of God as being redemptive, accenti ng the "until now." Thus 

CUllma.nn comments, "Sein 'Ausruhen' ist nicht gleichbedeutend 

mit •nicht arbeiten. ' 1123 In other words, divine activity is 
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admirably understood in relation to the work of Christ in 

salvation and mercy for the world. Usually spokesmen for 

this view believe that the "until now" refers to the time of 

Jesus. For example, Oscar Cullmann implies that the real 

"rest" of God, that end of the history of salvation, will 

come when the end of time comes; however, practically speak

ing, it is at the resurrection of Christ: "Sicher weist das 

i:ws- apn in John . 5, 17 der j ohanneischen Doppelschau gem.ass 

zugleich auf die Auferstehung Christi und die Neuschopfung am 

Ende hin . n24 Cullmann expresses sound ideas about the sab

bath' s fulfillment: 

So verstehen wir die christologische Begriindung der Frei
heit Jesu gegenuber dem judischen Sabbat in Joh. 5,17. 
Jesu Offenbarrungswerk bereitet ihm ein Ende, und zwar 
so, da.B er die letzte gottliche Absicht, die hinter der 
Einsetzung des alttestamentlichen Sabbattages liegt, zur 
Erfullung bringt, genau wie er dem Tempelkult ein Ende 
bereitet, indem er in seiner Person den letzten Sinn des 
alttestamentlich Tempels erfullt. (Joh. 2,21) .25 

Cullmann, however, then suggests that Sunday (not 

Christ) represents the fulfillment and culmination of the 

Divine rest: "Die Auferstehung Christi ist Vorwegnahme 

dieses endgultigen Sabbats .... Dem entspricht es nun auch 

daB der chri stliche Sonntag, der Tag des Herrn, ftµipcx ToO 

1..11ino11, Vorwegnahme jenes anderen 'Tag des Herrn• ist, des 'jom 

J a hve • . . . . 11 26 Cullmann implies that Christ abrogated the 
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sabbath for Himself by working on it because it would eventu

ally be abrogated by Sunday, the day of the resurrection. 

In the first interpretation, commentators see in the 

continuous activity of God the proof of the claim that Christ 

abolished the sabbath. Christ's sabbath activity was justi

fied on the basis of God's continuous creation activity. God 

does not rest, and so neither did Christ. The second inter

pretation, by emphasizing ongoing divine redemptive activity, 

avers that God will find rest at the end of the ages, of 

which Sunday is a new type.27 Christ's redemptive sabbath 

work is viewed as justifying abrogation of the sabbath. 

Preferred is a third view, which accents the work of 

God and Christ in redemption (as above) but which focuses on 

the fulfillment of the Third Commandment by the whole min-

1stry of Christ. This view takes seriously God's rest from 

creative activity on the seventh day and the fact that Christ 

as Incarnate God, in His flesh, was fully under the Old Tes

tament law in His earthly ministry. The main difference from 

the second view above is that the latter view insists that 

Jesus was obedient to the sabbath commandment of the Old Tes 

cament rather than that He abrogated the Old Testament law 

for Himself. Christ put Himself under the law, not above the 

l aw. Both the second and third views, however, do stress the 

~ork of Christ as being redemptive, whereas the first view 
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discussed earlier stresses God's ongoing activity as an 

extension of creation, an activity in which Christ shares. 

R. C.H. Lenski articulates our "third view": 

Jesus does not say: the Father and I in this work of 
grace do not transgress the Sabbath. The Sabbath law was 
indeed temporary (Col. 2:.16,.17), but we should misunder
stand Jesus if we supposed that he already abrogated, at 
least for himself, the divine regulations of the Sabbath 
law as God had given them to Israel. He does not mean 
that the Father and the Son are superior to this old Sab
bath law, since both are God, or that he (Jesus) is free 
to disregard its regulations. The fact is the contrary. 
As the Messiah Jesus was put under the law and in his 
entire life and during his entire office [He] fulfilled 
every jot and tittle of the law, including all the divine 
regulations. Only confusion results when we bring in the 
Christian Sunday and when we make Jesus live according to 
this instead of according to the Jewish Sabbath.28 

Bacchiocchi's exegetical arguments help us understand 

John 5:.17 in this third "redemptive way. 11 29 He observes that 

God's works of creation were accomplished in the past, at the 

beginning. St. John is aware of this when he states : "All 

things were made through him, and without him was not any

thing made that was made (John .l: 3) . 11 The 04>Xll of John .l: .l 

and the aorist eyEvno of John .l: 3 indicate that creation was 

concluded in the distant past . Secondly, when Christ identi

fied His working with the Father's, it is clear that since 

creation work was already accomplished the work here must be 

another kind of activity. Thirdly, God's work is identified 

as the saving activity of God in Jesus. For example, "the 

works which the Father has granted me to accomplish, these 
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very works which I am doing, bear me witness that the Father 

has sent me" (John s: 36}. The pu:r:pose of the divine work is 

mentioned in John 6:29, "This is the work of God, that you 

believe in him whom he has sent" (see also John 9:3-4; 

10:37,38; 14:11; 15:24}. To avoid any misunderstanding 

Christ explained the nature of His works as giving life to 

whom He will (John 5:21; cf. 9:4, "We must work the works of 

him who sent me, while it is day."} and conducting saving 

judgment (5:22-23}. Fourthly, many activities were actually 

sanctified on the sabbath because they were involved with the 

saving activity of God. For example, even though baking was 

forbidden on the sabbath, the priests in the Old Testament 

legally baked the temple bread (1 Sam. 21:3-6}. The same 

would be true of the "work" of the priests' sacrificing on 

the sabbath and the legitimacy of circumcising on the sabbath 

if it were the eighth day. The latter is explained more 

fully by Christ (John 7:21-24}, where this sabbath discussion 

continues. Thus Bacchiocchi says, "These works of salvation 

on which the Father is constantly engaged, are contemplated 

and permitted by the Sabbath comnandment. 1130 He sums up his 

whole argument: 

If our identification of the "working until now" of the 
Father (5:17} as the saving mission of Christ is correct, 
a conclusion which to us appears inescapable, then those 
inte:r:pretations .•. which explain Christ's words as a 
reference to the creation Sabbath rest which allegedly 
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God has never kept yet, are altogether unwarranted, since 
the notion of creation is not present at all in John 
5: 17. 31 

In surranary, the Father's work activity in relation to 

the redemption of His people climaxed in Jesus and the New 

Age. God is not literally working in the sense of on-going 

creation/preservation, but rather working in the sense of 

preparing the way for the Messianic Age. The sabbath, for 

example, was an Old Testament type to be in effect until 

Christ should come. What was symbolized by the sabbath is 

now fulfilled in Christ. The "until now" of John 5:17 marks 

the end of the Old Era and the threshold of the New Age (see 

John 16:16 and Matt. 11:12-13). The reports of Jesus• mirac

ulous sabbath healings (e.g., Johns and 9) carry theological 

implications which intentionally relate to the fulfillment of 

the sabbath by the Messiah and the dawn of the New Age. The 

:Jew Testament sense of f reedorn concerning sabbath and days 

sterns from fulfillment of the sabbath, not from its direct 

disestablishment or substitution by another day. 

Sabbath Teachings of Jesus 

The most incisive statements of Jesus on the Old Testa

ment ceremonial sabbath and its fulfillment occur in the con

~ext of traveling through, and eating in, the grainfield 

' Matt. 12:1- 8; Mark 2:23-28; Luke 6:1-5) .32 The altercation 
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between the Pharisees and Jesus led to the memorable state

ment that the Son of Man is Lord of the sabbath {Mark 2:28) . 

Hunger is the reason offered for the disciples' behavior 

(Matt. 12:1,3; Mark 2:25; Luke 6:3) .33 According to rabbinic 

reckoning they were guilty of reaping, of threshing by rub

bing, of winnowing by de-husking, and of preparing a meal to 

eat.34 In none of the accounts is Jesus Himself described as 

guilty of breaking the sabbath {Matt. 12:7). Indeed, the 

Pharisees approached Him as the leader of the disciples with 

t heir complaints about the disciples' unlawful actions. 

Since there were no objections registered by the Phar

i sees against the company of Jesus and His companions about 

~heir traveling, it is possible to surmise that they were 

on l y going a short distance.35 At any rate, the episode pre

sented the opportunity for Jesus to testify of Himself as the 

:ulfillment of the sabbath. Against the Pharisees' 

objections, Christ reminded the Pharisees how David's army 

Nas nourished by partaking of the Showbread reserved only for 

~r.e priests {1 Sam. 21:1-7). The implication was that, if it 

Nere legitimate for David to allay hunger by eating bread 

=e served for holy use, then it was also permissible for the 

d:sciples.36 Jesus additionally presented the argument that 

::~e priests actually "profane the sabbath, and are guiltless" 

by permitting work in the temple {Matt . 12:5) .37 Then Jesus 
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continued, "something greater than the temple is here. And 

if you had known what this means, 'I desire mercy, and not 

sacrifice,' (Hos. 6:6) you would not have condemned the 

guiltless" (Matt. 12:6-7). His reference to the temple 

assisted in explaining His Messianic fulfillment of an Old 

Testament type. 

Jesus announced His office as being greater than the 

temple and its ordinances, just like His claim that He was 

Lord of, and therefore greater than, the sabbath; He was 

greater because what the Old Testament types pointed to had 

now arrived in their fulfillment. He would deliver mercy, 

not casuistry.38 His followers would benefit from His merci

fulness rather than having to endure legalistic Halakah. The 

account of walking through the grainfield afforded an oppor

tunity for Jesus to exemplify what the Old Testament really 

pointed to--rest and redemption in the Savior of Whom David 

was a type and David's company a type of the disciples.39 

The pericope closes with a Christologial claim about 

the sabbath. Mark alone quotes these words of Jesus (2:27}: 

"The sabbath was made for man, not man for the sabbath. 1140 

Here Jesus attempted to emphasize the beneficial nature of 

the sabbath as typical of the day of salvation rather than 

that it should be a burden. 41 Underscoring the theme that 

Christ is the fulfillment of the sabbath, Jesus was empha-
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sizing the grac·e and mercy of God that the sabbath had typi

fied in the Old Testament. That is, the promise of rest is 

given to man because the Fulfiller of the sabbath had come. 

The Jews had wrongly placed the sabbath above human beings 

even though it had originally come into being (eyiveTo) on 

account of man (6ui), for his good and welfare. 42 

The next saying is reported by all three Synoptics, 

standing alone in Matthew and Luke, 43 whereas Mark connects 

the two verses (27 and 28) with woTe.44 Suggestions have been 

made that the "Son of man". is a Greek mistranslation of the 

Aramaic barnasha4S and that the verse really should read prop

erly: "The sabbath was made for man . . . so man is lord 

even of the sabbath. 11 46 However, the phrase "Son of man" can

not be dismissed so lightly since the term is so integral to 

the Synoptics' Christology. 47 The sabbath is meant to be more 

than just an opportunity to satisfy man's need for physical 

relaxation. As is well known, the stock phrase, "Son of 

man," emphasizes Christ's dual nature, divine and human. 48 

The divine "Son of Man" claimed authority over the sabbath. 49 

Arndt points out that Christ considered the sabbath to be 

obsolete: 

Jesus does not say that the Sabbath law is abrogated; 
this teaching He left for His Apostles to promulgate. 
But He does emphatically state that He, the Messiah, has 
the authority to declare it void.so 
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The real significance of the statement that Christ is "Lord 

of the sabbath" lies in the fact that the sabbath prefigured 

Christ. 51 Jesus used the criticism levelled against Him in 

the grainfield on the sabbath for the opportunity of teaching 

that He was the antitype of the Old Testament sabbath.52 It 

is important for us to understand and appreciate the typology 

of the sabbath used in this connection.53 

The question remains whether the two verses are correl

ative in Mark (vv. 27 and 28) .54 If the woTE joins the two 

verses, the inference is that just as the sabbath made for 

man was a type, so now the Lord of the sabbath is the Anti

type. For the Israelites the sabbath was not really meant to 

be a burden but something salutary by offering them rest, and 

it served as a sign or type of the promised rest in God. 

hccordingly (woTE) now also, something good is taking place. 

The Son of Man is assuming the role of completing the sab

bath's original intention. What the sabbath pointed to is 

coming to pass. Therefore, there is necessarily no tension 

or discontinuity between these verses. Mark 2:27 and 28 rep

resent two different thoughts, but they blend together infer

~ntially. The right, the authority, and the ability to ful

: i ll the sabbath in such fashion depends on God. Thus Jesus 

was right in claiming lordship over the sabbath.55 He is God! 

~1an simply does not have the authority or ability to fulfill 
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the sabbath.56 ·Any attempt to make man appear to have the 

ability to keep the sabbath lacks convincing argumentation. 

It is reasonable to conclude that there certainly is a 

correlation between the gift of the sabbath day and the New 

Testament Lord of the sabbath. This correlation lies in the 

fact that the Lord Jesus came to be a blessing to His people. 

Although Jesus did not directly abolish the sabbath (Mark 2), 

He proclaimed its fulfillment.57 Paul S. Minear summarizes 

the matter well, "For the issue was not merely whether to 

break or to obey the Sabbath law, but whether to reject or to 

believe the message that God's power had been released 

1158 

colossians 2:16-17 

Col. 2:16-17 has historically been the most important 

Bible passage outlining emancipation from "Jewish shadows." 

Thi s pericope shows that Paul regarded the sabbath as an Old 

Te stament typological institution fulfilled in Christ and 

.,.,hi ch is no longer binding on Christians. 

The reason the Letter to the Colossians was written is 

:.:1at Epaphras, the present spiritual leader of the church at 

Co l ossae, had brought disturbing news to Paul at Rome regard

!. :1g dangers threatening the church on the part of false 

~eachers {l:7-8; 4:12,18; Rom. 15:30; Philemon 23). Their 
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errors included a degradation of and a disregard for Christ 

(2:4,19,20; 3:1,4), an overestimation of natural religion and 

human philosophy (1:28; 2:8,22), and an insistence on legal

istic asceticism (2:16,18,20-23). Theologically, the Colos

sian error was competing against Christ for man's allegiance. 

The false teachers at Colossae insisted on other requirements 

in addition to what Christ had fully accomplished for man's 

redemption. The errorists' teachings apparently included 

some vestiges of Judaism, but they were syncretistic in the 

sense of picking out some elements of Judaism and mixing it 

with their own teachings.59 That may explain the reference to 

circumcision and baptism in 2:11-12, the mention of the sab

bath in verse 16, and the worship of angels in verse 18 

(8pf10ICE~ TWV ayyf€>.wv) • 

Perhaps the Colossian heresy came under the influence 

of legalistic Judaism, owing to the fluid milieu of that age 

in the Lycus Valley. Paul introduces a contrast between the 

unregenerate in 2:13 ("dead in trespasses and the uncircwn

cision of your flesh") and the unregenerate. The heart of 

the matter, then, was that at Colossae antagonists were 

insisting that ceremonies, rituals (2:16), and religious 

rudiments (2:8) should be added to Christ. References made 

to the cross in verse 14 and the shadow-substance content of 

verse 16 show how inconsistent it would be for Christians, 
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appreciating the new life made possible solely through 

Christ, to fall back upon some kind of syncretistic religion. 

The Christian has been taught the ·cross (2:14}, ·is acquai nted 

with the "substance" (v. 17}, and has been forgiven (2:13}. 

He now lives in the New Age, the Gospel Time. Paul had to 

combat the danger of their slipping back to old ways . He 

asks, "If with Christ you died to the elemental spirits of 

the uni verse (c'mo Twv oTotxE(wv Tou i::ooµou} 60 why do you live as if 

you still belonged to the world?" (v. 20} Rigoristic and 

ascetic religious efforts .(v. 21} "have no value" (v. 23} . 

Paul offers practical teaching which disallows Old Tes

tament ordinances (Col. 2 :16-17}. These ordinances must not 

be used as the basis for assessing an individual's religious 

performance : "Therefore let no one pass judgment on you (Mtt 

ouv ns- uµas- i::ptvfrw} in questions of food or drink or with 

regard to a festival or a new moon or a sabbath . These are 

only a shadow (oi::ta} of what is to come (Twv µE}..}..ovTwv} , but the 

substance belongs to Christ (To 6e owµa mu xptoTou} • " 

The ouv (therefore} is inferential , drawing out the 

consequences of the previous statements (e.g. 2 :10,13}. 

since the Christian is complete in Christ, external ordi

nances are obsolete. They are not essential to the Christian 

life and even have the potential of distracting from Christ. 
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Therefore, Paul offers the dictum discouraging judgment of 

Christians on the basis of external ordinances.61 

The present imperative (icptverw) means to discontinue 

judging, a practice the errorists had engaged in. However, 

since the ways of the errorists could probably not be 

changed, Paul warns the Colossians against the possibility 

that the errorists could sway them from their freedom from 

legalism. The ~pwots and ,roots are eating and drinking prop

erly, not meat and drink themselves.62 The Old Testament law 

contained many restrictions regarding food. There are some 

teachings about drink, though less frequent (Lev. 10:9; 

11: 34, 36d; Num. 6: 3; and see Heb. 9: 10) . The EV µEf)Et may be a 

share in a festival, but in context probably more accurately 

should be translated as "category" or "in the matter of" (cf. 

:; Cor. 3: 10; 9: 3) . 63 

The three genitives dependent on ev µEpEt ( Eop,iis-, 

1·<0111)nas-, oal3f3chwv) are arranged in a descending order accord

ing to the frequency of their occurrences (annual, monthly, 

. ..,eekly) as in other standard lists of Jewish sacred times (l 

C~ron. 23:31; 2 Chron. 2:4; 31:3; Neh. 10:33; Ezek. 45:17; 

Hos. 2:11) .64 The o~Twv clearly refers to the regular 

~eekly sabbath. The plural should not necessarily mean sab

baths since the plural was a frequent idiom referring to the 

seventh day of the week (cf. Mark 1:21). Of the various spe-
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cial days, the ·sabbath was pre-eminent (like circumcision and 

avoidance of pork) in the popular mind as ordinances that 

separated the Jew from the Gentile. In the New Testament 

Age, when all are one in Christ on the basis of faith instead 

of works, no such ordinances need to be given. The five 

anarthrous nouns probably suggest that no specific foods, 

drinks, or holidays are meant. Thus Paul's examples repre

sent typical ceremonial ordinances corranonly observed by Jews 

and which may have been known among the various Judaizing 

errorists. The fact that these examples are taken from 

Judaism suggests one of the sources of the syncretistic 

teaching of the errorists. A fair assumption is that the 

Colossian heresy was basically Jewish-oriented and one which 

had undergone "a remarkable fusion with a philosophy of non

Jewish origin. 1165 They were taking "this and that" from var

i ous sources and teachings, the amalgam being touted as the 

best religion in place of Christ.66 Paul is not so interested 

in mentioning every error of the syncretists, but by mention-

1ng these examples he establishes the principle that 

Christians are complete in Christ and that therefore ordi

~ances and regulations have no additional intrinsic value.67 

::o Christian should pennit anyone else to sit in judgment on 

~hem with respect to such matters. The reason for Paul's 

~arnings is that some Colossians were embracing these prac-
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tices in a way ·that substituted Christ, not that such regu

lations themselves were intrinsically wrong. But the old 

ordinances had served their purpose by pointing · to Christ. 

Now in the New Age they are useless since they have the 

potential of being substitutions for Christ. With the coming 

of Christ the sabbath rest found its antitype in Him. Christ 

did not abolish the sabbath, but His fulfilling it simply 

demonstrates its obsolescence for the New Age. That is why 

retaining the sabbath intact has the potential of substi

tuting it for the Christ to Whom it had pointed. 

This idea is elaborated upon further by the contrast 

between shadow and reality in verse 17.68 The present tense 

(a eonv maci) states a general truth about the nature of the 

Old Testament ordinances which are mentioned.69 They are 

shadows pointing to the real thing. Why should certain foods 

or days have any intrinsic value? Their function was to 

point to the future, which has now arrived. That Christ has 

already come demonstrates the fulfilled condition of the 

µE>J..ovn1v ( 2 : 17) . Just as a shadow suggests the presence of a 

body, the real thing, so also Old Testament types pointed to 

Him. The 6e of 2: 17b joins the two statements. 70 Note that 

the body is Christ's. The heresy of the Colossian Judaizers 

is that they did not fully appreciate the body to which the 

shadow pointed. These types do not typify the New Testament 
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Sunday nor any other particular day. That would make Sunday, 

the Lord's Day today, typical; it would be a shadow of some

thing still to come. Thus the sabbath would be ·a shadow of a 

shadow. The application of verses 16 and 17 for the New Age 

lies in following the Body instead of the shadow. For Paul, 

to reestablish the sabbath was to misunderstand the temporary 

purpose of the shadows (ordinances) and to reject the all

sufficiency of Christ. 

The word adiaphora refers to "indifferent things," mat

ters that are neither commanded nor forbidden of Christians.71 

The foods and days of Col. 2:16 certainly are neutral mat

ters, in thao;ry, in and of themselves. The danger was for 

the Colossian errorists to use such ordinances in work-righ

teously or self-righteously insisting on their own way over 

against the Gentile Christians or as a sine qua non for jus

tification before God. However, in gractice, Paul was for

bidding these ordinances. The reason for prohibiting the 

exercise of such ordinances is because they were in fact com

peting against Christ. Paul viewed the regulations enforced 

by the "heretics" in a pejorative sense. A negative outlook 

on the part of Paul is detected at 2:16, "Therefore let no 

one pass judgment on you 

qualify you (mTa,3~frw) 

II • 
• • • I 

II 

at 2:l.8, "Let no one dis

and at 2:20, "If with 

Christ you died to the elemental spirits of the universe, why 
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do you live as ·if you still belonged to the world (T( ws {wvns 

Ev Kooµ~) ? " In regard to the various regulations, Paul 

describes them as having only the appearance of wisdom (2:23, 

Aoyov µh Exovrn ooq>(as) and adds that they have no value (ouK h 

nµu nvt) . These examples suggest for us that Paul was 

critical of the imposition of such regulations upon the 

Christians at Colossae. Therefore , in actual practice Paul 

condemned the false teachings advocated by the "heretics." 

Insofar as the regulations competed against Christ, they 

could be viewed as greater or more serious than adiaphora. 

They were nott neutral and harmless, but a danger to the 

faith. The Christians at Colossae could not remain 

i ndifferent to these matters. Paul had outlined a program of 

f~eedom from Old Testament rituals for the New Age. 

Christianity would never have succeeded if these pagan ideas 

had been allowed to stand and continue in the Apostolic 

churches. The nature of worship in the New Age is not marked 

by ceremonial observances but by faith in Christ and obedi

ence of the heart. 

Paul's doctrine of "Christian liberty" is enunciated in 

Colossians 2, arising from the necessities of the moment. 

The principles have remained for the church through the ages; 

~owever, Christians today need to be reminded of this princi

ple. The traditional interpretation of Colossians Two is 
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correct and val.id, namely that it declares freedom from cere

monial matters. The Old Testament ceremonies had served 

their purpose. Being superseded py Christ, they were not to 

be revived. 

Galatians 4:10 

The Galatian Judaizers were different from those at 

Colossae.72 They did not advocate an "improvement of Chris

tianity enhanced by rigoristic Jewish rituals but that Cir

cumcision and keeping the law were basically essential for 

converts' salvation. n73 To appreciate properly Paul's refer

ence to the Galatians' observance of certain calendar days 

(Gal. 4:10), one must understand the context in which this 

teaching is made. 

Paul begins by expressing his surpris.e and disappoint

ment that the Galatians were so quickly and readily deserting 

the Gospel that Paul had earlier delivered (l:6,9; 4:9,21; 

5:1). Agitators had come to Galatia with the intent of urg

ing an imposition of Jewish laws (3:1; 4:17, "who has 

cewitched you"), especially circumcision (4:10; 5:2-12; 

6: 12, 13) , 74 upon the Galatian churches. 75 Perhaps the 

~udaizers presented themselves as the only genuine Christians 

=~cm the mother community of Jerusalem.76 Paul's Galatian 

~pponents were Jewish Christian missionaries rivaling Paul 
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and acting cont·rary to the Jerusalem agreement mentioned in 

the autobiography of Gal. 2:1-10. 

Hans Dieter Betz explains his interesting view about 

the opponents' teachings: "According to the opponents• the

ology, Christian existence takes place within the terms of 

the Jewish Torah covenant. u77 By this Betz means to imply 

that for the Agitators Christ is the opponent of evil and 

Christians enjoy protection from evil under Him. The way to 

receive this Torah covenant is by yielding more completely to 

the observance of the Torah. In their estimation Paul 

offered little concrete to hold on to, only Spirit and free

dom. No wonder the Galatians surrendered to Paul's opponents 

(1:6; 4:21). They wanted the security that they thought 

would be offered by being conscientious keepers of the old 

covenant. Therefore, the Galatians were on the verge of 

exchanging freedom for the slavery of legalism (4:9; 5:1). 

Paul asks the Galatians contemplating a return to paganism, 

"how can you turn back again to the weak and beggarly ele

mental spirits, whose slaves you want to be once more? (4:9). 

To begin observing external symbols of religion (4:10, "you 

observe days, and months, and seasons, and years 11 
) would be a 

return to their pre-Christian state.78 Circumcision is the 

"external symbol" for the most part in-the Book of Galatians. 
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The opponents were advocat~ng circumcision as a basic 

requirement. 

Betz explains why the Christian would no:r:ina.lly want to 

consider himself free of circumcision as an external ritual 

signifying the acceptance of Judaism: 

For Christians these Jewish concepts have lost their 
meaning, because in Paul's view--Christians• salvation is 
grounded in God's promise to those who "believe in 
Christ." If that faith has become the decisive basis of 
salvation, the Jewish cultic symbols and their impli
cations must become a matter of irrelevance.79 

At any rate, Paul was concerned to show that Christians live 

in a New Age and the Old c~venant is past. 80 By accepting 

circumcision they would bind themselves to observing the law. 

Calendar observances are mentioned in 4:10 instead of 

circumcision. Even if the use of these general Greek words 

{T}µlpas ... mt µfivas mt mtpous mt btauTous) is an intentional 

avoidance of specifically Jewish tenns, the various Jewish 

observances, sabbath days, New Moon feasts, and the sabbati

cal year were surely uppennost in Paul 1 s mind. 81 As previ -

ously noted, similar specific expressions are listed in 

reverse order at Col 2:16-17 and clearly have reference to 

ordinances i-n Judaism. 82 Anything less than complete freedom 

in ritualistic matters would be tantamount to denying Christ 

and the principle of Christian freedom. If Paul does imply 

Jewish observances {Gal. 4:10; cf. Col. 2:16-17), then these 
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tangible ordinances were meant to point to their fulfillment 

in Christ (4:28; 5:1) . The Galatians, who as the Jews were 

scrupulously reckoning Jewish holy days, were wrong. In 

short, they were in danger of making salvation dependent on 

human achievement. The motivation for observances of calen

dar days and for circumcision derived from legalism instead 

of freedom from the law (5:4). 

In Galatians Paul enunciated a doctrine of distinc

tively Christian liberty in the Gospel Era, in contrast to a 

legalism that accompanies a rejection of Christ (J.:6; 2:2J.). 

Therefore, for Paul the matter of Christian liberty had to .be 

maintained in principle (4:11-12; 5:lb). 

Romans 14:1-23 

The question of eating meats (v. 2), ·unclean food (v. 

14), and the estimation of certain days (vv. 5-6) are the 

i ssues in Rom. 14:1- 23.83 There the primary concern was the 

responsibility of the "strong" in not offending the "weaker" 

brethren who may have had scruples about certain foods that 

.,.,ere "common" ( Kolvos) , 84 or who were vegetarian ( 14 : 2 ) , or who 

elevated a particular day above other days (14:5) . 8S The 

principle outlined by Paul is that observances which do not 

ccmpromise the pure gospel ought not divide the brethren 

: 14: 10) .86 The Judaizers in Rome may have held ascetic, rig-
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oristic views s"imilar to those at Colossae (Rom. 14: 2b, Sa) . 87 

For our study it is important to notice that Paul did not 

insist on ceremonies (14:14,17), but offered a program of 

Christian liberty. 

It is uncertain what "days" means in verses 5 and 6 

("One man esteems one day as better than another, while 

another man esteems all days [naoav TJl.Epav] alike. He who 

observes the day, observes it in honor of the Lord."). 

William Sanday and Arthur c. Headlam's commentary does not 

try to define what the 11days 11 means here but offers this 

observation: 

The Jew and the scrupulous Christian kept their rules of 
days and seasons, because they believed that their sal
vation depended on an exact adherence to fonnal ordi
nances. The Christian who has grasped the freedom of the 
Gospel recognizes the indifference in themselves of all 
such ordinances . 88 

Lenski demonstrates how likely it is that "days" refers to 

"Sabbaths": 

What other day would any Roman Christian judge to be 
above other days? That self-chosen days are referred to 
is scarcely to be assumed. It is not difficult to see 
that a few Jewish Christians, some of them who perhaps 
came from the old mother church in Jerusalem, still clung 
to the Sabbath much as the Christians did after Pente
cost .89 

From the context of the Jewish Christians' background, 

:t would make sense to allow that the "days" refers to sab

bath observances that were a vital part of Jewish law and 
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tradition.90 Regardless, the theme of Romans 14 is the prin

ciple of liberty resulting from concern and love for one 

another (3, 4, lOa, 13a, 15b, 19, 20) . ·st. Paul's point is that no 

one's personal respect for a certain day ought to be the 

basis of a brother• s criticism by others.91 Paul summarized 

his concept of Christian freedom: "For the kingdom of God 

does not mean food and drink but righteousness and peace and 

joy in the Holy Spirit" {14:17). The Christian will remember 

that his whole life is meant to be an offering of worship to 

the Lord: "If we live, we. live to the Lord" {v. 8). Man's 

worth is not measured by his observance of certain calendar 

days. 

The Apostolic Decree 

The presentations so far in this study provide the 

background for understanding the implications of the decision 

of the Council at Jerusalem {Acts 15). Evidently the Chris

tians had been wrestling with the problem inherent in the 

proclamation of the Gospel within the developing Gentile 

mission {Acts 1:8; 11:1-2,22-26; 15:1-7; see also Joel's Gen

tile emphasis on "whoever" [Joel 2:21] in Peter's sermon). 

Friction can be seen both on the part of Jewish leaders 

(especially from the Pharisees, 15:5) as well as on the part 

of Jews who converted to Christianity. For example, 
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Stephen's virulent attack (sennon) led to his martyrdom 

partly because he angered the Jews by accusing them of not 

keeping their law (Acts 7:53) .92 Stephen is reported to have 

warned, "· .. this Jesus of Nazareth will destroy this 

place, and will change the customs which Moses delivered to 

us" (Acts 6:14). Not much later (10:1-35) Peter was 

instructed in the necessity of the Gentile mission in his 

famous vision adjunct to Cornelius' vision. Peter may have 

been surprised that the Holy Spirit had been poured out on 

Gentiles (10:45). Later he had to defend his associations 

with Gentiles: "So when Peter went up to Jerusalem the cir

cumcision party criticized him, saying, 'Why did you go to 

uncircumcised men and eat with them? ' " ( 11: 3) An envoy even 

went to Antioch where Paul and Barnabas were, opposing Paul's 

message by saying, "Unless you are circumcised according to 

the custom of Moses, you cannot be saved" ( 15 : l) . To estab

lish concord and arrive at a spirit-guided consensus among 

all believers, whether Jewish or Gentile, a council was 

called. 

At the council Peter "rose" to defend a Christian mes

sage that was free of Jewish ceremonies imposed on the new 

Gentile converts, by saying, "(God) ma.de no distinction 

between us and them. Now therefore why do you make 

trial of God by putting a yoke upon the neck of the disciples 
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which neither our fathers nor we have been able to bear?" 

(15:9-10) .93 The outcome of the discussion was expressed by 

the respected James (the Just) to ·the effect that the Jewish 

Christians should not "trouble" the Gentile believers 

(15:19) . 94 However, four requests were made of the Gentile 

converts in the interest of not offending certain Jewish 

Christians who felt themselves obligated to follow Old Testa

ment ceremonies.95 The Gentile Christians were asked to 

abstain from: (1) pollutions of idols (probably food; see 

15:29), (2) unchastity (1Topvefa), (3) what is strangled; and 

(~) blood (15:20,28; 21:25). Evidently the council expressed 

disapprobation about a mixed list of prohibitions that had 

the appearance of disregarding moral and ceremonial dis

t inctions . Notice that neither the ceremonial ritual of cir

cumcision nor the sabbath is part of the list.96 

Efforts to reconcile all four prohibitions as being 

ceremonial (on the basis of prohibitions in Leviticus 17 and 

18) have been difficult and not totally accepted.97 Such 

ef f orts take unchastity to be a reference to forbidden 

degrees of consanguinity.98 That would make it appear that 

~arnes advocated a retention of Jewish ceremonial law and 

t herefore probably retention of the sabbath.99 Nor do the 

prohibitions effect a "compromise with -the Judaizers, to 

accept at least some of their demands for Gentile Christians 
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and thus in a manner at least (tcy) to satisfy them," as 

Lenski describes the possibility.loo What seems more likely 

is that James was saying it behooved Gentile Christians in 

exercising their Christian liberty not to engage in offense 

against "weaker brethren. 11 101 Otherwise, if that is not the 

correct interpretation, James would appear in some way will

ing to retain part of the Old Testament by imposing re

strictions on Christians . 102 

It would ·be easy to fathom how some weaker Jewish 

brethren could be upset by the failure of Gentile believers 

to respect Jewish scruples when the two groups would be 

together. Even though the matter of chasti ty is a matter of 

morality and not just "ceremonial law," a better explanation 

for the inclusion of unchastity in the list of prohibitions 

is to take all four prohibitions as common Gentile practices 

that would be objectionable to Jewish scruples. 103 While 

TTopvna would be a sin even for the Gentile Christian, in this 

l ist it is in the same category as anything which would cause 

offense for a "weaker" Christian with scruples about certain 

:natters. In other words, the Gentile Christians ought to be 

considerate of their Jewish brethren. 

To test this explanation, let us see if the other three 

prohibitions take the form of "scruples" instead of "sins." 

Sacrificial meat, it is true, was related to idolatry. The 
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meat left over ·from idolatrous practices among the Gentiles, 

of course, is intrinsically "neutral." Gentile Christians 

might innocently use meat left from such practices, even 

though it would be unthinkable that they would commit idola

try. l04 For Jewish Christians, who were very scrupulous in 

avoiding idolatry, it might appear that the Gentile Chris

tians were lax in regard to the First Commandment. Vio

lations regarding blood and strangulation occurred with 

regard to undrained meat used in pagan idolatrous rites. 

Paul addresses this very issue in l Corinthians 8. There he 

points out that some Christians take offense at eating food 

previously offered to idols. These people are called "weak" 

Christians (1 Cor. 8:7). He indicates that the strong Chris

tians can partake of such food in Christian liberty (v. 9) 

but they should refrain when it might become the occasion for 

a "brother to fall" (v. 13). Mindful of this pagan scene, 

Lenski conunents: 

Here were idol feasts, where they might both contaminate 
themselves and greatly hurt others; here was fornication 
which was nothing to pagans and liable still to seem to 
be nothing to pagan converts; here was the matter of 
blood in meat or otherwise which was nothing to them, 
nothing . -in fact, and yet still horrible to their Jewish 
brethren. The one safe course to follow was to avoid 
these things. 105 

Idolatry and pagan practices associated with idolatry 

(strangulation and blood) were offensive to Jews, as were 
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also the pagan attitudes toward sex. In the Gentile world 

fornication was not viewed as immoral but as something amoral 

and natural. Unfortunately, it also could have ·happened that 

Gentile converts to Christianity occasionally brought with 

them their pagan lifestyles. Converts probably needed to be 

warned especially against fornication (see l Car. 6:18). 

Thus, not only fornication but also pollutions of idols and 

food contaminated by strangling or being mixed with blood, 

all common Gentile practices, were repugnant for the Jew . 

They naturally had become issues of conscience for the Jewish 

Christian.106 

The Apostolic Decree most probably outlined a program 

of Christian liberty as applied to ceremonial matters and to 

issues relating to giving offense. Therefore, there were no 

real exceptions that could be held against the Gentile 

Christians. The council urged caution against an attitude 

that was careless or inconsiderate of fellow Christians who 

had scruples about certain common repugnant matters. The 

silence in regard to major outward symbols of Judaism in the 

Apostolic Decree, circumcision and sabbath observance, lends 

tacit support to a total declaration of the principle of 

Christian liberty without any exceptions. Although the mat

ter of enforcing the law of circumcision precipitated the 

Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:5), James' answer "is that we 
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should not trouble those of the Gentiles who turn to God" 

(15:19). The context suggests the principle of freedom in 

all ceremonial matters (15:28-30) ; James confinned that the 

will of God was that Gentiles should also be part of God's 

"house of David" (15:16), and he mentioned that Gentiles have 

always been a part of synagogue life (15:21--"For from early 

generations Moses has had in every city those who preach him, 

for he is read every sabbath in the synagogues. 11 ) .101 Since 

it has clearly been established that Gentiles could be part 

of the kingdom of God ( 15 : .7 - 9) , James said that their in-

cl us ion in the kingdom was possible without the imposition of 

ceremonial regulations (15:10). 

The imposition of ceremonies conflicts with the pure 

gospel of salvation by grace alone. Ceremonies are human 

works that distract from free grace. Peter emphasized the 

truth that salvation in the New Age was accomplished only 

through Jesus and therefore ceremonial regulations must take 

a back seat: "But we believe that we shall be saved through 

t he grace of the Lord Jesus, just as they will" (Acts 15:11). 

The implications of Peter's words are far-reaching in terms 

of later historical developments in the first three Christian 

centuries . 108 

The Apostolic Decree demonstrates that any uncertainty 

regarding Old Testament ceremonial observances among the 
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Apostolic Christians was once for all dispelled. If the 

break with the Old Testament was not yet complete and total 

at that time, the issue required attention. And it received 

it! Hans Conzelmann concurs that the Apostolic Counci l in 

its decision represented the final break with the Old 

Covenant in the mind of most Apostolic Christians: "The 

Apostolic decree sums up the Law as pointing to a permanent 

separation. The actual separation of the Church from the 

Temple and the Law is here shown to be possible and even in 

accordance with Scripture .(xv, l6f.) . "109 Martin Franzmann 

also speaks of the Apostolic Council in his inimitable way: 

Thus Christianity was safeguarded against a reimposition 
of the Law: the very real danger that Christianity might 
degenerate into a Judaic sect (and so perish with 
Judaism) was averted. And the unity of the church was 
preserved.110 

Not to be denied is the fact that Christians, espe

cially the converts from Judaism, were able to "shift gears" 

only with difficulty and thereby leave sabbath observance and 

much of their heritage behind them. Their past had been 

meaningful for them and so they probably were reticent to 

change. Undoubtedly many Jewish Christians considered them

selves to be a sect within Judaism (Acts 24:Sb). However, 

~he resurrection marked a break with the Old covenant. 

Chri stians began to see that the old ceremonies and rituals 

~ere no longer meaningful. Separate Christian worship, 
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uniquely defined with fellowship and the Lord's Supper, began 

to be customary. 111 

One is justified in concluding that the principle of 

Christian liberty clearly resulting from the Jerusalem Coun

cil did not mandate that Sunday observance become nor

ma.tive . 112 The sabbath was not part of the Apostolic Decree. 

Therefore, the old sabbath was most probably not mandated 

because of the principle of freedom from the Ol d Covenant. 

No particular day for the worship gathering for the New 

Testament Age was designated as the sabbath's replacement. 

Summary 

Attitudes about the sabbath ensue from looking at Jesus' 

healing and teaching. The sabbath is seen as being redemp

tive. Christ did not abolish it but fulfilled the sabbath by 

putting Himself under it. He kept the whole law of God of 

the Old Testament but revealed the sham and hypocrisy con

nected with the Judaism of His day. Paul in Colossians, 

Galatians and Romans did not regard the old sabbath as being 

literally required of the New Testament Era. It had pointed 

to Christ . 
· It no longer had binding Christ fulfilled it . 

Indeed' if it should cause the pure 
force upon Christians. 

. lone to be compromised, the 
Gospel of salvation by Christ a . 

ed d considered unnecessary 
sabbath ought to be disregard an 
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since it could .be potentially destructive of "faith alone." 

Similar conclusions were enunciated at the Jerusalem Council 

of Acts 1.5. Thus, a theological basis exists for the New 

Testament de-emphasis of sabbath and days. 
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Pontifical Gregorian University Press, 1977), 42-47. 

30rbid., 47. See also Lohse, 14, for discussion of 
exceptions to the prohibition of work that superseded the 
sabbath. Circumcision would be one of the lawful activities, 
for that should take place even when the eighth day for cir
cumcision fell on a sabbath. 

3IBacchiocchi, 44. 

32From Matthew and Mark we know definitely that it was a 
sabbath setting. Some manuscripts describe the Lukan setting 
as EV oaj3fxh~ 6EUTEpo11pwT~. This incomprehensible reading is 
rejected by Bruce M. Metzger in his A Textual commentary on 
the Greek New Testament (London and New York: United Bible 
Societies, 1975), 139, where it is called a vox nulla; and by 
Arndt, 174, where he calls it a "celebrated controversy." 
Both explain it as a copyist error. With regard to Matthew, 
many interpreters take the b EKEtv~ .~ Katp@ at 1.2: l as transi
tional, connecting the sabbath rest material of 11.:28-30 with 
this sabbath pericope. See, e.g., Rordorf, 109; Jean 
Danielou, The Bible and the Liturgy: (Notre Dame, IN: Univer
sity of Notre Dame Press, 1956), 226; Ernst Jenni, Die The
ologische Begriindung des Sabbatgebotes irn Alten Testament 
(Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag, 1.955), 39, n. 23; and Daniel 
Patte, The Gospel According to Matthew; A structural commen
tary on Matthew's Faith (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1.987), 
167. Patte observes, "In 12:1-21 Matthew continues to 
develop the themes of 11:25-30, ••. This continuity is 
marked by the opening phrase, 1 at that time, 1 which is used 
by Matthew along with other temporal notations to underscore 
that the following passage further develops the themes of the 
preceding pericope .... these controversies provide a con
crete illustration of the way in which the Pharisees make the 
day of rest a burden and of the way in which Jesus makes the 
observance of the sabbath an easy yoke and a light burden." 

33R_ordorf, 61., comments on their hunger: (1) I~ they 
were hungry it was their own fault for "not having prepared 
their meals on the previous day as everyone else"; (2) "they 
could have fasted for the whole day"; (3) they were not "in 
danger of life through sheer exhaustion." It appears that 
they were guiltless (12:7). 
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~ohse, i2. 

35:rbid., l.3-14. Lohse mentions a "sabbath day's jour
ney" as being 2000 cubits, which could be evaded by "changing 
boundaries" and "changing courts" · (the "erub") . · Schiffman, 
91, presents the Qumran length for the sabbath day journey as 
1000 cubits. 

36rn the narrative of David's eating the Showbread, the 
priest also acted in a forbidden manner by giving to David to 
eat. An identification of Jesus is possible to this effect: 
Our priest is here . He is the church's new David (cf . Psalm 
110); Jesus is a kind of Melchizedek figure Who was not a 
Levite . Jesus and David were of the tribe of Judah. 

37Etan Levine, "The Sabbath Controversy According to 
Matthew," New Testament studies 22 (1976): 480-83. This 
study suggests that Jesus• company knew fully well that the 
priests "worked" on the sabbath and their activity was legit
imate just as they knew their own activity was illegal. 
Jesus forced the Pharisees into admitting that they permitted 
a breaking of the law. The Pharisees permitted grain gather
ing for the wave-offering, even if on a sabbath; the Sad
ducees did not. Against Levine, we ask whether it can be 
shown that the gathering was for the wave-offering. 

38aanks, 131. Banks perceptively describes how Jesus' 
Christological claim in connection with the · sabbath exceeds 
the Pharisees' shallow view of it. Rabbinical discussions 
(subsequent to Jesus and in support of His position) defend 
David by arguing that the Law broken by David was in fact not 
a Sabbath Law. M. casey has effectively argued that any 
classification of Laws into Sabbath and non-Sabbath Laws 
would be contrary to the nature of Jewish halakhah: "[Yalqut 
Shimconi II, 130] clearly does not function in accordance 
with that kind of analysis: the point is to find a general 
principle to justify David's action, and since the narrative 
is placed on the Sabbath, Sabbath Law is perfectly satisfac
tory. Just as Jesus was able to create a difficulty for the 
Pharisaic po~ition by arguing that David had (on the Sabbath) 
breached what was not obviously a Sabbath Law, so the Yalqut 
was able to justify his action (in breaching what was not 
obviously a Sabbath Law) by means of an overtly Sabbath regu-
lation. . " However, at the time of Jesus the Pharisaic 
"orthodox life-stance had not yet produced a well-known 
answer to the problem which Jesus raised for it. 11 See 
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Maurice Casey, "The Plucking of the Grain (Mark 2.23-28} ," 
New Testament studies 34 (1988): 11,13. 

~iesenfeld, 119, n. 10 . "In the passage about the 
plucking of the ears of corn, as in the accounts of the feed
ing of the five thousand (Mark 6:41 and parallels; 8:6 and 
parallel}, appear expressions for the distribution and 
receiving of the bread which are identical with the terms 
used in the accounts of the institution of the Last Supper. 
Especially in Luke's version (6:4} of the story of the pluck
ing of the ears of corn does the reference to the behavior of 
Abimelech (identified as Abiathar in Mark 2:26} use such 
expressions." 

~rnst Ka.semann, Essays on New Testament Themes 
(London: SCM Press, 1965), 38-39. He explains his view that 
the reason the other Synoptists omitted this verse is because 
the rigidly-bound Christian community was not ready to allow 
the freedom implied by that verse to all. According to him, 
the next verse ("The Son of man is even Lord of the sab
bath."} was meant to weaken and limit the fonner. So also 
Rordorf, 65. 

41Rordorf, 63 . "The Jews• conviction that it was their 
duty legally to observe the sabbath had the effect of placing 
the sabbath above human beings." 

41Moule, 55, "prospective, with a view to, for the sake 
Of• II 

43A_ problematical agraphon shows up in Luke 6 between 
vv . 4 and 5, usually discounted because it appears to be a 
casuistic interpolation intended to soften the supposed abro
gation of the sabbath and because of its Western textual tra
dition. It reads, "On the same day he saw a man working on 
the sabbath and said to him, 'Man, if you know what you are 
doing, you are blessed; but if you do not know, you are 
accursed and a transgressor of the law. ' 11 Arndt, 17 5, 
remarks, "The old Sabbath was by the Apostles to be declared 
abrogated, a statute having possessed validity merely for the 
period of the Mosaic dispensation. Whoever realized that the 
days of the Old Covenant were numbered could consider himself 
freed of its special provisions. Without such realization a 
violation of conscience was involved. I believe the story to 
be true . . 11 See also Bruce Metzger, A Text,ual Cc;mmen-
~. 140 . 
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44rhe Greek emphasizes the "Lord," implying that Christ 
created both man and the sabbath: 

Matt. - KUPlOS yap €0TlV TOU oa,3f3cfrou 6 ulos TOU dv8pwnou . 
Mark - WOTE KUPlOS EOTlV 6 ulos TOU av8pwnou ml TOU oaf3~frou. 
Luke - KUplOS EOTlV TOU oaf3(3aTOU 6 ulos TOU av8pwnou. 

45Aramaic: ~~ as in Dan. 7:13. James w. Lei tch, 
"Lord Also of the Sabbath," Scottish Journal of Theology 19 
(1966): 427, argues that the "Son of man" has to be Jesus and 
not man in general, because after the Fall, man being in a 
state of sin could not have dominion over the sabbath. 

4loscar CUllmann, Early Christian Worship, trans. A. 
Steward Todd and James B. Torrance {London: SCM Press, 1966), 
8 8- 8 9, explains that the entire phrase ulos TOU av8pwnou was 
intentionally employed since Mark could have just said "man." 
There can be no doubt that Mark was thinking only of Jesus by 
this phrase . 

47Riesenfeld, 121. 

48werner Georg Kiimmel, Promise and Fulfilment, trans. 
Dorothea M. Barton (London: SCM Press, 1957), 46, argues 
"· •• that Jesus applied this veiled ascription of 
sovereignty to himself is shown indubitably by Mark 2.10,28 
and Matt. 8.20; 11.19 . " 

49paul s. Minear. The Gospel According to Mark ( St . 
Louis: Concordia, 1969), 62. Bacchiocchi, 62, "Some may ask, 
how can the instituting of the Sabbath for man's benefit con
stitute the ground of Christ's lordship over the day? The 
answer is found in the fact that the Son of God instituted 
the Sabbath to ensure his well-being. Ultimately, therefore, 
Christ's lordship over the Sabbath represents His authority 
over man himself." 

~dt, 174. 

51R. c : H. Lenski, The Inte~retation of st. Mark's 
Gospel (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1964), 130: 
11The idea that 'lord of the Sabbath' means so superior to the 
Sabbath that he can do what he pleases on the Sabbath, or let 
his disciples do what is contrary to the divine Sabbath law, 
is the very opposite of what Jesus means. Jesus was under 
the law, Gal. 4:4, which included the ceremonial law and thus 
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'also• (Ka(} the Sabbath law. Throughout his life he faith
fully observed all of this law. The Sabbath desecrations 
with which the Jews charged him were violations only of the 
man-made Pharisaical regulations which were contrary to the 
divine law. But in the Son of man and in his fulfillment of 
~he law the whole ceremonial law would attain its divinely 
intended purpose and would thus eventually drop away as being 
no longer needed." 

52with regard to these pericopes, it may be significant 
that Matt. 12:1.-8 appears after the invitation to those 
weighted down by the law (l.l.:28-30). Mark 2:23-28 occurs 
after the message about new wineskins (2:1.8-21.), as also Luke 
6:1-5 is placed after the wineskins of Luke 5:33-39. In the 
latter cases, Jesus is presented as that which is new. In 
their own ways, the Evangelists present Jesus as the 
"Fulfillment." 

53Lenski, MaLk, 1.30, . "He who as •lord' thus stood at the 
top of all these laws and institutions was now here to 
fulfill all that they meant. That is why he calls himself 
'the Son of man, • he who is man and yet more than man, the 
incarnate Son, the Messiah. He who with the Father as the 
Son of Yahweh himself had instituted the Sabbath with its 
religious observances for man's benefit was now here to honor 
the Sabbath and to do this by fulfilling the divine Sabbath 
law. 11 

5'Moule, 1.44, "That woTE is also, in certain contexts, 
simply an inferential particle as if ws TE, meaning and so, 
accordingly, etc.; e.g. : • • .Mark ii. 28 • • • 11 

55Banks, 1.1.7, "it is a question of authority rather than 
legality as such which is at stake." 

S6aence, Christ fulfilled it instead of abolishing it. 
Viz. Patte, 1.71.. 

5'7r.enski, MaLk, 1.31., "Jesus was (not) already abrogating 
the Jewish Sabbath ..•• After Pentecost, led by the 
Spirit, the apostles and the church would in perfect Chris
tian liberty choose a day for the divine public worship, but 
not as another law and Sabbath but only as a free expression 
of their desire to use the word in public as the Lord bade 
them and unitedly and in proper order to worship the Lord." 
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st\.tinear, · ~3 . 

59\/arious "factions" must have influenced Jewish and 
Gentile Christians in Colossae, necessitating Paul's pleading 
on behalf of the truth and singularity of the Gospel since 
all were one in Christ (3:11, neither "Greek and Jew, circum
cision and uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, -slave, free 
man ..• "). Innuendos hinting at gnosticism emphasize that 
real yvwots was possible only in Christ (o\. &noaupo't TIIS' 00<1>(as m't 
yvwoEws a1Toicpu<i>ot, 2: 3) . Some kind of II enlightenment religion" 
might have been introduced "to share in the inheritance of 
the saints in light" (EV T~ <t>wn, 1: 12). Attraction to worldly 
dominion is referred to at 1:13 {"delivered from the dominion 
of darkness"). There is also a reference to pagan attraction 
to "elemental spirits of the universe" {Ta OTOtXE'ia Tou icooµou) • 

~erhard Delling, OTOlXElOV, m.I:rI, 7: 685-86, 
"Fundamentally the use of oTOtXE1ov in Col. 2 is to be regarded 
as independent of the use in G. 4 . 11 And, "In Col. 2 , then, 
Paul can use the same expression as in G. 4. For the refer
ence is again to religion before and outside Christ, and the 
same judgment falls on this. At best it is only a shadow of 
the fulfillment ([Col.]2:17), and in fact it proves to be a 
deception when the one who believes in Christ thinks his 
existence can be supported by its ordinances {2:8) ... " 

6Iwalter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New~ 
tament and Other and Other Early Christian Literature, trans. 
and adapted by .William F. Arndt and Wilbur F. Gingrich 
{Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957), 452-53 
{hereafter cited as SAG) . Briefly, the word icp(vw can mean 
(1) distinguish, (2) consider, (3) decide, (4) condemn, (5) 
see that justice is done, and (6) judge and pass an unfavor
able judgment upon. For this last possibility, Col 2:16 is 
cited. 

62R. c. H. Lenski, The Intex::gretation of st, Paul's 
egistles to the colossians. to the Thessalonians. to Timothy, 
to Titus and to Philemon {Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing 
House, 1964) ·, 123. He also considers it a matter of human 
regulations about when to eat, drink, and fast, rather than 
about proper and improper foods, clean and unclean. 

6:JaAG, 506-7. 

~ similar grouping occurs in Gal. 4:10. 
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~. F. Bruce, with E. K. Simpson, commenta;ry on the 
Epistles to the Ephesians and colossians (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1977), 166, concludes that the heresy was basically 
Jewish-oriented and one which had .undergone "a remarkable 
fusion with a philosophy of non-Jewish origin." On such syn
cretistic soil, for example, Bruce cites the unusual case 
where a Jewish lady could be both honorazy ruler of the syna
gogue and priestess of the imperial cult. 

f6rhe common assumption of most commentators, to which 
we also subscribe, is that the errorists in Colossae were 
imposing various regulations, among which some had a Jewish 
origin. However, D.R. De Lacey; "The Sabbath/Sunday 
Question and the Law in the Pauline Corpus," in From Sabbath 
to Lord's Day, ed. o. A. carson (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 
1982), 182, suggests that the errorists were ascetics who 
objected to the Christians• observance of ceremonial matters, 
including the sabbath. J.· B. Lightfoot, Epistles to the 
Colossians and to Philemon (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1879, 
repr. 1981), 193, seems to agree that they were ascetics when 
he points out that the "rigour of the Colossian false 
teachers ... went far beyond the injunctions of the Law. 
It is probable that they forbad wine and animal food alto
gether. . . " Another view advanced is that the Ascetics 
regarded special days, etc., as homage to the stars rather 
than that those practices stenmed from Jewish influence. 
Thus, Eduard Lohse, Colossians and Philemon~ He:r:meneia 
Series, trans. William B. Poehlmann and Robert J. Karis, ed. 
Helmut Koester (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971), 115, 
states, "In the context of Col, however, the ccmmand to keep 
festival, new moon, and sabbath is not based on the Torah 
according to which Israel received the sabbath as a sign of 
her election from among the nations. Rather the sacred days 
must be kept for the sake of the 'elements of the universe,' 
who direct the course of the stars and thus also prescribe 
minutely the order of the calendar." 

67aacchiocchi, 364, defends the position that the crux 
is not that · ·the sabbath was being retained (for he be~ieves 
it was yet), but the problem was how these five various 
rituals were being observed. For him, Paul was criticizing 
the manner and motivation. Yet, it seems that the point 
still remains the same whether Paul is referring to sabbath 
days or to the manner of keeping such days, namely that such 
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special days hav~ no intrinsic merit and can undennine sal
vation by "Christ alone." 

68It is possible that the contrast of shadow and body 
derived from Plato (cf. Republic 7.514-7; 10.596; Timaeus 
46c; 71b). 

~f Paul is reacting against a religion that honors the 
elements of the universe (Col. 2:8,20), as some conmentators 
believe (viz. n. 66 supra), then the sabbath days, etc., 
would not necessarily carry typological value; whereas, if 
the shadows refer to Jewish ceremonies, however modified at 
Colossae, they could easily serve as types of Christ. This 
lends weight then to understanding the regulations in 2:14 as 
being Jewish. On this matter, Gerhard Kittel,~, 2:23, 
states: "The usage of Hellenistic Judaism would thus refer 
the T<>lS' 66yµamv to the Mosaic Law and its demands as the 
content of the xe~oypacpov •••• The construction and train of 
thought are much the same .in Eph. 2:15, namely, that the 
Mosaic voµos Twv EVTOhWV, which consists in 6oyµam, is set aside 
by Christ." 

?Ort is not adversative, per Lenski, Colossians, 119 . 

71For popular treatments see Otto Sohn, What's the 
Answer? (St. Louis: Concordia, 1960); Theodore Graebner, The 
Borderland of Right and wrong (St. Louis: Concordia, 1956); 
Lorenz WUnderlich, "Adiaphora, 11 Abiding wora, 3 vols (St. 
Louis: Concordia, 1947), 2:686-708. 

72Francis Watson, Paul.· Judaism and the Gentiles 
(cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 61, persua
sively reconstructs the view that the 11Judaizers11 of Galatia 
were representatives sent from James to .Antioch. 

73ilordorf, 109. 

74Hans Dieter Betz, Galatians, Hermeneia Series 
(Philadelph~a: Fortress Press, . 1979), 6, presents possibili
ties of identifying the ol 11eptTEµvoµevot of 6: 13 by asking, "Is 
this simply a name for 'the Jews• (i.e. Jewish Christians), 
or does it point to Gentile Christians who have already 
undergone circumcision themselves (i.e., 'Judaizers')?" 

~Obert Jewett, "The Agitators and the Galatian Con
gregation," New Testament studies 11· (1970-71): 190-212, 
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argues persuasively that the Galatian agitators were Jewish 
Christians from Judea who "were stimulated by Zealotic pres
~ure into a nomistic campaign among their fellow Christians 
in the late forties and early fifties. Their goal was to 
avert the suspicion that they were in communion ·with lawless 
Gentiles. It appears that the Judean Christians convinced 
themselves that circumcision of Gentile Christians would 
thwart Zealot reprisals" (p. 205). 

76Alfred Wikenhauser, New Testament Introduction (New 
York: Herder and Herder, 1965), 378. 

77aetz, 8-9. 

78Ibid., 217, explains the present tense with the remark 
that, " ... Paul describes the typical behavior of 
religiously scrupulous people." 

'79rbid., 258. 

80see 2 : 19 , 11 For I through the law died to the law . • 
."; 3:25, "now that faith has come"; 4:3, "when we were chil
dren, we were slaves"; 4: 8, "Formerly [' A~a TOTE µo,] • • • 
you were in bondage"; 4:31.; 5:4, "you who would be justified 
by the law; you have fallen away from grace"; 5:6, "For in 
Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is of 
any avail, but faith ... "; 5:13, "you were called to free
dom (En' EAEU8Ep(~) 11

; 6: 15, circumcision does not mean anything, 
"but a new creation" is what matters. 

81Paul may have preferred the more general terminology 
because he was suggesting that the gentile Galatians were 
keeping days, etc. like "good Jews." Raymond T. Stanm, "The 
Epistle to the Galatians," The Intex::greter•s Bible, 1.2 vols., 
ed. George A. Buttrick (New York and Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1952), 10:532, "There can be no doubt that Paul was 
referring especially to the Jewish calendar, with its yearly 
cycle of observances; but customs carried over from the Gen
tile cults were also included." He may also have been scorn
ing the way··they were scrupulously keeping (napa111Pao8E) these 
calendar observances, rather than joyfully celebrating these 
feasts. See Otto Schmoller, "The Epistle of Paul to the 
Galatians," Lange's commentary: on the Holy scrigtures, trans. 
and ed. Philip Schaff (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1960), 106, 
111TapaTllJ)ao8E: to observe carefully, not to celebrate, or else 
the objects would have been ~Ta, vEoµTfVtaS', EopTas. The 
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Apostle means t"o say, that they were not only given to the 
celebration, but, precisely like the Jews, were already 
scrupulous also as to the correct reckoning of time for their 
holy days. Days, with reference to the Sabbath; months, 
probably with reference to the new moons, not because certain 
months, the seventh especially, were regarded as peculiarly 
holy months; seasons, within the year, with reference to the 
feasts; years with reference to the Sabbatical year, not the 
year of jubilee, which was no longer celebrated." John 
Bligh, Galatians (London: St. Paul Publications, 1969), 373, 
suggests that the lack of explicit reference to the sabbath 
arises because by this time there was widespread acceptance 
among the Gentiles of the sabbath and therefore it was not a 
distinguishing mark of Judaism. ·Paul did not want to upset 
the custom of meeting on the sabbath for Christian worship." 

82so, does TJ.lEJXZS mean the sabbath? We conclude posi
tively on the basis of the following. 1. The catenation of 
observances resembles other similar ones as Col. 2:16 where 
the sabbath is definitely mentioned; 2. The verb nainT11PElo8E 
suggests observance of a sabbath; 3. V.9 clearly refers to 
Mosaic regulations because that is in fact what Paul is 
describing. Paul borrowed oTotxE1ov from pagan elements and 
used it to describe Jewish elements (viz. Delling '.IIlli:T, 
7: 842, 110TotxE1a Tou icoaµou in G. 4 is on the one side the Torah 
with its statutes . .• on the other side the world of false 
gods • . • 11 

} • In agreement is Albrecht Oepke, Der Brief des 
Paulus an die Galater (Berlin: Evangelische· verlagsanstalt, 
.1957), 103, 11Nicht um 'Tagewahlerei' kann es sich handeln, 
sondern nur um den offiziellen judischen Festkalendar. 
Diesen sind die Galater im Begriff anzunehmen (nain'f'1'1ptlo8E ein
faches Pras oder de conatu?}: Tage, var allem den Sabbat, 
dann versohnungstag . . • 11 The te:an for him refers primarily 
to the sabbath and then perhaps to other Jewish observances. 
However, Heinrich Schlier, Der Brief an die Galater 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), 206, adds pagan 
observance after the sabbath as his first choice: "dann ist 
es fraglich, ob man bei den TJ.lEJXZl nur an Sabbate und sonstige 
mosaische Feiertage zu denken pat. Man konnte z.B. auch an 
die vier Schalttage denken ..• oder auch an andere im 
zusammenhange mit astronomischen Theorien oder superstitiosen 
Anschauungen wichtige Tage." 

83w'ikenhauser, 403, asserts that the majority of Roman 
Christians were Gentiles, with a Jewish minority. This is a 
common view. Francis Watson, 97, thinks that Romans 14 is 
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addressed to two 
with suspicion, 
marily Jewish. 
proof that Paul 

congregations in Rome who regard each other 
one being primarily Gentile, the other pri
Rom. 15:7 particularly is viewed by him as 
wanted them to be in harmony with each other. 

84rhis term is used of unclean food according to Jewish 
law in Acts 10: 14, 28; 11: 8. In Rom. 14: 20, 11avm µ€11 m&lpa is 
equivalent to ou6ev icotv6v in v. 14; as also Acts 10: 15 & 11: 9. 

~After Paul mentions that judgment should not be passed 
because of scruples about food (14:1-4) he continues with the 
reference to days in vv. 5-6, introduced by a yap. This has 
seemed awkward; hence, the varying textual support for yap. 
D. R. De Lacey, 182, aptly asserts, "Paul will then be saying 
to the church that just as they accept differing practices 
over 'days,' so also they should entertain differing 
practices over •meats.' It is then easy to see why 'days' 
form no further part of the discussion." 

86c. E. B. Cranfield, A critical and Exegetical conunen
tary on the Epistle to the Romans, ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1979), 713. Paul identifies himself with the 
"strong." 

87watson, 95, "The main difficulty in identifying the 
'weak' with straightforward Jewish Christians who observed 
the law is that according to 14:2 they abstained not simply 
from pork, but from meat and wine (14:21) ." · Watson offers 
this solution, "In all these examples, [mentioned in his 
article] Jews are in a Gentile environment, cut off from 
their community, in which ceremonially pure meat and wine 
might be obtained, and this suggests a plausible interpre
t.ation of the •weak' in Rom. 14." 

88william Sanday and Arthur c. Headlam, A Critical and 
Exegetical conunentary on the ;e:pistle to the Romans 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, repr. 1952 ), 387. 

89t<. c. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of st. Paul's 
Epistle to the Romans (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing 
House, 1961}, 821. 

<Xt:ranfield, 705, points out that the word "days" could 
~ean (1) days of abstinence, (2} days of OT cerernonialism, or 
13) lucky and unlucky days. He prefers #2. 
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9Isee l Cor. 10: 14 - 33. 

92see the illuminating study by Martin Scharlemann, 
Stephen: A singular Saint (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Insti
tute, 1968), in which he argues that Stephen's Samaritanism 
is what angered the establishment at Jerusalem. 

93rhe New Testament yoke is easy (Matt. 11:29). We 
cannot bear the Old Testament yoke (Acts 15:10). 

9'\rames quotes the LXX version of Amos 9:11-12 (Acts 
15:16-18). The point is that the church is the new dwelling 
of David, and it is God's plan to include Gentiles. Jewish 
regulations do not apply to these new people of God. 

9Ssee l Car. 8:9, l Cor. 10:25, & Rom. 14:1-17 for sim
ilar expressions of concern for the "weak," or spiritually 
irranature. 

96rh.e poor were also to be remembered, according to Gal. 
2:10. The question is unsettled whether Galatians 2 refers 
to Acts 11 or 15. The dimensions of the problem regarding 
the relationship between Acts 11 & 15 and Galatians 2 are 
explained in F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, eds, The 
Beginnings of Christianity, 5 vols. (New York and London: 
Macmillan & Co., 1920-33), 2:266-85. They conclude that 
Galatians was written at the close of the first missionary 
journey and that Acts 11 and Galatians 2 refer to the same 
events. See also 5:199-204. Perhaps the best concise review 
is Robert G. Hoerber, "Galatians 2:1-10 and the Acts of the 
Apostles," Concordia Theological Monthly 31 (August 1960): 
-182-91. 

97s. G. Wilson, Luke and the Law (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), 84-85, shows how Leviticus 17 & 18 
cannot be compared with Acts 15: (1) Leviticus 17 & 18 are 
~ot rules for the ger toshab; (2) Judaism would not have seen 
Leviticus 17 & 18 as relevant to Gentile Christians unless 
they had been Jewish proselytes earlier; and (3) there is no 
evidence that first century Judaism required the decrees of 
~eviticus 17 & 18 for either proselytes or Godfearers. 

CJ&rhis interpretation enables four categories in 
Leviticus: (l) 17:7 - sacrifices for satyrs ("pollutions of 
idols"); (2) 18:6-23 - forbidden degrees ("unchastity"); 
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(3} 17 :10 - eats blood ("what is strangled"); and (4) 17 :13 -
undrained blood ("from blood"). 

~is view would be compatible with modern Seventh-Day 
Adventists who maintain the validity of the Old .Testament 
cer~onial law for today. If the sabbath were retained by 
Jewish Christians, it was from habit and precedent rather 
than by precept, however. Modern Sunday Sabbatarians advo
cate Sunday observance on the basis that its authority 
derives from moral law (the Decalogue). 

100R. c. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of the Acts of 
the Apostles (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1961), 
613. 

101 It seems to be the nature of the "weak" party in such 
issues to expect the "stronger" to yield in their freedom and 
not give offense. Paul indicted that he was willing to yield 
to the weak Christian for the sake of the Gospel (1 Cor. 
9:19-23). He was willing to submit to the weaker brethren 
for the sake of Christian love when no principles were at 
stake (see Rom. 14:13), but when principles were at stake, he 
would not budge (cf. Gal. 4 : 10-11; Col. 2:16-19). 

l02Friedrich Biichsel, El6who8uTov, '.rDlfr, 2:378-79. Jewish 
strictness about such foods "reflects the resolute resistance 
of Judaism to any kind of religious syncretism. 11 

103Another possibility, though not a serious option, 
exists for explaining the four prohibitions. If the 
"strangulation" (Acts 15:20, ica\ Tou 1TVttcTou) is deleted, per 
Codex Beza (D), then the remark of James could be a circumlo
cution for idolatry, adultery, and 11U1rder, all of which vio
late the moral code. There is a tradition of the so-called 
Noachide laws that reflect general morality, forbidding those 
very three things (see Gen. 9:4-7). We dismiss this and 
other suggestions since textual emendations are all rather 
dubious in this verse. See the treatment by Bruce Metzger, 
429-34. 

104wilson, 95, "Pertinent, too, is the observation that 
the two main speeches addressed to Gentiles (Ac. 14:lSf; 
17:22f) concern themselves above all with the contrast 
between the vain, idolatrous worship of pagan gods and wor
ship of the one true God. Luke thus indicates that idolatry 
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was the hallmark of a Gentile and the main feature of his 
life which would have to change." 

lOSLenski, ~. 617. 

106wilson, 98 - 99. 

107This verse could also mean that Jews lived in many 
cities and therefore Gentile converts should be considerate 
of Jewish Christians, there being so many of them living in 
so many different places, converting from Judaism. Also, it 
could mean that many were familiar with Mosaic law and cus
toms, there being so many synagogues located in so many 
places. see I. H. Marshall, The Acts of the At)ostles 
(London: Inter-varsity Press, 1980), 254, where he explains 
all possible interpretations. 

I08see the conclusion of this paper, sununarizing devel
opments up to A.D. 321. 

l~ans Conzelmann, The Theology of st. Luke, trans. 
Geoffrey Buswell (New York: Harper and Row, 1960), 147. 

' ll~rtin H. Franzmann, The Word of the Lord Grows (St. 
Louis: Concordia, 1961), 52. 

lllActs 1:13; 2:46; and maybe 20:7. 

112we do not agree with Rordorf, 219, who assumes that 
Sunday worship in the Apostolic church became universally 
normative and that is why the Scriptures are silent regarding 
the day of worship. Of course, he says this to be able to 
defend his thesis that Sunday observance reaches back to the 
resurrection of Christ. It seems more realistic to consider 
that the silence on which day to worship can be explained on 
the grounds that before the Apostolic Council there was a 
hesitancy to change. Sabbath observance was conmen enough 
among Christians so that the criticism of Jews and Judaizers 
was not incurred. If Sunday were uniformly observed among 
Christians circa A.D. 49, we will conjecture that the criti
cism of nomistic Judaizers would surely have been heard. 
Martin Scharlemann, 123, concurs: "Nowhere does the apostle 
[Paull repudiate the temple and its cult. Its theological 
significance for him may have evaporated in time, especially 
after he had brought the gift of the •nations• to Jerusalem 
and was taken to Rane as a prisoner.. Even before this, how-
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ever, he had seen that the Christian community did in fact 
supersede the physical edifice in Jerusalem as the locale of 
God's presence. " Also, among many others, Banks, 119, 
acknowledges the practice of sabbath observance: "The prac
tice of the early Christian communities in tolerating obser
vance of the sabbath does not suggest that the radical impli
cations of Jesus• statement [the sabbath was made for man] 
were everywhere evident {cf. Rom. 14.Sff; Gal. 4.10; Col. 
2.16ff.) .... 

. . . continued observance of the sabbath, though not 
perhaps the ideal, was pennissible." 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The sabbath was probably not mandated by Chri stendom as 

a result of a sense of freedom from Old Testament ceremonial 

law . This sense of freedom arose from an understanding that 

Christ was the Antitype, the fulfillment of the Old Testament 

sabbath type. Christians came to understand that the 

creation of any legislation regarding a particular day for 

worship gatherings was inimical to the Gospel which pro

claimed Christ alone . Worship in the New Testament Age 

emphasizes Christ, not a day. 

Post -Biblical Developments 

The sense of freedom from the Old Covenant that 

i ncluded freedom from sabbath observance nevertheless 

remained an undecided issue following the Apostolic Age. 

R. J. Bauckham describes this development: 

Did Gentile Christians in the second century observe the 
Sabbath? Although, as we shall see, the dominant trend 
of second-century Christianity was toward a forthright 
rejection of Sabbath observance along with Jewish prac
tices in general, we must also reckon with a continuing 
influence of Jewish Christianity in some parts of the 
church that promoted judaizing tendencies.I 
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Willy Rordorf suggests Christians no longer took part 

in the sabbath worship in the synagogues both because of dis

crimination against them by Jews and because they were no 

longer satisfied by Jewish worship since it lacked any refer

ence to the risen Lord.2 The change away from the sabbath is 

seen in several instances . A brief historical sketch will 

illustrate post-Biblical developments. 

A definite difference between Christians and Jews is 

apparent from the Didache (usually dated ca. A.D. 90-110), in 

which Jews are called the "hypocrites": "Let not your fasts 

be with the hypocrites, for they fast on Mondays and Thurs

days, but do you fast on Wednesdays and Fridays" (8:1).3 This 

same document also suggests the idea that a certain day was 

regarded as the regular day of worship by the Christians at 

that time. While the Greek is oblique in this passage, the 

thought seems to be that a certain day was regarded as the 

regular day of worship by Christians. Didache 14.l reads, 

11
• • • on the Lord's Day of the Lord (mTa icuptaKT}V 6€ icupfou 

auva~ivTEs) 4 come together, break bread (uaoaTE apTov) and hold 

Eucharist (m\ roxaptoTI1oaTe) • 11S 

Ignatius' Letter to the Magnesians 9.1 (ob. ca. · A.D. 

110) advises against 11 sabbatizing," which apparently was a 

temptation for certain Asian Minor Christians. Ignatius 

describes converts from Judaism in this vignette: 
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If then they who walked in ancient customs came to a new 
hope, no longer living for the Sabbath {µ11.::&t oal3f3cxT({ovn:s) , 
but for the Lord's Day {icaTa .::uptmcl)v {wvTES) , on which also 
our life sprang up through him and his death . . • 6 

To sabbatize was clearly to represent Judaism, and "to live 

for the Lord's Day" meant accepting the death and resur

rection of Christ for salvation. Thus Ignatius is an early 

witness to the necessity of breaking away from the sabbath, 

which for him was a "badge of a false attitude to Jesus 

Christ. 117 Ignatius thought that there must be a Christian 

dissociation from Judaism. 

One more early witness which pleads for a departure 

from keeping the sabbath is the Epistle of Barnabas {ca. 130-

135) .s In his argument Barnabas refers to the Decalogue in 

Chapter 14, at the end {14.9) of which he quotes Is . 61:1-2 

in support of the express mission of Christ . as having come to 

bring the Gospel to all nations. Then he proceeds {Chapter 

15) to state that the Decalogue was meant also for Christians 

but promises that no one is able to keep it perfectly: "If, 

then, anyone has at present the power to keep holy the day 

which God has made holy, by being pure in heart, we are alto

gether deceived. 119 He continues by explaining that no one can 

keep it holy unless they are themselves holy. He argues that 

for God, 

the present sabbaths (Ta vOv oa'3{3aTa) are not acceptable to 
me, but that which I have made, in which I will give rest 
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to all things and make the beginning of an eighth day 
(ap)(Tlv iiµEpas ·oy66T)S} that is the beginning of another world. 
Wherefore we also celebrate with gladness the eighth day 
in which Jesus also rose from the dead . . . 10 

Obedience to the sabbath conunandment has nothing to do with 

the day of the week or with physical rest, but is a matter of 

holy living in the future sabbath age that God has made holy. 

For Barnabas the Third Conunandment points to Christians• joy

ful worship celebration made meaningful with reference to the 

resurrection and hope of future consummation. 

Another historical witness to a separation from Judaism 

occurs in the correspondence (ca. A.D. 112} between Pliny and 

Trajan. 11 Pliny was the governor of the province of Bithynia 

in Asia Minor (confi:aned by Justin, fl. 2nd century, ca. A.D. 

152) and relates how Christians were unlawfully gathering for 

evening meetings and "seditious assemblies" (hetaeriae} .12 

Pliny probably knew that Christians generally received the 

state's opprobrium, but he did not quite know how to handle 

the problem of what to do with Christians. Pliny's letter is 

important for this study by reason of his report that Chris

tians met on a certain day (stato die} .13 By that time there 

was evidently in Bithynia a day selected for worship. The 

letter identifies morning as the time for worship. The 

change of time away from evening meetings surely resulted 

from the ordinance against unlawful meeting times (already 

alluded to}. After this time the patristic literature more 
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consistently describes the agape feasts in the evenings as 

separated from the Lord•s Supper/synaxis and worship on Sun

day mornings. The synaxis was probably early in the morning 

in deference to employment and to avoid legal discourage

ments . 

Sunday is emerging as the day of worship. By making 

the first day of the week a day of rest the Constantinian 

decrees of A.D. 321 finally provided relief for Christians 

who found it difficult to enjoy leisure time for worship. It 

also cannot be denied that. this was a humanitarian act for 

the Empire. Rordorf summarizes this development of a civil 

observance of Sunday: 

A glance into the history of Christian legislation about 
Sunday shows us that through the centuries the Church has 
been living on the heritage of the post-Constantinian 
period. Even today we still live in it: even today we 
still have the Sunday rest, and even today the sabbath 
commandment plays an important part in the theoretical 
and practical justification by Christians of the rest 
f ram work on Sunday_ 14 

What we Have Learned 

1. No mandates requiring the observance of certain 

days for worship, much 1ess for rest, are given in the New 

Testament. 

2 . The nature of worship for the New Testament Age is 

one of total consecration and devotion -to God. It is not 

confined to external regulations and ceremonies, although 
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Christians ought to assemble corporately f . 
or worship. 

rate gatherings are still necessary in 
the Gospel Era, 

any importance being attached ·to a part· 
1

. 
icu ar day. 

out 

Corpo

with-

3. The concept of rest offered in .the Gospel is not 

tied to a day but is under the promise of Christ. Rest is 

not earned by works but is received by faith in Christ as His 

gift to the believer . The necessity of rest, especially one 

day in seven, is not a creation ordinance. 

4. The Old Sabbath consisting of rest and worship was 

not directly abolished anywhere in the New Testament, but it 

came to be obsolescent, arising from the view of Christ as 

being the One to Whom the sabbath pointed. The Old Testament 

sabbath was a type and Christ is its antitype. Therefore, it 

is no longer necessary since it belongs to the Old Covenant. 

In the Gospel Age there is no need for a day, such as Sunday, 

to be adopted either because of the Third Commandment's 

demands or as a type of the sabbath to come. 

s. Jesus showed in His healing and teaching ministry 

that He fulfilled the sabbath's intentions. He submitted 

Himself to it and did not place Himself above it, for He kept 

the whole law fully and perfectly, including the ceremonial 

law. Hence, he did not suspend the sabbath or abolish it. 
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6. The principle of Christian liberty should always be 

maintained, lest ceremonies overshadow "Christ alone" and 

become paths to "salvation by works." 

The Lutheran confessions 

The Augsburg Confession recognizes that the Old Testa

ment sabbath was abrogated on the principle of Christian lib

erty. Sunday was not the fulfillment of the Third Conunand

ment; only Christ was its fulfillment. The formulator of the 

Augsburg Confession realized that there was no theological 

justification for satisfying the requirements of the Third 

Commandment by observing Sunday in an Old Testament way. 

Further, strict Sunday observance could lead to work-righ

teousness. As a matter of fact, the Lutherans maintained 

that every day is the Lord's day, not just one of seven in a 

week (Large Catechism 87; 89) . 15 

Lutherans maintained the custom of worshipping on Sun

day for the sake of good order, and Sunday had the support of 

civil legislation in most areas. The Lutheran Reformers were 

careful to allow the abrogation of the sabbath only on the 

basis of Christian liberty. They were not compelled to exalt 

Sunday since no New Testament precepts clearly direct worship 

to be on a particular day. 
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A Final Note 

In the final analysis , the requirement of the Third 

Cormnandment is not to keep a day holy but to ke~p Christ 

holy. That is why there are no rules about days for corpo

rate worship gatherings in the New Testament. Faithful obe

dience cannot be legislated. Our desire to worship does not 

derive from a law, but from a relationship . If we love Him 

because He first loved us, then we will worship Christ 

together with His whole body, the Church. 

Modern advocates of sabbath-keeping fail to see that 

the Old Testament sabbath was a temporary type pointing to 

Christ and awaiting fulfillment by Him. Now after the ful

fillment, it is legalistic and judaizing to try to honor the 

seventh day or first day ("eighth day") of the week as a New 

Testament ordinance. 

Lutherans are not libertines to the extent of minimal

izing worship gatherings . They do not advocate "staying 

home" on Sundays, nor is Sunday devoid of meaning. Chris

tians do appreciate the customary civil day of rest, as a day 

allowing time for worship gatherings. Christians are grate

f ul wherever they live that such a day like our Sunday 

exists. Further, Sunday is replete with meaning (resur

rection, Pentecost, eternal rest/sabbath). The day may come 

that civil laws and customs are changed. Then another 
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selection for a worship time, probably less desirable and 

possibly inconvenient, will have to be made. 



ENDNOTES 

1R. J. Bauckham, "Sabbath and Sunday in the Post-Apos
tolic Church," in From Sabbath to Lord's Day, ed. D. A. Car
son (Grand Rapids: zondervan, 1982), 259 . 

2Willy Rordorf, Sunday, trans. A. A. K. Graham 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1968), 178. 

3Kirsopp Lake, trans . , "Didache, " ~ostolic Fathers, 
Vol. 1, Loeb Classical Library (London: William Heinemann, 
1965}, 321. . 

4There is a redundancy and/or pleonism, as reflected in 
the translation. Is it the Lord1 s "Day"? The sense suggests 
so, but a word needs to be supplied. The same problem also 
occurs in the next citation (Ignatius}. For more discussion 
on possibilities, see R. J . Bauckham, "The Lord1 s Day," in 
From Sabbath to Lord's Day, ed. D. A. carson (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1982), 227-28. 

5Lake, 331. 

6Ibid., "Ignatius to the Magnesians, 11 205. 

7Even if ~uptaK11V here means Easter (annual} instead of 
the Lord's Day (weekly}, the contrast is still between Chris
tianity and Judaism. 

8Berthold Altaner, Patrology, trans. Hilda Graef (New 
York: Herder and Herder, 1961), 81, shows that dating this 
Epistle is difficult. His suggestion is A.D. 115-140. 

9Lake, 11The Epistle of Barnabas, 11 395. 

10:rbid., 395-97. 

llF. F~ Bruce~ New Testament Histo;x;y (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1972),423-25, carries the translation of this cor
respondence. 

12rbid., 426, explains seditious activities. 
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1~ost interpreters take this to mean Sunday. However, 
Samuele Bacchiocchi, From Sabbath to Sunday (Rome: The Pon
tifical Gregorian University Press, l.977), 98, points out 
that it may only mean a certain weekday, or any prearranged 
time. · 

14Rordorf , l. 7 3 . 

IS:rheodore Tappert, Jaroslav Pelikan, Robert H. Fischer, 
and Arthur c. Piepkorn, eds., The Book of concord; ni.e 
confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, l.959), 87; and, Hans Lietzmann, Heinrich 
Bornkaimn, Hans Volz, and Ernst W(?lf, eds. , ~ 
Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, l.963), 582 . 
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